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Agent systems have been accepted and used advantageously by computer scientists since
their inception, but such systems have not been used so readily within the realms of con-
trol engineering or robotics. The work contained within this thesis investigates separated
spacecraft interferometry in the context of a multi-agent system, under the inﬂuence of li-
bration point orbital dynamics. The main focus is on the development of key agent skills,
including state estimation, guidance, control and decision methods to attain the desired
system output; within the consideration of decision methods, a comparison between cen-
tralized and distributed decisions is made. Whilst mainly focussing on the development
of these skills, additional considerations pertinent to agent system development are also
discussed.
Adiscretetimecontrolmethod, integratingKalmanﬁlteringwithslidingmodecontrol
and using potential function guidance to achieve velocity tracking with six degrees of
freedom, is developed for the purposes of controlling agent motion. Whilst developed for
the purposes of spacecraft agent control, the presented methods are equally valid to any
other vehicular agent system such as UAVs or AUVs if considering inter-agent regulation.
Centralized and distributed decision methods are developed to enable appropriate au-
tonomous actions to be performed by the agent system. Primarily these actions include
selective attainment and regulation of a non-natural orbits relative to a central agent to
form an appropriate array conﬁguration and instances of array reconﬁguration to com-
pensate for both failed agents and to maximize the mission duration.DEDICATION
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Within the computing domain, the paradigm of multi-agent systems has seen a recent ex-
plosion in interest as a means of solving massively parallel problems, in a computationally
efﬁcient manner. This paradigm of multi-agent systems has crossed over into the ﬁelds of
robotics and logistics, as a means of accomplishing more effective and robust solutions to
highly complex problems.
This thesis aims to investigate the application of multi-agent system principles to a
space system. Of interest are the potential beneﬁts availed to a system through distributed
mechanisms synonymous with multi-agent approaches and how these compare to more
traditional, centralized, approaches. The chosen system is that of physically separated
spacecraft interferometry. An interferometer is naturally expressed as a distributed sys-
tem, the components to which must interact in a strictly controlled and precise manner in
order for meaningful results to be extracted. In addition to these requirements, a space
based mission faces additional issues such as the inherent need for autonomy and ro-
bust operation. The design of space based interferometers is certainly not a new concept,
with solutions being presented in the form of tethered and free-ﬂying elements; however
aspects of controlling a naturally distributed system rely heavily on traditional control
methods and it is these which are sought to be replaced.
1.1 Structure
The scope of this thesis is quite large and consequently the thesis is organized into four
parts:
Part I contains a review of background material of relevant to this thesis, including liter-
ature on multi-agent systems, interferometry and separated spacecraft control. Part
I concludes with an overview of the problem to be investigated and envisaged oper-
ational situations that must be dealt with.
Part II encompasses mathematical material relating to the restricted three body problem,
motion dynamics and guidance methodologies. It does not contain any novel mate-
rial, but serves as a foundation for material presented within Part III: the restricted1. Introduction 3
three body problem environment is the dynamic regime to be used within simula-
tion; motion dynamics and guidance methodologies, as well as aspects of the re-
stricted three body problem material, are used within the development of all agent
skills.
Part III constitutes the main contributions of the thesis, primarily developing the agent
skills of state estimation, control action and decision methods. Part III draws upon
information presented within Parts I and II, and is concluded with an analysis of
the developed agent skills and a discourse of considerations relating to multi-agent
systems design.
Part IV contains appendices to the thesis and primarily serves to contain material deemed
too distracting for inclusion within the main thesis matter.
1.2 Publications During Work Undertaken
During the undertaking of the work presented within this thesis, key components have
been presented at international conferences and within internationally accepted journals.
Journal publications:
 Lincoln, N.K. and Veres, S.M. (2006). Components of a vision assisted constrained
autonomous satellite formation ﬂying control system. In International Journal of
Adaptive Control and Signal Processing, 21(2 3),237 264.
Refereed conference publications:
 Lincoln, N.K. and Veres, S.M. (2009). Discrete Time Sliding Mode Control for
Satellite Clusters at Lagrange Points. In Proceedings of the European Control Con-
ference 2009-ECC’09. Budapest, Hungary, Aug. 23 26, 2009.
 Lincoln, N.K. and Veres, S.M. (2008). Six Degree of Freedom Variable Hierarchy
Sliding Mode Control in Halo Orbits with Potential Function Guidance. In Pro-
ceedings of the 47th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control. Cancun, Mexico,
Dec. 9 11, 2008.
Additionally, work was completed resulting in contributions to the following conference
publications:1. Introduction 4
 Veres, S.M.andLincolnN.K.(2008). SlidingModeControlforAgentsandHumans-
the use of sEnglish for publications. In TAROS 2008, Towards Autonomous Robotic
Systems. Edinburgh, Scotland, 3 4 Sept. 2008.
 Veres, S.M., Lincoln, N.K. and Gabriel, S.B. (2007). Testbed for Satellite Forma-
tion Flying Control System Veriﬁcation. In AIAA InfoTech in Aerospace Ronhert
Park, CA, USA.
 Veres, S.M. and Lincoln, N.K. (2006). Vision assisted satellite formation control.
In, CDC 2006: 45th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, San Diego, USA,
13 15 Dec. 2006, 5712 5717.
 Veres, S.M., Lincoln, N.K. and Gabriel, S.B. (2006). Facility for satellite formation
ﬂying control system veriﬁcation. In, 9th International Workshop on Simulation
for European Space Programmes - SESP 2006, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, 6 8
Nov. 2006.
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis has contributions relating to state determination, control methodology and
decision making.
State Determination The state determination method, based upon the use of a vision sys-
tem to develop a local coordinate system within which the multi-agent system op-
erates, is an extension of work within the ﬁeld. Multi-agent system members co-
operate to permit maximum likelihood estimates of position information and this is
integrated into existing state determination methods.
Control The control method, that of discrete time sliding mode control, is a natural ex-
tension of existing work within the ﬁeld. Discrete time sliding mode control is an
established control technique, and although here the application of a discrete time
exponential reaching rate law is advocated, a key aspect is the fusion of the control
regime with Kalman ﬁltering methods.
Decision Making Amajorcontributionofthisthesisrelatestobothcentralanddistributed
decision mechanisms that drive a space based interferometric system. Within the
literature review it was observed that neither contingencies in the event of inter-
ferometer element failure, nor methods for prolonging an interferometry mission
using non-natural orbits at a libration point orbit, have been considered. Both of1. Introduction 5
these points are addressed within this thesis, using both centralized and distributed
methods. Additionally, both centralized and distributed methods are applied to the
developed scenario to enable a comparison of the resultant system behavior due to
each presented method.Part I
BACKGROUND LITERATURE2. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
This Chapter will provide an introduction to multi-agent systems, their deﬁnitions (both
formal and linguistic), design methodologies and current multi-agent system applications.
It draws from literature not only existing within the realms of computer science, where
the concept originated, but that within robotics and includes a Section introducing swarm
intelligence, a trait exhibited by biological systems. The Chapter culminates with a brief
review of current research into space based multi-agent systems and conceptual space
missions within which multi-agent systems may be applied.
2.1 Agent Systems
A computational agent is a process which executes in order to perform a particular task
and achieve a desired response; the agent is beyond that of a functional process in that
it exhibits some degree of autonomy within operation. A single agent system (SAS) is a
system controlled through a single process: this single process must consider all system
entities, including input and output relationships. If operating within a large and complex
environment, the resultant SAS will be equally complex in design; it may be beneﬁcial to
use multiple simpler agents to perform the same task.
A multi-agent system (MAS) is an artiﬁcial or biological system that is composed of
multiple interacting agents: here the task of a single agent system is broken down across
multiple agents such that each component agent is simpler in design. The intended action
of a multi-agent system is to achieve a desired global objective, brought about from the
cooperative action of individual agents: each only possessing partial system information
and none having overruling ability within the agent community. Conceptually this can
be viewed as global system output being the result of team effort rather than monolithic
action. The aim of multi-agent systems research is to formulate methods of developing
such complex systems of agents that are capable of achieving the desired global system
behaviour.
The implementation of a multi-agent system is somewhat domain dependent. The
suitability of multi-agent system implementation is addressed within [1, 2] wherein ap-2. Multi-Agent Systems 8
plication scenarios are suggested:
Dynamic or Complex Environments In such environments, it may only be possible to ar-
rive at a solution through the use of a multi-agent system, since ﬂexible autonomous
action is required and these are properties synonymous with MAS. Agents allow for
the handling of complexity by their natural modularity and abstract nature and so
offer the beneﬁt of programming simpliﬁcation. This beneﬁt is highlighted within
[3], wheresystemssuchasthoseobservedinprocesscontrolarenominatedastarget
applications, since they are inherently difﬁcult to design and implement.
Natural MAS Environments For environments that are naturally modelled as a competi-
tive or cooperative society, the application of a MAS is most natural. Wooldridge
refers to this application area as agents as a natural metaphor [1].
Distributed Environments Environments that exhibit a high degree of distribution in data,
control or expertise may not permit a centralized solution, yet such systems may be
adequately modeled as a multi-agent system.
Legacy Environments Obsolete, yet functionally required, software can be reliably inter-
acted through an ’agent layer’, allowing for continual usage without the need for
rewriting.
The MAS research ﬁeld is a comparatively young area, having originated as a sub-
ﬁeld of computer science during the late eighties; consequently the majority of literature
has a strong bias towards this discipline. It was not until much later, in the late 1990s, that
the research ﬁeld took off into multiple directions, where the agent systems concept was
expanded into ﬁelds such as robotics and complex biological systems.
The ﬁrst MAS were software based, without physical processes of the environment.
Later these software agents were deployed in some form of physical sensor and actuator
hardware. This hardware may interact with another hardware system which itself may
or may not have an agent software system deployed. With the advancement of robotic
systems, teams of robots are being considered as a MAS, independent of the existence of
agent based software running within the robot systems. Such a formalism retains the no-
tion of a MAS being a system of multiple interacting agents: here the robots themselves
represent the agents. However this current formalism would entail that the terminology of
’agent system’ can be applied equally to an agent based software environment or a physi-
cal agent system, provided that the system being considered satisﬁes certain requirements,
as prescribed below.
Subsequent usage of the term ’agent’ will not directly refer to a software or hard-
ware agent. However, an ’agent system’ will be understood strictly within the software2. Multi-Agent Systems 9
domain, within which all decisions and computation is carried out. An ’agent system’
can be attributed with an ’agent body’, which is a physical entity and exists within the
’environment’. It is through this ’agent body’ that the agent system interacts with the
’environment’ within which other ’agent bodies’ may exist.
2.2 Linguistic Deﬁnition of a MAS
The early deﬁnition of a software agent, provided by Wooldridge and Jennings in [2],
has been widely adopted by the computer science research community for generalizing a
software agent as an entity which is situated in some environment, and that is capable of
autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its objectives. This is only one
of many deﬁnitions of an agent system: [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] provide additional descriptions,
primarily generated from examples speciﬁc authors applied within their research. Whilst
the description within [2] is highly generalized, the notion of an agent is captured entirely,
and from this high level deﬁnition various subsets of agent systems can be identiﬁed. The
most evident of these subsets of agents is that already introduced: a MAS. Within [1, 3]
a distinction is made between MAS and intelligent multi-agent system (IMAS): a MAS
is considered an IMAS when the agents composing the system are themselves intelli-
gent. Within this development, intelligent was used to describe the ability to produce an
appropriate response based upon current percepts, which implies rationality rather than
cognitive intelligence. The proposed distinction between a MAS and IMAS, as suggested
within [1, 3], is rarely used in practice since such a division would negate the existence
of intelligence as an emergent trait of certain agent behaviors and their resultant inter-
action. Whilst reference to an IMAS is rare, the concept of a specifying use of rational
or behavioral agents has become favored by the community as a means of agent system
speciﬁcation [8, 9, 10].
Whilst numerous specialized agent types have been deﬁned within literature, the sub-
sequent discussion will only be concerned with agents within the context of multi-agent
systems and not the broad spectrum of individual agents which exist; for such details the
interested reader is referred to the current literature [1, 8, 9, 10].
For classiﬁcation as a MAS, the agents comprising the system may have the following
characteristics:
Situated An agent must be situated in some environment. This is a very light constraint:
the environment can be purely software based or may include physical processes
other than those of digital hardware. It is however the nature of this environment
that is of interest to an agent system, in particular a MAS designer, and this must be
formalized in some way.2. Multi-Agent Systems 10
Autonomous Each agent must be capable of at least some partial autonomous action:
the ability to decide for themselves what action is required in order to satisfy their
design objective(s) within the environment they exist. Some authors are reluctant
to use the term ’autonomous’, preferring ’rational’ to describe agents that take goal
oriented action based upon percepts and knowledge of the inhabited environment
[6]. Regardless of the exact terminology used, in a computational sense, this is what
distinguishes agents from objects.
Perception An agent must be capable of sensing it’s environment, since this is the key to
autonomous action. To echo the distributed nature of MAS, within [1] it is stated
that each agent operates based upon local knowledge; no agent has a global view.
This can equally be considered as a single agent not being able to make practical use
of the global knowledge, even though this knowledge may be available. Arguments
can easily be made that a MAS could work more efﬁciently if each agent possessed
globalsystemknowledgeandthisisevidentwithinhierarchicalmulti-agentsystems
which are used to coordinate agent activities [11].
Social Each agent is capable of interacting with other agents. The term ’interaction’ here
relates not only to a message passing ability, but other interactions such as coordi-
nation, negotiation, etc. This notion ties together the requirements of autonomous
and decentralized operation: it is through this interaction process that the ability
of an agent system to achieve a global operation based upon local knowledge is
realized.
Active This concept comprises of two key activities: reactivity and proactivity. A strictly
reactive agent has an idle state wherein it waits for a triggering event before com-
mencinganyformofaction, muchlikeanobject. Conversely, aproactiveagentdoes
not have an idle state and continually performs some form of action. Strictly reac-
tive or proactive agents both have their advantages: a reactive agent consumes less
resources and does not require ’training’ as implementation is by direct condition-
action. However, in time critical tasks a proactive agent will have all pertinent
information to hand and thus the ability to solve issues in a more time efﬁcient
manner. Moreover, a well conﬁgured intelligent proactive agent would be able to
foresee and deal with problems before they develop to the stage of triggering a
reactive agent.
Thereisanobviousbeneﬁtinagentswhichareheterogeneousinactivity, beingboth
reactive and proactive. When formulated correctly such a combination introduces
a robust nature to the system. A heterogeneously active agent is proactive in the2. Multi-Agent Systems 11
persistence of attaining system goals in a slowly variable environment and reactive
to sudden changes in the perceived environment within which the agent is situated.
There are two characteristics which are slightly more controversial in nature when ap-
plied to the realm of MAS: decentralized and intelligent. Whilst in [1] it is stated that no
agent should have direct control over another agent, since this would then reduce the sys-
tem to a monolithic architecture. There is a caveat that an agent is permitted to inﬂuence
the decision of another agent, but it may not prescribe the decision: it is this caveat to
which agent system design most closely adheres to, especially those for supervisory and
hierarchical agent structures, as presented within [12]. Intelligence is a highly contended
term when applied within the context of computation, immediately entering the ﬁelds of
artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) and computational intelligence (CI). Remaining strictly within
the agent systems domain, and certainly not entering a philosophical discussion on the
ability of an electronic system to exhibit a biological trait, quantiﬁcation of what consti-
tutes an intelligent agent can be considered as the ability to learn and apply knowledge.
Applied to a system this entails the ability to accommodate new problem solving skills
which may be self generated, to perform self analysis and modify both the skills and
future actions based upon this analysis.
As is already evident, the multi-agent system world is abundant with metaphorical
expressions which give living analogs to the artiﬁcial agents within a system. It is perhaps
prudent here to emphasize that agents are computational, information processing entities:
metaphorical analogs are only intended to convey high level concepts.
The usage of concepts and human oriented metaphorical expressions for the desired
action of a computational agent is itself perhaps an indication in the paradigm shift of
current programming methodology: that of increasing locality and encapsulation. Con-
sidering the scenario of software programming, the original unit of software was a com-
plete program which later evolved into ’structured programming’ where the software was
formed by smaller packages of code; each subroutine being self contained and invoked by
being called externally. Structured programming gave way to object-oriented program-
ming, conceptually similar to the structured methods but each object1 can interact in a
cooperative manner as opposed to computing a structured set of tasks: objects are capable
of receiving, processing and passing data to other objects. Object-oriented programming
focuses on data rather than processes: an object-oriented program consists of multiple
objects, each containing all the information needed to manipulate its own data structure.
An agent oriented program takes the object oriented methodology a stage further in that
the decision to implement a particular piece of code is made by the agent itself; interac-
tion is by choice. In addition, each agent (classiﬁable as a special class of object) has its
1 In its simplest form, an object can be deﬁned as an allocated region of storage.2. Multi-Agent Systems 12
own ’goals’ and resultantly not only is the invocation localized, but the code and data is
too. This progression of programming structure has been shadowed by the methods of
human-computer interaction: initial (primitive) interaction was through the use of phys-
ical switches, which gave way to command line interfaces and the rise of graphical user
interfaces, to which object oriented programming is so well suited.
Emergent programming techniques include agent programming languages (APL) and
naturallanguageprogramming(NLP).Thesetechniquesdirectlyencodesoftwarewiththe
ability to utilize the metaphorical expressions widely used within the agent community.
APL is similar to object-oriented programming, however with APL the objects (now
termed agents) decide when to run; there is an autonomous aspect to their invocation.
Wooldridge surmises the difference between agents and objects as ’Objects do it for free;
agents do it because they want to’ [1]. Within APL, the agents are directly programmed
in terms of mental notions, developed by agent theorists to represent properties of an
agent such as their beliefs, desires and intentions, resulting in a BDI model2. Such an
abstraction combines the ability to compute with human notions which may be beneﬁcial
to express the operation of a complex system.
NLP is a software writing methodology using a natural language which is machine
readable, yet equally readable by a human. NLP should not be confused with compu-
tational linguistics, which is mainly aimed at understanding a language to enable rapid
translation of scientiﬁc journals, but as a method of simultaneously forming a computa-
tional and human language in the context of the problem at hand.
2.3 Formal Deﬁnition of a MAS
Although the literature regarding agent systems is abound with metaphorical expressions,
aswouldbeexpectedfromatopicemergentfromtherealmsofcomputerscience, aformal
high level deﬁnition of an agent system has been proposed within[13]. Whilst applicable
to some software or physical agents, the formal deﬁnition presented within [13] is not
universally applicable to all software and physical agents: for this thesis the following
universal semi-formal deﬁnition is presented:
MAS We can describe a multi-agent system as a three-tuple, consisting of the set of
agents, an environment in which the agents exist and a coupling between the agent
and its environment.
MAS = < Agents;Environment;Coupling >
2 BDI models are expanded upon in subsequent Sections.2. Multi-Agent Systems 13
Agent We can describe the ith agent from a set of n agents as a ﬁve-tuple, consisting of
the agent state, input, output, process and an agent body.
Agenti = < Statei;Inputi;Outputi;Processi;Bodyi >
within this context, the state is a set of values which completely deﬁne the agent;
the agent state itself is changed by the autonomous process. The input and output
are themselves subsets of the state which are coupled to the environment through
the agent body: hence, an agent is linked directly to the environment and indirectly
to other agents.
Environment Formally we can describe the environment within which an agent exists as
a three-tuple consisting of the environment’s state, the processes occurring within
it and all agent bodies.
Environmente = < Statee;Processe;Bodye >
within this context it is implied that the environment is dynamic, possessing its own
processes which change the environment state, independent of agent body inﬂu-
ences. Unlike the deﬁnition of an agent, there is no input/output, which implies that
the environment is unbounded.
The semi-formal deﬁnition given above, modiﬁed from [13] and applicable to both
software and physical agents, does not in any way conﬂict with the linguistic description
of an agent suggested by [1, 2, 4]. The linguistic descriptions offer a conceptual method of
explaining the notion of an agent system, whilst the semi-formal method gives an explicit
description of the agent system and its interaction processes. These deﬁnition methods
should be considered in conjunction, rather than individually, as independently they offer
only a partial insight.
2.4 Agent System Design
MAS design inherently gives rise to two distinct, yet dependent, problems: those of agent
design and agent society design, sometimes referred to as a micro/macro distinction. The
challenge within MAS research is not only in breaking down the description of an agent
system into what individual agents should do, but the implementation of a suitable archi-
tecture to achieve this. Solutions are generally sought using the well proven tools from
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from artiﬁcial intelligence research such as planning, reasoning methods, search meth-
ods and machine learning. There are three agent models which have gained a signiﬁcant
attention within the ﬁeld
Agent Utility Model The utility model of an agent is perhaps the most popular theoretical
model, possibly due to to the associated ﬂexibility and roots in game theory and
artiﬁcial intelligence. Within this model format, an agent is constructed as a utility
maximizer inhabiting a Markov decision process3 [1, 5]. The utility function4 is
used to capture an agent’s preferences by providing a map from the states of the
environment, or outcome of a game, to a real number that indicates how good a
particular outcome is for an agent. Such an implementation perfectly expresses a
self interested agent and naturally leads to a preference ordering over outcomes: the
greater the utility, the more preferred the outcome. The mapping process occurring
within a utility function can be viewed as an agent policy; this policy may change
throughout time as a result of agent (cf machine) learning processes. Such agents
are inductive in nature, since they extrapolate conclusions from presented evidence.
Logical Agents The modeling of agents as logical inference machines is favoured by
scientists working on semantic or logical applications of agents. Logical agents are
inherently deductive, since they deduce facts based upon rules of logic. [1] presents
an overview on logics for multi-agent systems, largely focussed towards epistemic
logics5 and possible worlds semantics. Temporal logic6 is perhaps the most suited
form of logic system to permit agents to act in a purely deductive manner and has
been prototyped within Concurrent MetateM [14, 15, 16]. In addition to allowing
for agent programming, computational logic provides a well grounded and rigorous
framework to study the syntax, semantics and procedures of agent tasks. Agent
interaction can also be addressed using the same tools, thus linking the speciﬁcation
and veriﬁcation of properties related to individual agents and agent communities.
BDI Agents The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agency model is perhaps the most widely
used model for practically reasoning agents. A BDI model implements the princi-
pal aspects of Bratman’s theory of human practical reasoning [17] as a method of
3 A Markov decision process is one in which the outcome of a decision is partly random and partly under
control of the decision maker.
4 In game theory this is referred to as the Von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function.
5 Epistemic logic is a subﬁeld of modal logic and concerns reasoning about knowledge
6 Temporal logic is used to describe any system of rules and symbolism for representing and reasoning
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explaining future directed intention. Beliefs7 represent the agent’s knowledge of
the world: what it believes about the state of the environment and itself. Desires
encapsulate the objectives of the agent, or equally the situations which the agent
would like to bring about. Some authors equally refer to desires and goals, however
usage of goals requires consistency whereas desires may be disparate. Intentions
represent the course of action that an agent has chosen to take and can be seen as a
desire which the agent has selected to fulﬁl. Although not explicitly mentioned in
the model name, plans are equally important to complete the agent model: a plan is
a sequence of actions which can achieve the current intention and may itself be to
plan a course of action. Numerous development languages for BDI models already
exist, examples being AgentSpeak, 3APL, JADE, JASON and JACK.
The Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) is a situated real time reasoning system
which uses a BDI agent architecture model. Within this model exists a knowledge
library containing a database of procedures that will accomplish particular tasks.
This knowledge library is interfaced by an interpreter, which is also linked to the
agent’s BDI architecture. The interpreter (or reasoning system) is responsible for
keeping track of the agent’s BDI state whilst selecting the appropriate knowledge
area to apply to the current task. A PRS system does not generate a complete plan
of action and replan upon unexpected events; planning and action are concurrent
activities.
None of these models expressly indicate the method or extent of communication be-
tween agents or the application variance between hetero or homo-dynamic systems. Al-
though it is evident that with increased communication, more complex behaviors within
roboticmulti-agentsystemsarepossible[18]. Withinsoftwaremulti-agentsystems(where
the size of an agent is arbitrary) complex behaviors with minimal communication can be
achieved through further division of the agent.
2.5 Swarm Intelligence
Swarm intelligence is a concept directly linked with the notion of a multi-agent system.
It can be deﬁned as a form of emergent artiﬁcial intelligence based upon the collective
behaviorofdecentralizedandselforganizedsystems: multi-agentsystems. Inabiological
context a swarm is used to describe a large group of similar sized animals which are in
aggregate motion. The number of entities required for a group to be classiﬁed as a swarm
7 Here the notion of belief allows separation from knowledge and thus permits an agent belief to both be
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is not speciﬁed, though it is indirectly implied that the transition is made when the total
number of biological entities is ’large’. Due to this ambiguity in terminology, a multi-
agent system will not be referred to as a swarm, though a multi-agent system is assumed
to be capable of exhibiting swarm intelligence.
Perhaps the most visual emulation of swarm intelligence exhibited by a multi-agent
system is presented within the context of swarm robotics8. This scenario involves a large
number of robotic entities, wherein each robot is considered an agent body, and these
bodies may or may not be either homogenous or intelligent. These robots exist in some
dynamic environment with which they interact via their outputs and which are themselves
dependentupontherobotpercepts, stateprocessandbodytype9. Thephysicaldimensions
of the robot agents are not important10; it is the autonomous operation of the agents within
the robot swarm and the local interactions made to effect a desired global outcome that are
pertinent. The main considerations of such decentralized autonomous robotic systems are
the same for general multi-agent systems: that of individual agent planning or decision
making, consequent agent group dynamics and the evolution of agent behavior, which in
actuality is the study of swarm stability.
2.6 Inspiration from Nature
Biological systems perfectly capture the essence of a multi-agent system: successful bio-
logical systems are composed of self organized basic entities and are capable of dynamic
adaption to changing circumstances without any form of top-down control. As a con-
sequence, such systems are highly studied by biologists and computer scientists alike.
At its most ambitious, a multi-agent system aims to replicate this emergent cooperative
phenomena that is typiﬁed by biological systems.
The evaluation of certain aspects of any biological system is very subjective and in
part depends on the scope of the system which is to be considered. It is common to break
a system into elements that are of interest and evaluate these, rather than the system as a
whole.
8 Swarm robotics could more appropriately be named ’multi-agent robotics’, though the current literature
prefers the prior terminology.
9 This description precisely ﬁts the formal deﬁnitions of a MAS, agent and environment provided within
Section 2.3.
10 Within [19], the notion of swarm robotics to form a Turing machine is presented, as is the use of larger
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2.6.1 Ants as Agents
Possibly the most studied and theorized of biological multi-agent systems are those of ant
colonies. An ant ﬁts our description of an intelligent agent: it is situated, autonomous,
active, social and acts entirely based upon local perception. In addition, an individual ant
is not particularly capable: left to its own devices an ant would be able to achieve very
little and most likely perish; yet a group of such ants can thrive, even in a hostile desert
environment. The primary elements of focus to scientists studying ant systems in the mid
nineties included efﬁcient route formation and brood sorting; both of these are emergent
traits evolving globally from very simple individual behavior.
Ants are capable of forming and subsequently reﬁning routes to food sources by sub-
jectively depositing time-decaying pheromones [1, 13, 20, 21]. This is a ’recruitment’
process resulting in what would be described mathematically as minimum spanning trees;
yet it is obvious that a simple ant is unable to apply conventional (human) graph theoretic
computation algorithms.
Thecommonmodelusedfortheantisthattheantwandersrandomly, executingBrow-
nian motion. If a pheromone is sensed then this Brownian motion is inﬂuenced, such that
the stronger the pheromone scent, the stronger the inﬂuence to follow in the direction of
the scent. The pheromones act as a form of recruitment, encouraging more agents to fol-
low in their direction: hence the terminology applied earlier. Should the ant come across
some food source, the ant will pick up the food11 and then attempt to ﬁnd the nest. Upon
acquisition of a food source, the ant will drop a time-decaying pheromone at a constant
rate as it moves. There are now two possible eventualities, which are equally valid: either
the ant follows in the direction of a separate pheromone belonging to the nest, or contin-
ues the random walk inﬂuenced by the same pheromones sensed previously (if any exist).
Regardless of the method implemented to search for the nest, at some point in time the
ant will encounter the nest, deposit the food and recommence the search for food. This
simple model results in two observations. Firstly, there is the implicit suggestion that at
some stage the ant will encounter both a food source and the nest when completing a ran-
dom walk12. Secondly, there is an emergent behavior where the routes to a food source
are reﬁned, remain robust to disturbance and disappear when a food source is depleted.
This occurs since only food carrying ants will drop pheromones and once a food carrying
ant reaches the nest there will be a trail linking the food source with the nest. Initially,
the trail will be far from nominal due to the random walking processes, but the random
walking process is also what causes the pheromone trail to evolve into an efﬁcient direct
11 It is implied that the ant is capable of picking up a unit of food without assistance.
12 As mentioned in [13], this assumption is perfectly valid if the nest-food distance is small in comparison
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route: short cuts appear in the initial trail, which as noted within [20] will result in a faster
build up of pheromones on the shorter route and thus enforcing its preference. In contrast
the pheromones originally laid on the longer trail will fade and the path will cease to exist.
The eventual result is a direct line from the nest to a current food source. Of conceptual
interest is the time decay process involved with the pheromone deposits: considered in a
physical context, once a food source is depleted the path becomes less traveled and so is
eventually discarded entirely; applied to an AI context, we are reminded that the ability
to forget is as important as that of remembering. These globally emergent traits, resultant
from individual actions, have led to the development of so called ’Ant Colony Optimiza-
tion’ routines [20, 22, 23, 24] and in practical applications have also been used effectively
within robo-soccer algorithms [25].
2.6.2 Other Biological Agents
Stigmergy13 is evident within numerous biological systems and it is certainly not limited
to the emergent behaviors observed within ant colonies. Indeed, the foundations of such
biological studies were focussed on the cooperative action of termites observed building a
nest, where it was observed that the nest structure forms initially as stacks, coalescing into
a sequence of arches. Similar to the ant route formation model, termite nest construction
can also be reasoned about by use of the pheromone concept. In this model the building
blocks created by a termite are seeded with a time-decaying pheromone and randomly
deposited in the area of a suitable nesting site14. As with ant motion, placement of a
building block is inﬂuenced by pheromone presence, with the termite preferring to place
a building block in proximity to a high concentration of pheromones. Although initially
being placed randomly, at some stage the proximity of several building blocks will cause a
preferential location building block placement: pheromone levels in less frequented areas
will drop and so building blocks will only be deposited in speciﬁc locations resulting in
the formation of towers. Due to the time decaying nature of the pheromones, there will
be a pheromone gradient through the height of the tower with the greatest concentration
being at the top. Neighboring towers will also be sensed by a termite and so the tops of the
towers will grow towards each other, forming the characteristic arch shape. As with the
ant example, no single termite decides how the structure is to be built, it simply evolves.
Movingawayfromattributesexhibitedonlywithintheinsectworld, emergencecanbe
13 Stigmergy was originally deﬁned by French biologist Pierre-Paul Grass´ e in 1959 as ’Stimulation of
workers by the performance they have achieved’. Stigmergy is more clearly deﬁned as a form of com-
munication by modifying the environment and is now used to express the mechanism of indirect agent
coordination where the trace of an action in the environment stimulates subsequent actions.
14 The process for selection of a suitable nesting site is not considered here.2. Multi-Agent Systems 19
observed in the ﬂocking behavior of birds, ﬁsh and mammals. Within ﬂocking behavior,
movements are coordinated in conjunction with the consideration of collision avoidance
between other agents and obstacles in addition to the avoidance of predators. This occurs
without any form of sophisticated communication or centralized coordination; global co-
ordination is resultant from individual actions propagating through the system.
2.7 Implemented MAS
Multi-agent systems have already found their way into applications as wide ranging as air
trafﬁc control, industrial processes and spacecraft systems [1, 3, 26]. These applications
will now be presented.
2.7.1 Trafﬁc Management
The ﬂow of trafﬁc is inherently a multi-agent system, being both geographically and func-
tionally distributed; it is equivalent to that of animal migration and ﬂocking. In a trafﬁc
ﬂow system, each human piloted vehicle can be considered an agent, with its own beliefs,
desires and intentions.
Optimization of trafﬁc ﬂow is an important consideration since it has economic, envi-
ronmental and social impacts. Within [27], a reference is made to a study on European air
trafﬁc congestion, prepared by SRI International for the International Air Transport Asso-
ciation (IATA) in April 1990, forecasting that in the year 2000 air trafﬁc congestion alone
will cost Europe US$10 billion annually in national losses due to constrained growth.
Although such statistics are now signiﬁcantly out of date, they do serve appropriately
to highlight the economic impacts of non-optimal trafﬁc ﬂow and the magnitude of the
problem. Obvious economic parallels can be drawn with both sea and land transportation
congestion. Further economic and environmental issues arise in considering the require-
ment to minimize fuel usage in all forms of transport, a subject which is also becoming a
political consideration, due to the growing popularity of environmentalist ideals.
In principle there are two methods of mitigating trafﬁc congestion: increased infras-
tructure or increased ﬂow efﬁciency. The former method entails the construction of more
roads or rail networks, runways or ports; all of these options are ultimately constrained
by physical space availability and a considerable capital investment. As a consequence,
methods to increase the efﬁciency of trafﬁc ﬂow have received much interest.
Trafﬁc management has traditionally been viewed as an optimization process and, at
its most complex, involves intermodal transportation connectivity. Within [28], the imple-
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ment and also details trafﬁc research efforts made by Daimler-Benz. A key observation
is that current logistical operations do not involve active planning, generally relying upon
more traditional reactive methods.
Air trafﬁc control in particular has received a large amount of attention, with agent
based research dating as far back as 1986 [29]. Numerous theoretical papers have been
published on the subject, with a concrete formulation being presented within [30]. Within
this paper, artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) and distributed artiﬁcial intelligence (DAI) tech-
niques are applied to air trafﬁc ﬂow management with the aim to maximize the utility
of air trafﬁc resources; such an implementation relates back to the notion of agents as
utility maximizers. A practical implementation of an agent based system for air trafﬁc
control was successfully ﬁeld tested at Sydney airport in Australia during 1995 [27]. The
system, designed and implemented by the Australian Artiﬁcial Intelligence Institute, re-
ceived the acronym of OASIS: Optimal Aircraft Sequencing using Intelligent Scheduling.
The system was designed to give assistance to air trafﬁc controllers through the provision
of tactical air trafﬁc management. Implemented using a PRS architecture, the system
is heterogenous, being both proactive and reactive. The prototype OASIS system was in-
tended to be succeeded by a commercial version named HORIZON, with an initial release
date set for 1997. The roll-out of these systems appear to have come across some form
of resistance since no recent publications regarding either system exist, aside from some
unreliable internet sources indicating that public safety concerns, involving a reluctance
to accept more recent and unproven technologies, have derailed the program.
Systems such as OASIS are not only of beneﬁt to the air trafﬁc sector, but would be
of huge beneﬁt to busy international shipping ports. These systems, although restricted
to a 2D environment, are exceptionally complex not least due to the severely limited
manoeuvrability of current super-tankers and equally of high risk due to the potential for
ecological disaster, as evident from the MT Hebei Spirit oil spill in 2007 which resulted
in the spill of 10;800 tonnes of crude oil into the Yellow Sea [31].
2.7.2 Industrial Applications
Agent systems used within trafﬁc control represents only one of many domains for which
an agent approach is suitable15. The industrial sector, being intrinsically proﬁt driven,
has much to gain from the implementation of agent systems and consequently has applied
them for both the design and operation of industrial systems. Application of agents sys-
tems within the industrial sector varies across all forms of distribution, from modeling to
end-product: inclusive of emulation, prototype and pilot schemes.
15 Here we refer back to the often quoted agent system applicability criterion: when a system is modular,
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Within [26], Parnuk details the numerous agent systems within industry and empha-
sizes that industrial systems are driven by the need to solve a practical problem, rather
than curiosity in potential applications, as is exhibited in academic research. Perhaps
the greatest insight within [26] is the need for standards and techniques within research
ﬁelds that make applications of agent based techniques accessible to industrial users. It
is not the purpose here to replicate the details of [26], but to convey to the reader the
huge breadth of agent systems application within the industrial sector from new design
methodology as shown by RAPPID16, unique artiﬁcial intelligence 3D animation systems
such as Massive,17 to innumerable plant operation programs.
With the further development of robotic systems, swarm intelligence approaches have
emerged within logistical applications. Distribution centers offer the ideal arena for im-
plementing a multi-agent scheme: Kiva systems [32], have developed Kiva Mobile Ful-
ﬁllment System (MFS) which is a multi-agent robotic system used for warehouse order
fulﬁllment and other vertical market applications. Within the system, semi-autonomous
robots are used for efﬁcient order processing. The classiﬁcation of semi-autonomous here
arises because, although the robots are capable of autonomous processes such as recharg-
ing and route tracking, their tasks are assigned by a centralized computer. Nevertheless,
the system is still classiﬁable as a multi-agent system. Logistically, for the MFS, in-
ventory pods are stored in the center of a warehouse while operators stand at inventory
stations around the perimeter. Upon receipt of an order, robotic drive units retrieve the
appropriate inventory pods and bring them to the worker to collect the appropriate item.
Completed orders are stored on separate pods, ready for transportation to the loading dock
when a distribution vehicle arrives. Inventory pods do not have a ﬁxed location, which is
in stark contrast to the traditional warehouse organization architecture, where items are
stored in precise locations on static shelving. The system allows for massively parallel
processing of orders, a trait typical of a multi-agent system. As a result, the Kiva MFS has
achieved breakthrough improvements over generally accepted material handling bench-
marks, including order picking speed, order accuracy, volume scalability and ﬂexibility
in reconﬁguring operations or responding to market changes18[33].
16 Responsible Agents for Product-Process Integrated Development has been piloted in the high-level
design of a military vehicle at the U.S. Army’s TACOM facility [26].
17 Massive software has been used within numerous high proﬁle ﬁlms including ’The Lord of the Rings’
trilogy, ’King Kong’, ’300’, ’The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe’, ’The Ant
Bully’ and ’I, Robot’. It is capable of rapidly creating thousands (or millions) of individual agents which
can act individually; effectively creating and simulating a multi-agent environment.
18 Staples Inc. and Zappos.com, a competitor to the more successful amazon.com, has chosen to imple-
ment the Kiva-MFS system having completed successful trials.2. Multi-Agent Systems 22
2.7.3 Spacecraft Control
The importance of introducing a virtual human presence in space is introduced within [34]
and in particular highlights the need for increased autonomy to achieve such ambitions.
There is an obvious risk in the usage of new technologies in space and, in an effort to
mitigate this necessary risk, NASA launched a ’New Millennium Program’ aimed at test-
ing future technologies to aid development and increase the conﬁdence of new systems.
Deep Space 1, a spacecraft launched in 1998, was part of this program and among the 12
new technologies to be validated was a system known as Remote Agent (RA). RA is an
autonomous agent based control system designed to ”addresses the unique characteristics
of the spacecraft domain that require highly reliable autonomous operations over long
periods of time with tight deadlines, resource constraints, and concurrent activity among
tightly coupled subsystems” [34]. RA is formed by the integration of three separate tech-
nologies: an on-board planner-scheduler named EUROPA, a robust multi-threaded exec-
utive, and a model-based fault diagnosis and recovery system called Livingstone. Instead
of being commanded to execute a sequence of commands, the system design is such that
the attainment of a list of goals is sought. From the speciﬁed goals, the RA forms a plan
to accomplish the goals and then executes the plan, whilst maintaining feedback on the
current plan execution and the current status of ﬂight hardware. [35] details the RA design
philosophy and also the scenarios intended during the testing phase of the system: power
bus status switch failure, camera power stuck on, hardware device not communicating
over bus to ﬂight computer and thruster stuck closed. The Remote Agent ran the space-
craft computer for a duration of two days over 60,000,000 miles from Earth and although
some anomalous behavior was detected, resulting in the termination of the experiment,
the mission was considered a success [36].
The RA architecture failed to make full use of the agent system paradigm and was
effectively a top layer installed ontop of the regular ﬂight software; subsequent investi-
gations into such control systems involve a less conservative, complete agent based sys-
tem approach. [37] and [38] provide high level architectures for an agent based control
architecture solution to satellite formation ﬂying. The generalized architecture presented
within[37]wasdestinedtobeadaptedandtestedonTechsat 21, aﬂeetofthreelowEarth
orbiting spacecraft to be used for technology demonstration. Originally the Techsat 21
mission was planned to be launched in 2004, though the project was canceled in 2003
due to the technical difﬁculties involved [39, 40]. The agent architecture produced is
nevertheless still valid and of interest: each satellite was to be programmed in a C++ im-
plementation of what was termed ObjectAgent to result in a ’TeamAgent’ system. The
TeamAgent system was hierarchical, with one of the satellites acting as a cluster man-
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commands. The architecture presented within [38] is programmed using Jack, whilst
incorporating additional procedures to enable usage of MATLAB for numerical compu-
tation. The paper highlights performance requirements and suggests algorithms capable
of achieving the desired agent based control, though alike [37], no speciﬁc control or
communication routines are presented. Unlike [37] the destination hardware was not that
of space: a ground based test bed had been build to test the agent system, successfully
avoiding the problematic political and ﬁnancial issues faced with space-based testing of
hardware.
2.8 Space Based Multi-Agent Systems
The RA test, ﬂown aboard the Deep Space One spacecraft, is an example of agent based
software operating in a challenging environment where goals are to be achieved through
the formation and execution of plans. In addition to agent based software techniques for
individual spacecraft, space based missions can utilize a multi-agent systems approach to
create distributed hardware systems19; essentially swarm robotics applied to space mis-
sions. Whilst the terminology of swarm robotics has just been applied to a distributed
hardware space mission, the European Space Agency is developing an Earth Explorer
mission named ’Swarm’, consisting of three polar-orbiting satellites anticipated to launch
in 2010 [41, 42]. To prevent any confusion between this mission and any conceptual space
based multi-agent system, subsequent usage of ’swarm’ will be omitted and ’multi-agent
system’ used for reference to any physical system composed of n elements, where n > 1.
Technological advances in micro-manufacturing processes are allowing for the de-
sign and fabrication of previously unimaginable satellite systems. With the emergence of
functional nano-satellites20 and current research being directed towards the possibilities
of manufacturing pico-satellites21, combined with the maturing ﬁeld of satellite forma-
tion ﬂying, the implementation of multi-agent systems in space is a real possibility. The
implementation of such systems in the space environment would carry across all of the
beneﬁts associated with terrestrial applications:
 Current space hardware is susceptible to single point failures: satellite subsystems
are not replaceable and should they fail then the mission is generally lost. Consider-
ing the application of multi-agent systems to this instance, this issue of survivability
19 A distributed hardware system is also sometimes referred to as a virtual platform.
20 Nano-satellites are classed as satellites not exceeding a wet mass of 10kg. Examples of nano-satellites
which have already ﬂown include SNAP-1, from SSTL [43], and Mini AERCam from NASA [44].
21 Pico-satellites are classiﬁed as satellites with a wet mass not exceeding 1kg. A current example of a
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is overcome in the same way that loss of a single ant does not endanger the colony:
should any elements be lost, the the mission can continue with only some loss in
performance. This is the well cited ’graceful degradation’ concept.
 Multi-agent systems are inherently modular and this is echoed within the terrestrial
swarm robotics ﬁeld. Transfer of this modularity to a space system would permit
adhoc replacement or upgrade of elements during the mission to enhance system
performance or simply extend the mission life span. Additionally, by moving away
from implementing a single monolithic entity, dimensional launch constraints are
removed, presenting numerous advantages: current launch vehicles can be used
without modiﬁcation22, the risk of launch can be mitigated by spreading the system
across several launch vehicles and further mission savings can be made through
possibilities of sharing a launch vehicle.
 MAS beneﬁt economically since mass manufacturing processes allow for the cost
efﬁcient production of elements when considered on a price-per-piece basis. This
economic aspect is directly transferable to the space sector, which traditionally im-
plements multi-million $ monolithic platforms.
It is clear that the beneﬁts presented cannot be ignored and certainly not underestimated.
Once the formalities and technicalities of the required new technologies have been ad-
dressed, MAS will undoubtedly start to play a signiﬁcant role in the future of space sys-
tems.
2.8.1 Conceptual Multi-Agent Space Missions
Whilst the potential of multi-agent spacecraft systems has primarily been championed
through abstraction of terrestrial beneﬁts, there are two core considerations relating di-
rectly to space based applications, which although brieﬂy mentioned in previous Sec-
tions, are of direct relevance: scalability and autonomy. A perfectly scalable system is
one whose performance increases linearly with the increase of system size. Perfectly
scalable systems are perhaps the most suitable missions for the application of multi-agent
systems, since increasing the community size will result in greater system performance.
In areas requiring a high degree of autonomy, be it from lack of continuous communi-
cations resultant from LEO or mission critical communications time lag resultant from
operating at extreme distances from Earth, the ability of autonomy as exhibited by RA is
necessary.
22 The launch of ENVISAT required the modiﬁcation of an Arianne IV rocket shroud to accommodate
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With the beneﬁts of applying multi-agent system concepts to the arena of space mis-
sions being evident and the technology required to achieve this being available, what is of
interest is, perhaps, which missions are suited to such approaches.
Exploration The application of multi-agent systems to space exploration can yield huge
beneﬁts to exploratory missions in terms of scientiﬁc return. A single spacecraft
is resource limited in exploring potential: the sensors can only be trained to a spe-
ciﬁc point in as much as the spacecraft can only be located at a single point at any
one time. By use of multiple sensing devices, the rate of scientiﬁc return would be
proportionately greater. This instigation of distributed measurement is a perfect ap-
plication for the research being carried out within the e-CUBES project: MEMS23
based 3D integrated micro/nano modules for easily adapted applications that have
an inherent disposition towards distributed measurement systems [46].
A multi-agent systems approach for in-orbit planetary observation lends itself to
two distinct operational possibilities, depending on the destination environment.
In particularly harsh environments, such as Venus, where the lifetime of a probe
is severely limited, continual launch of ’disposable probes’ with over-lapping life-
times would allow for a much longer duration mission. Alternatively, a large group
of probes, homogenous or otherwise, could be launched simultaneously and de-
scend through the planetary atmosphere making a series of concurrent measure-
ments. This would enable a volumetric approach to atmospheric measurements,
which could be of beneﬁt to the scientiﬁc community. Moreover, instead of launch-
ing a series of probes, it is entirely possible that a ﬂeet of planetary rovers (land
or air based) could be dispersed, thus enabling the return of signiﬁcant amounts of
data over a prolonged period [47, 48].
A multi-agent mission would be of great beneﬁt to asteroid or comet exploration:
not only would the risks associated with ﬂying in a dangerous environment be mit-
igated but, as with a swarm of planetary rovers, exploration would be more ef-
ﬁciently carried out, thus permitting faster scientiﬁc return. Very little is known
about the asteroid belt located between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter: physical
and geological data is severely restricted by the limited data obtainable from Earth-
based observations, and only a few spacecraft have encountered the asteroid belt.
To date, although over 45000 asteroids have been catalogued, millions are yet to
even be discovered. Moreover, important physical parameters such as mass, bulk
density, surface geology and composition can only be obtained by close proximity
23 Micro Electro-Mechanical System is the integration of mechanical elements, sensors, actuators, and
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ﬂy-by of a suitably equipped spacecraft. Asteroid belt exploration with a distributed
platform has been proposed by both ESA and NASA within the APIES and ANTS
programs respectively. APIES is a mission concept for using a ﬂeet of spacecraft to
study asteroids in the main belt between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter [49]. It is in-
tended to release 19 Belt Explorer (BEE) satellites from a centralized mother-ship
named the HIVE (Hub and Interplanetary VEhicle) to survey a minimum of 100
asteroids. When passing within a pre-deﬁned proximity of an asteroid, the nearest
BEE will move towards the asteroid and complete measurements of the asteroid
mass, density and surface properties. All measured data will be relayed back to
Earth via the HIVE.
Both exploration scenarios give us two insights to swarm robotics applied to deep
space exploration:
 The operational principles of each MAS member can be best realized by use
of agent programming techniques due to the nature of the environment within
which they exist. This further supplements the abstraction of agent software
and agent robotics and their interdependence.
 Inallscenarios, theswarmmembersrelayinformationbacktoacentralmother
craft which is used to transmit all data back to Earth. Although this does rep-
resent a single point failure within the system, enabling direct agent commu-
nication with Earth would severely constrain the design of roving agents.
Inspection Tasking Catastrophic incidents with the Space Shuttle have lead to a require-
ment of visual inspection of the shuttle exterior prior to de-orbit and landing to
ensure that there are no potential problems which could endanger the lives of crew
members. This process requires 18 man hours, with two crew members partici-
pating in Extra Vehicular Activities (EVAs) and another working within the shuttle
itself. The use of spacecraft to move around and scan the shuttle exterior, either
autonomously diagnosing potential problems or relaying all data to human opera-
tors for interpretation could drastically reduce the astronaut hours required. Small
spacecraft would be able to gain access to very difﬁcult to reach areas and in theory
could not only be equipped with a variety of detection devices, but have the capa-
bility of carrying out repairs. An identical concept could be applied to the ISS for
maintenance purposes. After the MIR space station accident, in which the Progress
Craft impacted the station causing a breach in the hull and subsequent loss of pres-
sure, it was necessary to use the Space Shuttle to observe the Spektr module for
the breach location. This was a very hazardous and challenging mission for all per-2. Multi-Agent Systems 27
sonnel on both spacecraft: the same mission could have been carried out using an
individual or ﬂeet of smaller exploratory craft, without the high risk level.
The use of a ’space-rover’ to look for potential problems has been widely investi-
gated in the research community, although current focus has been based towards
a single inspection vehicle. NASA has identiﬁed the use of robotic inspection of
space vehicles as an important technology to reduce or even eliminate the need for
EVAs. Current activity involves the continual development of the mini AERcam24,
though this research is focussed mainly on using a single entity rather than a group
of such spacecraft completing synchronized imaging [44].
Formation of Large Structures As an extension to the desire of reducing the amount of
EVA’s completed by astronauts, it is conceivable to use a group of pico-satellites
for the assembly of large structures from Sections inserted into orbit. Through
dry-docking techniques, smaller ’slave satellites’ could attach to and subsequently
manipulate items. In a similar fashion to the collaborative action exhibited with
ants in the carrying of larger food items, it is conceivable that larger items could be
manipulated by using more of the ’slave satellites’ to impart the required delta-V.
Such methods could allow for the fabrication of very large structures without the
need of any physical human presence. This implementation is somewhat ambitious
considering the required delta-V production to form a signiﬁcant space structure,
though the ability of space ’mega-structures’ to form autonomously has been in-
vestigated [50, 51, 52]. The core to such an implementation is the ability of each
structural component to be autonomous and either reconﬁgurable or of modular de-
sign. By implementing techniques of self organisation, the structure can be formed
autonomously without the need of human intervention.
Solar arrays and receiver arrays are perfectly scalable systems: solar arrays have a
power output which is linearly dependant on the array size, and receiver arrays have
a gain which is linearly dependant on effective aperture size. In addition, the ele-
ments forming the structure are largely homogenous. Consequently, both systems
are suited to self assembly approaches: a huge beneﬁt considering the challenge
in assembling such massive structures in space. A recent ESA study explored the
concept of forming a very large reﬂector array for power generation and subsequent
transfer to Earth [52], and a preliminary study by NIAC has been made on the ap-
plication of a sparse array for Earth Observation [53]. The construction of receiver
arrays themselves present a new concept: the use of a phased array25 to form a
24 AERcam: Autonomous Extravehicular Robotic camera
25 Phased arrays consist of multiple receiving elements dispersed over a large area to increase the possible2. Multi-Agent Systems 28
sparse aperture and remove the current mass limitation imposed by traditional ﬁlled
apertures. The two studies illustrate perfectly how although agent solutions can be
implemented to solve a multitude of technical issues, a multi-agent solution may be
far from the optimal solution. It is undeniable that a multi-agent approach to the
formation of large structures is of huge beneﬁt and that formation of a sparse ar-
ray represents the ideal arena for agent implementation since all receiver elements
will be homogenous. However, within the implementation presented within [53],
in addition to the need of a central collector, a companion satellite is required to
act as an illuminator so that the desired level of resolution can be achieved from
the swarm elements. Moreover, the resolution sought after is achievable through
current monolithic platforms using current technology, indicating that a swarm ap-
proach is perhaps not the best option for such a mission [54].
Reconﬁgurable Spacecraft A modular robotic systems is deﬁned within [55] as a robotic
systemconstructedfromasetofstandardizedcomponents, orbuildingblocks. Such
robots are of interest, as they allow for the construction of a variety of specialized
robots from standard components. An extension to such robotic systems exists
within the ﬁeld of reconﬁgurable robotics: at its most advanced a fully (self) recon-
ﬁgurable robot would be able to use morphological properties to its advantage, be-
coming a snake like structure to move through a narrow enclosure, a legged robot to
negotiate uneven terrain and even a wheeled shape to travel across a smooth surface
with maximum efﬁciency. Although a highly ambitious example, it does illustrate
the functional and economic advantages possible from a reconﬁgurable system. In
terms of application, a modular reconﬁgurable system would be of great use for
unknown and complex environments; space and planetary exploration present the
extreme end of this unknown environment [56].
An overview of the current existing modular and potentially reconﬁgurable robots
is given within [55] and [57]. It is not the intention here to replicate the work given
within the papers but to identify that within the ﬁeld of modular and reconﬁgurable
robotics, despite the different hardware concepts, the basic building block require-
ments are the same:
 Each unit must be self contained and be capable of autonomous action. For
this to be achievable, the unit must have at least some sensory information
which can be processed locally, a power supply, means of communication and
actuators.
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 The mechanism of connection between blocks should be genderless and, if
possible, fail safe. In an ideal scenario, other blocks would be capable of
removing faulty blocks from the system and disposing of them.
 Each unit should be small in dimensions. Although constrained by current
technology, spatial dimension reduction is driven by the desire to gain access
to conﬁned spaces. Current systems produced by MEMS technology exist in
the mm scale, though ’Claytronics’ is a subset of this ﬁeld which seeks to
implement nano-scale robotics to form machines or mechanisms [58].
Application of reconﬁgurable robotic systems to space systems would yield numer-
ous beneﬁts and would address the current fundamental limitation that spacecraft
are not mission ﬂexible: they are designed for a speciﬁc mission and, once built,
can not be applied effectively for any other purpose than was intended. Whilst some
missionshaveserveddualroles, suchastheISEE3mission26, thetwoassignedroles
were not drastically different. What has not been achieved is the switch between
drastically different functionalities, such as a telecommunications satellite taking
the role of a weather satellite.
Introduction of reconﬁgurable modular robotics to space systems will not only open
a new method of satellite development, which is expected to reduce the time and
cost required for integration and ground test, but such satellite architectures will
pose new problems for system design, information management and control system
design. Of these factors, it is anticipated that the the control aspect will be the most
challenging for successful implementation of a reconﬁgurable system [58].
Utilization of reconﬁgurable robotics in space systems is a concept closely linked
to that of fractionated spacecraft, an idea being followed by both ESA and NASA
to introduce ﬂexibility, robustness and economy within their respective space pro-
grams [59]. The Panel Extension Satellite (PETSAT) concept, as presented within
[59], proposes a satellite constructed of several functional panels each of which has
a dedicated function such as a CPU panel, battery panel, communication panel or
thruster panel. This concept has been taken a stage further wherein the functional
blocks are not physically linked, but exist within a ’cloud’ of components which
communicate through a wireless network [60].
26 The International Sun/Earth Explorer 3 (ISEE-3) satellite, launched August 12 1978, was part of the
International Sun-Earth Explorer cooperative program between NASA and ESA to study the interaction
between the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld and the solar wind. ISEE 3 was the ﬁrst libration point orbiting space-
craft, initially orbiting the Sun-Earth L1 point before changing designation to ICE (International Cometary
Explorer) and making the ﬁrst visit to a comet, Giacobini-Zinner.2. Multi-Agent Systems 30
2.9 Summary of MAS and IMAS
The topic of multi-agent systems, intelligent or otherwise, encapsulates ﬁelds as disparate
as biological systems, software and robotics. multi-agent robotic systems are an extension
of multi-agent software systems: both of these systems aim to replicate the emergent
behaviors observed within biological systems. In multi-agent robotic systems, a MAS is
endowed with a body through which interaction with the environment is made possible.
Despite being a relatively young area of research, the ﬁeld is developing rapidly in all
related areas: multi-agent software systems are already in use and multi-agent robotic
systems are being used successfully within industry for non-life critical systems.
From a practical engineering standpoint, perhaps the most interesting multi-agent sys-
tem abstraction is within the ﬁeld of robotics. The suitability of MAS to highly complex
and dynamic environments, combined with the desire to produce robust and economic
systems, has led to the emergence of highly advanced concepts such as reconﬁgurable
modular robotics: the pinnacle of swarm robotics. These complex robotic systems are
themselves best controlled using an agent systems approach to maximize the potential of
such systems.
Despite the reluctance to implement new technology without rigorous testing, the
space sector has much to gain from the application of multi-agent systems concepts:
the most signiﬁcant gain can be achieved within the realms of exploration, fractionated
spacecraft and the formation of large structures. The latter of these possibilities has been
studied to some degree, concerning the formation of a solid structure and the replication
of a phased array. Whilst the formation of a sparse sensing array for Earth observation
was shown to have signiﬁcant problems, the creation of an artifact which is intrinsically
sparse in nature was not considered: the formation of a space based interferometer. Sim-
ilar in concept to a phased array, it is potentially of more interest to observe the universe
since a distributed array in space would allow for the detection of EM radiation normally
absorbed by the Earth’s atmosphere27 and would not be affected by the increasing volume
of air trafﬁc.
2.10 Chapter Summary
This Chapter has given an introduction to multi-agent systems and how they have been
applied within industry to date. The application of multi-agent systems in space, most
27 Short wavelengths (gamma, X, UV and virtually all IR radiation) are subject to absorption in the lower
atmosphere due to molecular oxygen and water vapour. At the opposite end of the spectrum, wavelengths
greater than 10m are blocked as a result of the ionospheric F2 layer, which peaks at altitudes of 250-350km.2. Multi-Agent Systems 31
notably that of Remote Agent onboard the Deep Space One spacecraft, has been presented
and the numerous alternative application possibilities for such systems within the space
environment suggested. One of the presented application scenarios was that of deep space
interferometry; the following Chapter will take this concept further, presenting the basic
principles of interferometry, aperture synthesis and methods of applying these methods in
a space environment.3. INTERFEROMETRY
This Chapter presents the concept of interferometic imaging as a means of performing
high resolution observations whilst circumventing the need for an unrealistically large
single aperture device. Methods of aperture synthesis, wherein it is sought to achieve the
resolution equivalent to that of a large single aperture device whilst minimizing the collec-
tion area of a sparse array, are introduced. Finally, the need for spacecraft interferometry
is presented, in addition to current thoughts on how such a system may be realized.
3.1 Resolution Restrictions
The effectiveness of an image forming device is measured in terms of its angular reso-
lution or minimum resolvable distance, which is the ability to discern between adjacent
points in an object being viewed. There are various methods for determining the reso-
lution of a monolithic device, either by use of spatial frequency or focal plane metrics1.
Considering the latter, the maximum possible resolution of a traditional ﬁlled circular
aperture is diffraction limited, being constrained by the physical size of the collecting
aperture. Using diffraction theory, the ’Rayleigh Criterion’ for the maximum resolution
of a ﬁlled telescope, Rfilled, with a diameter of D is given as:
Rfilled = 1:22
l
D
Radians (3.1)
which implies achieving high resolution observations entails the use of ever higher fre-
quencies or the construction of larger diameter detectors. By example, considering the
observation of a wavelength l = 1m, to achieve a resolution of one arc second2 would
require an aperture over 250km in diameter, which is clearly not feasible technologically
nor ﬁnancially [61].
1 In a strictly optical context, for a monolithic circular aperture, it is the width of the central peak within
the point spread function which is of interest; this in turn relates directly to the aperture diameter
2 An arc minute is a unit of angular measurement, equivalent to one sixtieth of a degree. An arc second
is a further division of an arc minute: there are 60 arc seconds in an arc minute.3. Interferometry 33
Interferometry is a technique which overcomes such limitations by using the infor-
mation from numerous detectors resulting in a resolution dependant upon the detector
separation, or baseline, rather than the physical size of a single detector. Considering this
sparse conﬁguration, where the apertures are separated by a baseline B, the resolution,
Rsparse, is given by:
Rsparse =
l
2B
Radians (3.2)
and so clearly the restriction of an impossibly large aperture is circumvented by using a
collectionofsuitablyspacedapertures[62]. Whilstitistruethattheuseofinterferometers
for high resolution observation does avoid the technological issue of constructing massive
single apertures, it moves mechanical difﬁculties into issues of communications and data
management.
The basic principles of interferometry are founded upon the wave properties of light
as ﬁrst observed and documented by Thomas Young in 1803. Modern implementations of
interferometry adapt the familiar ’2-Slit experiment’ setup to the usage of EM-detectors
and a beam combiner to replace the ’slits’ and screen respectively. These spatially sep-
arated apertures transfer data to the combiner, also known as a correlator, where the ra-
diation is interfered to produce image data. Within the context of stellar observation,
the interference patterns can be used to study the brightness distribution of an object, as
ﬁrst proposed by Fizeau in 1868 and implemented in hardware by Michelson in 18913.
From these early beginnings, the use of interferometry for stellar observation has devel-
oped greatly; a complete documentation of the literature encompassing the theoretical and
technological development within the ﬁeld is far beyond the scope of this thesis and the
interested reader should consider [63, 64, 65] for such details.
3.2 Interferometric Imaging
An image can be intuitively represented as a spatial intensity map; alike the operation of
the human eye or a CCD4. In such an implementation, for each location in the spatial (x,y)
plane an intensity level is given corresponding to the RGB levels or brightness. Within
interferometry, a spacial frequency method is used in which it is the change between
local spacial intensities that is of interest: the principal observables are the amplitude
and phase of the complex visibility. A single interferometer (or a single baseline pair)
3 Michelson and Pease ﬁrst used an interferometric approach to measure the angular diameter of Jupiter’s
moons in 1891 and later to measure the diameter of Betelgeuse in 1920 [63]
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evaluates the Fourier transform of the source brightness distribution for a particular value
of the spatial frequency, given by the spatial frequency of the baseline vector, projected
onto the u,v-plane [66]. The u,v-plane is the coordinate system used to represent the
correlator response, which has coordinate distances expressed in wavelengths and related
to the spatial x-y aperture locations by:
u =
(x2 x1)
l
(3.3)
v =
(y2 y1)
l
(3.4)
where (x1;y1) and (x2;y2) represent the spatial (x;y) locations of apertures 1 and 2 re-
spectively.
Given ’enough’ observations to develop the Fourier transform, techniques can be
implemented to reconstruct the more familiar intensity image through inversion of the
Fourier transform, as detailed within [66, 67, 68]. The quantiﬁcation of ’enough’ with
respect to the number of baselines used to develop the Fourier transform is the subject of
aperture synthesis.
3.2.1 Aperture Synthesis
Effective aperture synthesis seeks to achieve the maximum possible resolution, equivalent
to that of a monolithic ﬁlled aperture of area Afilled, whilst minimizing the total collection
area of the array, Asparse. Consequently it is minimization of the ﬁll factor, u, which is
sought. For an array of N identical sub-apertures of diameter Dsparse, the ﬁll factor is
given by:
u =
å
N
i=1D2
sparse
D2
filled
The ﬁll factor is not the only metric used to quantify the performance of a sparse aperture
array; an equally important consideration is the obtainable signal to noise ratio which
is inferred by the modulation transfer function (MTF) at the midrange spatial frequency
and is the sparse analogue of the point spread function5 for monolithic apertures [69].
Optical engineers have observed that this quantity is directly proportional to the ﬁll factor:
5 The point spread function describes the response of an imaging system to a point source and is the
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decreasing the ﬁll factor reduces the midrange MTF, which in turn reduces the SNR and
necessitates longer integration times [69, 70].
Theoriginalconceptofaperturesynthesissoughttheattainmentofcompleteu,v-plane
ﬁlling so as to completely prescribe the Fourier transform; the essential link between in-
terferometer observations and the brightness distribution. By generating a fully sampled
Fourier transform, the information contained is identical to that produced from a single
aperture telescope with a diameter equal to that of the maximum baseline length. Even
if achievable, such extensive coverage of the u,v-plane is not required since it is possible
to achieve useful imaging with a relatively sparse set of baselines. This is however at
the expense of increased computation and integration time. A balance between the re-
quired computation and the number of apertures used to sample the u,v-plane is generally
made and consequently the positioning of apertures is crucial to maximize their potential.
Given N interferometer elements, there are 1
2(N2 N) unique baselines, each yielding a
contribution to the Fourier function from which an inversion can be used to construct an
estimate of the source brightness distribution. Due to the ﬁnite number of elements and
hence ﬁnite number of baselines, it is of paramount importance not to replicate any mea-
surements of the u,v-plane. This issue of asset management has received a large amount
of attention regarding optimal element arrangements, enabling the maximum utility from
the available resources [71, 72, 73, 61, 69, 74].
Both Golay and Cornwell considered a maximum conﬁguration size of 12 elements
applied to ’snapshot’ imaging, within which short averaging times are implemented; the
interferometer is used in a Fizeau interferometric mode alike the VLA6 shown in Figure
[3.1].
The initial research completed by Golay within [71] represents the limit of sparseness
and yields a family of two-dimensional arrays with non-redundant and compact auto-
correlation functions, meaning that the compactness of the u,v-plane ﬁlling is maximized
withoutreplicationofu,v-pointmeasurements. Withintheworkafamilyofpatternsbased
upon square, hexagonal and triangular symmetries was derived. Although the methods
used to do this were not detailed within the paper, the aperture coordinates are given
within [69, 73] and reproduced within Appendix A.
Within [72], Cornwell develops a set of formations aimed at optimizing the uniformity
of the u,v-plane coverage through simulated annealing techniques. In the application, the
energy function was identiﬁed with the measure function m(r1;r2;:::;rN) as the element
positions, here denoted by rN, were varied. The measure function, within which self terms
6 The Very Large Array is an interferometer array constructed in New Mexico and used for radio wave
observations. It consists of 28 radio telescopes arranged in a ’Y’ conﬁguration yielding 351 independent
baselines, with a maximum baseline length of 35km. The u,v-plane coverage is sufﬁcient to allow imple-
mentation in a ’snapshot’ mode [66]3. Interferometry 36
Fig. 3.1: Aerial photograph of the VLA in New Mexico. Image courtesy of NRAO/AUI.
are ignored, is given by the set of difference vectors:
m(r1;r2;:::;rN) = å
i;j;k;l
log
 
jui;j uk;lj

ui;j = ri rj
Theoutputproducedaseriesofconﬁgurationsbaseduponacircle: althoughthepoints
were equidistant from a central location, they are not equidistant from each other. Due to
their symmetric nature the arrays are redundant in rotation and so are of greatest use in
correlation arrays, for which the instantaneous coverage must be very good. Within the
paper, Cornwell highlights the problem of implementing such non-redundant arrays due
to ’the sensitivity to temporarily missing or nonfunctional elements’. Such concerns are
typical of sparse systems where issues of robust operation are of paramount concern, in
this instance the ability to compensate for faulty elements is made apparent.
3.3 Spacecraft Interferometry
Numerous interferometry facilities have be constructed since the Mt. Wilson 100 inch
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with ever increasing resolution. A catalogue of the facilities through the ages, their re-
spective sizes, target wavelength and observational output is given within [63]. Despite
the construction differences within these facilities, they do have a single commonality:
they are all Earth based. Earth based observation of stellar sources, although convenient,
is non ideal as atmospheric interference results in the problems of distortion and absorp-
tion:
Distortion The atmosphere is turbulent and results in distortion in the wavefront due to
varying densities causing the effective pathlength to vary. Should these introduced
distortions become a signiﬁcant fraction of the wavelength then the resolution is
no longer dependant on the size of the primary aperture, but the coherence of the
incoming wave front [66].
Absorption Short wavelengths (gamma, X, UV and virtually all IR radiation) are subject
to absorption in the lower atmosphere due to molecular oxygen and water vapour.
At the opposite end of the spectrum, wavelengths greater than 10m are blocked as
a result of the ionospheric F2 layer, which peaks at altitudes of 250-350km.
Using current technology, atmospheric distortion can be compensated for on a ground
environment through use of adaptive optics, as implemented on the VLTI7, Keck-I and II8
and CHARA Array9 [63]. Although addressing the problem of atmospheric distortion, the
issues of atmospheric absorption remain and so observation of a signiﬁcant proportion of
wavelengths is only possible above the atmosphere: this directly implicates the necessity
of space based optics. This need for space based hardware to permit clear observation
is well established and exempliﬁed with the current Hubble Space Telescope (HST), a
single aperture optical device which is diffraction limited to a maximum resolution of
0:1 arc-seconds. This maximum resolution was set by the maximum permissable diam-
eter of the primary mirror, which itself was limited by launch vehicle constraints. Such
a constraint reiterates the aforementioned physical size restrictions which single aperture
conﬁgurations suffer; a constraint which is far more severe when applied to a space appli-
cation. Methods in circumventing such volume constraints have been sought and the use
of inﬂatable structure technology has been proposed for the construction of large aper-
ture antennae and reﬂectors due to their inherent low mass and volume [73, 75, 76, 77].
7 The Very Large Telescope Interferometer consists of 8 telescopes (4 primary, augmented by 4 move-
able) and is located at the Paranal Observatory on Cerro Paranal, a 2,635 m high mountain in the Atacama
desert in northern Chile.
8 Keck-I and II are the two optical telescopes which constitute the NASA-funded interferometric obser-
vatory at Mauna Kea, Hawaii.
9 The Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy (CHARA) is an optical interferometric array of
six telescopes located on Mount Wilson, California3. Interferometry 38
Despite these appealing qualities, the application of such technology is still abound with
problems such as attaining sufﬁcient rigidity and radiation induced degradation. In ad-
dition, the fact remains that at some point even an inﬂatable structure will have a size
constraint. The only foreseeable method to circumvent the restrictions imposed upon a
space based imaging system from either launch constraints or technological limitations is
to use a sparse aperture physically separated spacecraft interferometry system (PSSI)10.
There are two primary methods for implementing such a system: a tethered system or free
ﬂying elements.
Tethered A tethered system involves a central combiner to which elements are attached
via tethers [78]. The entire system rotates alike a wheel, with the combiner at
the center and the elements maintaining a ﬁxed location with respect to the hub
center. Such a system is advantageous in that as the elements rotate and occupy new
locations in the physical x,y-plane, new u,v-plane measurements can be made. This
scanning operation mode allows for greater ﬁlling of the u,v-plane with minimal
usage of propellant and fewer apertures . In addition to efﬁcient implementation of
a scanning mode, the tethers can also be used as a communication line to the central
combiner. Despite these advantages, a tethered system is limited in other ways:
baseline changes are limited to the tether length and reconﬁgurability/replacability
in the instance of element failure is severely limited. In addition, a tethered system
requires launch as a complete system and consequently launch constraints are again
a consideration.
Free-ﬂying A free-ﬂying system, as investigated by ESA and NASA, involves physically
detached elements maintaining relative positions through propulsive means. Whilst
this allows for greater ﬂexibility in element reconﬁgurability or replacement, it is
at the expense of increased fuel usage and complexity of all systems associated
with data handling and state determination. Methods have been sought to allow
implementation of a free ﬂying system in a fuel efﬁcient manner by investigating
beneﬁcial gravitational environments such as those which exist in libration point
orbits [79].
The concept of such interferometric systems is not new: DARWIN and TPF-1 are the
respective programs from ESA and NASA implementing such techniques. The two pro-
grams are essentially identical, with the aim of detecting Earth like planets through char-
acterization of planet composition. The intention is to use free-ﬂying platforms located at
10 Within the current literature, it is common to use the acronym SSI for ’separated spacecraft interferom-
etry’. However sincetheseparation isonlywithin thekineticsand notcommunications orgeneraloperation,
the modiﬁed acronym of PSSI shall be used and retained throughout this thesis.3. Interferometry 39
the Sun-Earth/Moon L2 Lagrange point to implement a nulling interferometer11 operating
in the Infra-red spectrum12 in combination with spectroscopy [81, 82, 83]. Despite the
global interest in such high proﬁle missions and the full weight of ESA and NASA sci-
entists designing the respective missions, implementation is still far from reality; to date
although potential ﬂying conﬁgurations have been investigated for the DARWIN mission
within [81], the formation to ﬂy has not been decided upon and the hardware required to
perform the desired tasks has not been constructed, let alone performed the pre-requisite
space qualiﬁcation tests.
The requirements of a PSSI system are demanding both due to the nature of the sci-
ence which is to be completed and the environment within which the science payload is to
operate. The Darwin and TPF missions require autonomous behaviour of the individual
elements and the system as whole. The need for autonomy in the system is driven by
the time delays involved in communication at such large distances from Earth, in com-
bination with the strict formation ﬂight requirements. Individually each element must be
precisely regulated to a relative state in six degrees of freedom, known to within frac-
tions of the wavelength being observed. As a group the entire system must be capable
of attaining a speciﬁed conﬁguration and orientation in the celestial sphere. Additional
system requirements arise with the need to provide fault tolerance should one or more of
the interferometer elements fail either partially or fully.
3.3.1 PSSI as a Multi-Agent System
Whilst research has been completed on PSSI within Lagrangian and Earth orbiting dy-
namics, current work has been ﬁrmly in the traditional context of satellite formation ﬂight
and not that of multi-agent systems. PSSI can clearly be considered as a multi-agent sys-
tem, with each interferometer element an autonomous agent who’s task is to maximize the
utility of the overall conﬁguration. The application of these principles within the context
of PSSI allows for the direct transfer of all the multi-agent systems advantages put forth
within Chapter 2, allowing for a considerably advantageous control architecture.
The inherent autonomy aspect provided by multi-agent systems can allow for the sat-
isfaction of the anticipated PSSI requirements regarding self regulation. In addition, with
the ethos of a multi-agent system being that of beneﬁcial group behavior, the desire to
maximize scientiﬁc output in the presence of individual agent failure is naturally ad-
dressed.
11 Nulling interferometry is used for planet search operations as it is required to ’null’ the output from the
star which is being orbited by deconstructive interference of the on-axis star signal [80].
12 The envisaged biomarkers of water, ozone, methane or carbon-dioxide determine the operational wave-
length range in the mid-infrared from 6.5 to 20mm wavelength [81]3. Interferometry 40
3.4 Chapter Summary
This Chapter has provided a brief introduction to the principles of interferometry and
the rationale behind implementing space based interferometric imaging through either a
tethered or free-ﬂying system. Current insight on a space based interferometer is that of
a distributed system, though it is possibly best described as a natural physical multi-agent
system. The following Chapter will consider control and decision methods applicable to
such a system.4. PSSI CONTROL LITERATURE
The insight of PSSI as a multiagent system brings together the research areas of spacecraft
formation ﬂight (SFF) and multi-agent systems, itself linked to swarm stability. Whilst
there is a wealth of literature regarding single satellite regulation to a nominal halo orbit,
following from the initial treatment of control and use of libration point satellites within
[84], this spectrum of work will be omitted from review since it is the formation ﬂying
aspect which is the focus of this thesis. SFF has been highly studied at the University of
Southampton, though interest has been primarily centered around Earth orbiting space-
craft [85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92]. Indeed, the subject of formation ﬂying for Earth
orbiting spacecraft has been highly researched by numerous institutions and authors since
the birth of the Apollo program, the list of which is too great to be printed here. Within
this thesis it is SFF within the dynamical regime of the CRTBP which is of interest, in
particular SFF within Halo orbits, and this topic will now be presented.
4.1 SFF in Halo Orbits
There are currently two main research directions towards the solution of satellite motion
in halo orbits: those from a strictly mathematical perspective and those based upon more
traditional control solutions. The former, presented by Howell, Gomez and Scheers have
published results primarily focussed on the mathematics of halo orbits in order to take
maximum advantage of the dynamic environment [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. The later, al-
though obviously becoming involved in the mathematics associated with Lagrange points,
follow the more familiar feedback control regimes for self regulation as has been applied
to single satellite orbit regulation [84, 99].
Traditional halo orbit SFF control solutions have predominantly concerned a leader-
follower conﬁguration within which only the follower is controlled, as presented within
[100, 101]. Within [93] a halo orbit expressed in the Hill problem is investigated and a
method of producing winding motions about a stable halo trajectory formulated. Such
winding motions, revisited within [94] where problems of stabilizing such a free ﬂying
formation are given, are of relevance to interferometer formations implementing aper-4. PSSI Control Literature 42
ture rotation to maximize u,v-plane coverage. Whilst such results are promising in min-
imization of fuel consumption, these problems would be avoided altogether for a rotat-
ing platform through use of a tethered formation [78]. Initial station keeping solutions
provided by Howell and Gomez involve a target point strategy and a Floquet Mode ap-
proach, which use maneuvers executed impulsively at discrete time intervals [95]. These
positional control methods are extended to multiple satellites within [96]. More complete
solutions are provided within [97, 98], within which distributed solutions are developed.
[97] uses a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and feedback linearization methods applied
to two elements: one stabilized to an unstable orbit, the other regulated to a non-natural
orbit relative to the leader. This construct is similar to that presented within [101], who
uses adaptive output feedback control to remove the need for velocity sensors. Although
the control method developed within [97] is theoretically extendable to multiple elements
and that of [101] to a leader follower conﬁguration of the nth order, this is not completed
and the subject of collision avoidance is not considered in either implementation. [98]
provides what is claimed to be a decentralized approach to allow distribution to a speci-
ﬁed formation. Whilst [98] is classiﬁable as distributed, since the optimal trajectories are
computed through multiple processors, it is not the elements themselves completing the
computation and so the method still clings to a centralized method with regards to the
agent community.
All of the papers published utilize continuous time methods within the control imple-
mentation, indeed those claiming a discrete time implementation involve control action
based upon continuous time observables implemented at low frequency discrete time in-
stances [95]. More signiﬁcantly, the vast majority of papers relating to the subject of
formation ﬂight are claimed to be autonomous, when in actuality the term ’automated’
would be more appropriate; within implementation control methods are applied without
any real form of reasoning behind application of any routines. The closest paper imple-
menting any form of reasoning behind the application of control is that of [98] which
considers dispersal to a speciﬁed conﬁguration; however this was neither truly decen-
tralized nor resulting in an optimal conﬁguration. The conﬁguration adopted was that of
equidistant apertures around the circumference of a circle, with the center on a nominal
halo orbit; equidistant aperture locations result in replication of u,v-plane measurements
and represents a mismanagement of resources. Whilst reactive behavioral methods have
been applied to the space environment within [102, 103, 52], such methods still not do
apply any reasoning within implementation and consequently may still be considered as
automated; these behavioral methods will be revisited in a subsequent Section.
Within all the referenced papers, precise knowledge of the spacecraft state is assumed
when in reality such accurate knowledge is impossible to attain: this is particularly per-
tinent to those seeking advantages in the dynamic environment. For past libration point4. PSSI Control Literature 43
missions, the Deep Space Network (DSN) has provided tracking services with accuracies
varying between 2 and 10km for MAP and ACE respectively [104]. Due to the increasing
burden on the DSN, this has become a less viable option and so research efforts have
been made in developing an autonomous method of celestial navigation, culminating in
CelNav which has a maximum accuracy of 9km and 4mm/s [105]. Whilst such errors
are acceptable for orbital maintenance of a single satellite, interferometry requires ac-
curate knowledge of each element location to within fractions of the wavelength being
observed; a requirement far beyond the capabilities of CelNav and directly implicating
the need for high accuracy local distance measurement devices. Although the respective
space agencies directly specify this requirement and some research papers hint at the need
forobtainingaccuratelocalstatemeasurements, nopapersintegratemethodsonthedevel-
opment and utilization of a suitable coordinate system resultant from the implementation
of realistic sensor measurements.
At present, methods to maintain optimal interferometer performance upon element
failure or to prolong mission lifetime, have not been considered. This is perhaps the
greatest advantage to implementing PSSI as a multi-agent system since such considera-
tions are an inherent trait from the desire to maximize system utility.
4.2 MAS within PSSI
Incorporating the autonomous control exhibited by formation ﬂying routines with agent
systems principles seeks to increase the possible autonomy from such systems to include
aspects such as pro-activity, learning and adaption [106, 107, 108]. Following from the
introduction given within Chapter 2, an agent can be described concisely as a pro-active
object. In the context of PSSI, the pro-active nature of an agent seeks to form a suit-
able sparse aperture array which represents the maximum possible utility of the agent
community. The ability of each agent to acquire and subsequently maintain a particular
position is the subject of SFF, which has already been addressed. Whilst Chapter 2 has
presented an overview of multi-agent systems, implementation of PSSI as a multi-agent
system is perhaps best abstracted in the context of robotic systems rather than that exhib-
ited by the Remote Agent experiment: what is of interest here is the decision processes
involved within the agent community to allocate optimal agent locations1 and the internal
dynamics of the system in the presence of agent failure.
For the instance of optimal aperture formation, it is entirely possible for the agents to
autonomously investigate and achieve an optimal formation; in essence physically con-
ducting the simulated annealing techniques implemented within [72] and the ant opti-
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mization techniques implemented within [20, 24]. Although possible, such a methodol-
ogy does not represent a practical implementation, since excessive amounts of propellant
would be consumed during the investigative stage. For PSSI implementation, it is not
required to search for an optimal conﬁguration as this has already been achieved [71, 72].
The problem at hand now is how to achieve such conﬁgurations within a group of self-
interested agents: coordination is required so that all the locations of a given set are
reached by an agent, but are otherwise all agents are independent.
4.2.1 Agent Action By Behavior
Behavioral approaches to MAS actions have been investigated by numerous authors: such
methods seek to evolve desirable system traits through reactive behaviors, as observed by
biological systems. [109] sought to achieve desirable emergent traits by prescribing a
set primitive behaviors and synthesizing more complex behaviors through combinations
of these primitives. Within their work, which was extended to application on mobile
robots, they highlight the issues involved in avoiding undesirable higher level behaviors;
this problem of achieving dependability is examined within [110]. Behavioral control
approaches applied to ground based robotics are also investigated within [111], within
which geometric positions are speciﬁed and maintained2.
Behavioral methods are applied to the space environment within [102, 103, 52]. These
papers use potential functions to prescribe desired responses which are enforced through
sliding mode control. [52] extends the work within [102, 103] and in a similar man-
ner to [109], combines various weighted potential functions (the primitives) to result in
higher level behaviors. This methodology was termed as ’equilibrium shaping’. Potential
functions have been used greatly within the realm of autonomous robots for purposes of
navigation, but are fraught with problems of local minima and the generation of subopti-
mal trajectories.
The reactive nature of behavioral control methods are highly suited to very large scale
systems which require autonomous conﬁguration into simple, regular structures. Employ-
ing the ’equilibrium shaping’ mechanism from [52] with potential functions introducing
avoidance, sphere formation and plane formation behaviors, would allow for the aggrega-
tion to an equidistant circular array identical to that within [98], which has already been
rebuked as not being optimal. Whilst it is conceivable to alter the individual behavioral
weights on an agent-by-agent basis to more closely emulate a non-regular Cornwell ar-
ray, we immediately enter the problems associated with formal veriﬁcation of behavioral
methods. In particular the dependability of the system to repeatedly achieve the desired
2 Note that a global conﬁguration is not speciﬁed; only interagent distances and directions are sought.4. PSSI Control Literature 45
formation would be a major consideration [110].
4.2.2 Agent Action By Decision
Within [1], numerous mechanisms for agent decision making processes are presented, all
of which fall under the umbrella of competitive market analysis. In the context of an PSSI
system, there are two methods of achieving the desired agent action: centralized planning
with distributed action (CPDA) or distributed planning and action (DPA). CPDA involves
a centralized decision process with the output of this decision being implemented by a
distributed set of agents, which are themselves capable of completing the required task
without supervision. A DPA scheme involves decisions being made and executed by the
agents without any form of supervision at any stage; once an agreement has been reached
by the agents involved, the agreed action is then executed. Whilst behavioral methods
could be considered as a weak form of DPA, they are not considered here due to the lack
of inter-agent communication during the decision process and their reactive nature.
Visualization of CPDA within PSSI is clear: in this instance a central-satellite would
be responsible for formulating decisions and prescribing agent action, based upon the
desired interferometric arrangement and the current state of the perceived world envi-
ronment. Once an agent has been assigned a location it autonomously moves to and
maintains the prescribed position using the relevant skills at it’s disposal. Implementation
of DPA requires that all agents communicate and decide within their community which
agent should move to which position. Once an agreement has been formulated, the agents
move to and maintain the agreed positions. Both methods seek to achieve the same re-
sult: efﬁcient allocation of resources to maximize the u,v-plane conﬁguration utility for
interferometry. In the case of centralized planning the task is to globally minimize a cost
function for all the agent members; for distributed planning the task is to reach an agree-
ment between self-interested agents each seeking to minimize their own cost function.
Although different in implementation, the cost function which is to be minimized is the
same for both methodologies and relates to motion of agents to speciﬁc aperture coordi-
nates. Both CPDA and DPA schemes have their associated beneﬁts and disadvantages:
CPDA methods can easily produce a globally minimum solution at the expense of compu-
tation and for DPA methods the converse is true. A hybrid auction format would combine
the beneﬁts of both methods by using each agent to calculate their own cost function,
then transferring this information to a central agent which can irrefutably assign an opti-
mal allocation, without the need of a lengthy agent communications within the decision
process.
The most popular implementation for prescribed agent decision processes is that of
an auction system, which is an intrinsically decentralized method and presented within4. PSSI Control Literature 46
[112, 113, 114, 115]. [112] reviews and details auction methods to coordinate terrestrial
robots for accomplishing tasks such as exploration [113, 114] and task allocation [115].
Whilst auction methods are a popular decision method for MAS, there are no instances of
such implementations being completed for a space based multi-agent system and as yet
the heuristics remain unexplored. An agent auction process applied to PSSI would allow
foroptimalagentactiontoformasyntheticapertureandyieldthepossibilityofdoingsoin
a computationally efﬁcient manner, within which processing is distributed throughout the
agent community. It is the opinion of this author that such an implementation represents
the optimal use of agent resources with the space domain.
4.2.3 Optimal Performance Under Failures
In the presence of agent failure, it is desired to maximize the utility of the remaining
agents: this entails autonomous reconﬁguration of the remaining agents into a new opti-
mal array.
Upon departure of the failed agent from the community, behavioral approaches would
permit autonomous redistribution of the remaining agents; but again we are presented
with the problems of guaranteeing repeatability and the probability of settling into a non-
optimal formation. Implementation of a formal decision provides a much more efﬁcient
and veriﬁable redistribution mechanism: upon detection of a failed agent, a decision re-
lating to the optimal reallocation of agent aperture locations can be made. This decision
involves determining the most efﬁcient method for the N functional agents to move from
their current aperture location assignment, which relates to an optimal (N +1) array, to
an a priori known optimal array of N agents. Once the formal decision has been made,
the functioning agents move to their newly assigned array point locations.
4.3 Chapter Summary
This Chapter has presented literature associated with halo orbit control methods and
mechanisms for agent decision making through behavioral and formal processes. It was
highlighted that the majority of control methods rely upon continuous time methods
focused upon a leader-follower conﬁguration; more complete solutions have surfaced
though none providing a complete solution. It was also highlighted that the control meth-
ods for solution to the formation ﬂight problem are generally described as autonomous
within the literature, whilst automated would be a more descriptive term, since the sim-
ulated entities are not making any real ’decisions’. Formal decision methods have been
presented as superior to those of behavioral methods, due to their absolute nature and4. PSSI Control Literature 47
methods to apply formal decisions within the multi-agent interferometer scenario have
been suggested.
The following Chapter will serve to present the envisaged physically separated space-
craft interferometry scenario that is to be investigated, indicating the mission phases and
instances of decision making.5. THE ENVISAGED PSSI SYSTEM
This thesis will consider physically separated spacecraft interferometry (PSSI) as a multi-
agent system and address issues of multi-agent ejection from a central spacecraft, subse-
quent decentralized and discrete time control to acquire an optimal interferometric forma-
tion about the central spacecraft and agent decision processes for optimal initial distribu-
tion and redistribution in the presence of agent failure.
Prior to entering upon material relating to the development and simulation of the PSSI
system, an introduction to the intended PSSI scenario will be given for clariﬁcation to the
reader.
5.1 PSSI System Operation
The envisaged operation of the multi-agent PSSI system is based upon a group of ten
holonomic interferometer agents, as depicted within Figure 5.1, operating collectively to
perform interferometry. It is assumed that the operational orbit for the agent system is
reached by a ’mother satellite’ within which the agents are stowed in a deactivated state
during transport1, as depicted within Figure 5.2. The operational environment for the
application is that of a halo orbit, a class of libration point orbit. A libration point is
a location within the three-body problem (in this case the Sun, Earth/Moon and a space-
craft) where the gravitational and centrifugal forces acting on the spacecraft balance; once
stationed at this point a inﬁnitesimal mass could theoretically remain there indeﬁnitely.
Orbits about these points fall into two categories: halo orbits are closed trajectories about
these points, whilst Lissajous trajectories encompass bounded but non-repeating orbit
tracks about libration points. Such locations are favorable due to the beneﬁt in the gravi-
tational environment over that of an Earth orbit: it is for this reason that a libration point
orbit has been selected.
Oncethemothersatellitehasreachedtheintendedoperationalorbit, theinterferometer
1 The agents are assumed to be dormant during their transportation to the mission orbit; whilst it is
entirely possible that the agents themselves could be used to distribute computation during to the transfer
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agents are activated and disperse from the central craft to form an optimal Golay array, as
presented within Chapter 3, wherein each agent acquires an array-point from the optimal
set. The initiation of this process and the ﬁnal conﬁguration of the assembled array (in
this instance a Golay-10 array) are depicted within Figures 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. A
Golay array was selected since such conﬁgurations represent optimized formations for
low baseline counts.
Fig. 5.1: Artistic representation of a single interferometer agent which is holonomic in control.
Note that no engineering design has gone into the production of this model: it is for
representation only.
Chapter 4 has already presented that the optimal aperture locations for an interfero-
metric conﬁguration, given a known number of apertures, may be determined a priori to
implementation: it is the decision regarding agent location allocation which is the perti-
nent consideration upon initial agent dispersal. Upon system initialization it is assumed
that the number of functional agents2 are known, as is the corresponding optimal conﬁg-
uration for this number of agents. Each agent is to be assigned an array point location, for
brevity this shall be denoted as the agent array point (AAP). The initial AAP allocations
are not assumed available and this is the ﬁrst agent decision to be made.
Upon completion of the decision process relating to the array-point allocation, each
agent is tasked with obtaining and maintaining their allocated array-point, thus resulting
in the desired conﬁguration as depicted within Figure 5.4. Since the central mother craft
2 Here the terminology of aperture and agent is synonymous5. The Envisaged PSSI System 50
Fig. 5.2: Conceptual representation of the interferometer multi-agent system in a stowed conﬁg-
uration within a ’mother-satellite’ prior to dispersal and implementation. Note that no
engineering design has gone into the production of this model: it is for representation
only.
Fig. 5.3: Artisticrepresentationofinterferometricagentdispersal. Notethatnoengineeringdesign
has gone into the production of this model: it is for representation only.
is restricted to a halo orbit and is non-stationary, each agent will be required to perform5. The Envisaged PSSI System 51
Fig. 5.4: Artistic representation of ﬁnal interferometric conﬁguration and main operational mode,
having formed a Golay-10 array. Note that no engineering design has gone into the
production of this model: it is for representation only.
position regulation in combination with translational velocity tracking in order to retain
rigidity within the array. In addition to this, each agent must be capable of regulating their
own attitude and attitude rate to enable pointing and tracking of a target source within the
celestial sphere.
This represents the main operational stage of the mission: each agent receives and
transfers data to a central craft (nominally the mother satellite) which is used to combine
the receiver data into a coherent data entity for subsequent transmission to an Earth based
ground station. This interferometric process has been presented within Chapter 3.
During the mission lifetime each agent will remain informed upon the health of sur-
rounding agents: should an agent fail then a new optimal arrangement, relating to the
number of remaining agents, must be obtained by a formal decision method, the results
of which are executed autonomously by the agent community. An additional requirement
for the agent system is to maximize the mission lifetime; this requirement is to be sat-
isﬁed through sequenced placement of the agent resources such that no single agent is
continually subject to excessive fuel demand.5. The Envisaged PSSI System 52
5.2 Chapter Summary & Thesis Direction
This Chapter has presented the scenario which is to be investigated: that of multiple
spacecraft agents dispersing from a centralized location, forming a decision relating to
arraypointallocationandsubsequentcontrolregulatingtheagentstothespeciﬁclocations
decided upon.
The remainder of this thesis will concentrate upon the required aspects to create a
faithful simulation of the agent system, comprising of dynamical simulation, decision
processes and control action.
PartIIwillpresentthedynamicsofthecircularrestrictedthreebodyproblem(CRTBP),
six degree of freedom dynamics and kinematics for a holonomic satellite and guidance
methodologies. The presented guidance and dynamics will be used within subsequent
Sections to develop a control methodology and permit computer simulation.Part II
MATHEMATICAL MODELING6. THE CIRCULAR RESTRICTED THREE BODY PROBLEM
The circular restricted three body problem (CRTBP), as formulated by Euler in 1772 for
the Sun-Earth-Moon system to study the perturbed motion of the moon about the Earth,
is a mathematically degenerate case of the general three-body problem which dates back
to Newton’s investigations in the 17th Century. The problem is deﬁned within [79] as:
two bodies revolve around their center of mass in circular orbits under the inﬂuence of
their mutual gravitational attraction and a third body (attracted by the previous two but
not inﬂuencing their motion) moves in the plane deﬁned by the two revolving bodies.
The restricted problem of three bodies is to describe the motion of this third body. An
extension of this case is the elliptic restricted three-body problem (ERTBP), within which
the distance of the two primary bodies is permitted to vary periodically.
A large amount of literature regarding both the CRTBP and ERTBP exists, primar-
ily originating from Poincar´ e’s work presented within the three volumes of M´ ethodes
Nouvelles completed in 1899. Szebehely’s treatise [79], published in 1967, provided a
comprehensive summary of the research concerning the restricted three body problem at
the time. Interest emerged in the existence of three dimensional bounded trajectories,
which although non-integrable, were pursued analytically by Richardson [116] and nu-
merically by Farquhar [84] and Howell [94, 117], with the former author being concerned
with practical applications.
Although not providing a comprehensive treatment of the CRTBP and all related is-
sues, this Chapter will present all material pertinent to the subject of this thesis. Following
a mathematical development of the CRTBP1 and localization of the so called ’libration
points’, the dynamics about these points will be investigated, leading to the existence of
both Lissajous and halo orbits. It is these trajectories which have become of great interest
to the space science community and are of direct relevance to this thesis.
1 The development here will be aimed primarily at the Sun-Earth/Moon system though equally valid for
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6.1 CRTBP Formulation
A schematic layout of the synodic CRTBP system is given within Figure [6.1], where M1
and M2 represent the bodies of signiﬁcant mass (primaries), at distance D apart along the
X-axis and rotating with constant angular velocity n about their barycenter at distances D1
and D2 respectively. The system barycenter is the origin of the Z-axis and the system ro-
tates about this axis on the Y-plane; it is this Y-axis that completes the rotating orthogonal
coordinate system.
Fig. 6.1: Schematic layout of the CRTBP
Forthescenarioconsideredwithinthisthesis, M1 representstheSunandM2 represents
the Earth/Moon system. The inﬁnitesimal mass, which moves within the gravitational
potential of the primary masses, is denoted by m and for the complete system M1 >M2 
m. Vector R isthe distancefrom thesystembarycenter tothe inﬁnitesimal masswhich can
be considered as a spacecraft agent, vectors r1 and r2 are the distances from the primaries
to the agent. It is shown within [99] that the non-dimensional equations of motion, where
distances are in units of D and time in units of 1
n, are given by:6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 56
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where G represents the universal gravitational constant and
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q
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A more compact form can be produced by introducing a pseudo-potential function,
U, deﬁned as:
U =
1
2
(X2+Y2)+
1 r
r1
+
r
r2
resulting in the three second order differential equations being:
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¨ Z =
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By deﬁning a state vector as X = [X;Y;Z; ˙ X; ˙ Y; ˙ Z]T, these equations of motion can be
written concisely in state-space form as:
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where
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for which the second partial derivatives of the three-body pseudo-potential are given
within Appendix B.
6.2 Libration Points
Libration points are the ﬁve equilibrium solutions to the equations of motion for the
CRTBP, as shown within Figure 6.2. This yields the locations at which the gravitational
and centrifugal forces acting on a third body in the synodic frame are balanced. A body at
one of these locations will, when viewed in the synodic frame, remain stationary. Whilst
Euler identiﬁed the three collinear libration points (L1  L3) in 1762, it was Lagrange
who identiﬁed the two triangular libration points (L4;L5) in 1772; libration points are re-
ferred to interchangeably as stationary points, libration points or Lagrange points. For the
remainder of this thesis, only the term libration points will be used.
As has been mentioned there is a set of ﬁve libration points, formed of two subsets:
the collinear and equilateral points. The set of three collinear points lie along the X-
axis which joins the two primary bodies. One point exists internally to the primaries and
the remaining two points are external to the primaries: one each on the far side of the
primaries with respect to the system barycenter. The set of two triangular libration points
are each positioned at the apex of an equilateral triangle formed with the primaries. The
most common notation for the libration points deﬁnes the set of collinear points as L1, L2
and L3 with the interior libration point as L1, the point on the far side of M1 as L1 and that
beyond M2 as L2. The triangular libration points are denoted as L4 and L5, with L4 being
the point moving in advance of L5 when considering the synodic frame.
6.2.1 Determination of the Libration Point Locations
Thelibrationpointsarefoundbysettingthederivativesofequations(6.1)to(6.3)tozero2,
resulting in the following equations:
2 Or equivalently those of the pseudo-potential function,U, to zero.6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 58
Fig. 6.2: The ﬁve libration point locations for the CRTBP. Image curtesy of the NASA Apollo 15
Flight Journal.6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 59
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The simplest libration points to locate are the equilateral libration points, L4 and L5. A
solution to Equations (6.12) and (6.13) exists for when Y 6= 0 and r1 = r2. Imposing this
condition and setting (6.5) and (6.6) to be equal results in X =r  1
2 and upon substitution
of this value back into 6.5 we yield the Y location, which is at Y = 
p
3
2 . Here the 
denotes the difference between the L4 and L5 points.
Determination of the co-linear libration points for the CRTBP is a somewhat more
involved than that for the equilateral libration points. In the determination of the co-linear
points, we are considering the case when both Y and Z are zero: imposing this condition
onto (6.9) results in the 5th order algebraic equation
X 
(1 r)
(X  r)2 
r
(X +1 r)2 = 0 (6.15)
to which there are three solutions corresponding to the  states. Whilst (6.15) can be
solved for numerically, a solution can be formed following the analysis given by [79],
commencing by rewriting (6.15) in partial fraction form:
X +
A
(X  r)2 +
B
(X +1 r)2 = 0 (6.16)
Considering the ﬁrst case, in which A = 1 r and B = r, by substituting r2 = e1,
r1 = 1+e1 and X = r  1 e1, we obtain:
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r
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which, ultimately results in a 5th Order equation:
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from which a solution can be found as:
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Following a similar analysis for the second case, where A = 1 r and B =  r, and
substituting r2 = e2, r1 = 1 e2 and X = r  1+e2, we obtain:
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For the third and ﬁnal case, where A = r  1 and B =  r, substitution of r1 = e3 =
X  r, r2 = 1+e3 and X = r +e3, we obtain the intermediary equation:
e5
3 +(2+r)e4
3 +(1+2r)e3
3  (1 r)e2
3  2(1 r)e3 (1 r) = 0 (6.21)
which, due to its proximity to unity, is best re-written using h = e3 1, yielding:
h5+(7+r)h4+(19+6r)h3 (24+13r)h2+2(6+7r)h +7r = 0 (6.22)
A series solution to Equation 6.22 in powers of n =
7r
12 is:
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From which e3 = r1 can be found by application of the previous condition. It is now
possible to specify the non-dimensional (X;Y;Z) position of the libration points for the
general CRTBP, which vary according to the system mass ratio r. A table of the non-
dimensional libration points for the Sun-Earth/Moon system, where r = 3:040110 6
and the coordinate system shown in Figure 6.1, calculated using the above equations is
given in Table 6.2.1.
Libration Point
Sun-Earth System
X Y Z
L1 -0.99 0 0
L2 -1.01 0 0
L3 1 0 0
L4 -0.5
p
3
2 0
L5 -0.5  
p
3
2 0
Tab. 6.1: Table non-dimensional libration points for the Sun-Earth/Moon system, r = 3:0401
10 66. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 61
6.2.2 Stability Analysis of Libration Points
A linear stability analysis of the libration points can be made with the simple derivation
found in numerous texts [99, 79, 118]. The most concise derivation can be found within
[118], which uses a change of variables (e;h;z) such that:
e = X  XLi
h = Y  YLi
z = Z ZLi
within which the subscript Li denotes a reference to libration point i. The resulting linear
variational equations for motion about Li are then given as:
¨ e  2˙ h = U
xxe +U
xyh +U
xzz
¨ h +2˙ e = U
yxe +U
yyh +U
yzz
¨ z = U
zxe +U
zyh +U
zzz
where U
ij = UijjLi. Forming a six-dimensional state vector, ¯ e 
h
e;h;z; ˙ e; ˙ h; ˙ z
iT
, the
variational equations can be written in state space form as:
˙ ¯ e = A¯ e (6.24)
where A has the same form as that for (6.11) with the Uij evaluated with respect to the
libration point being considered.
Finding the eigenvalues of (6.24) enables determination of the stability for the linear
system about a libration point; this infers information of the nonlinear system and the
qualitative nature of the motion.
The eigenvalues corresponding to the equilateral libration points with r  0:0385 or
r 0:961arestable. Suchstabilityintheseorbitallocationscanbeobservedinthenatural
world through the Trojan asteroids3, which are located in the equilateral libration points
of the Sun-Jupiter system; the system ratio for the Sun-Earth/Moon system is 0:01215
and so the equilateral libration points for this system are stable.
Assessing (6.24) for the Sun-Earth/Moon system at libration points yields six eigen-
values: two real (one of which negative) and four purely imaginary. It is therefore math-
ematically possible to select initial conditions which only excite the oscillatory modes
3 Following the determination of the quasi-stable triangular libration point locations, Lagrange predicted
the existence of the Trojan asteroids of the Sun-Jupiter system. These were ﬁrst observed by E.E. Barnard
in 1904, some 134 years after the prediction was made.6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 62
and hence generate a stable periodic motion: this is the fundamental statement for the
existence of libration point orbits.
Such libration point orbits are of interest to the space community since they offer
advantageous mission possibilities within a gravitationally beneﬁcial environment: within
[84] it is proposed that the L2 point of the Earth-Moon system be used as a staging point
for a relay satellite to enable continuous communications with the far side of the Moon4
and the interior L1 point of the Sun-Earth/Moon system is currently the operational orbit
of SOHO mission which observes solar activity [119].
6.3 Libration Point Orbits
This Section will present the mathematical formulation of libration point orbits which
has led to the realization of both Lissajous and halo orbits. Lissajous and halo orbits are
both a class of libration point orbit, the latter being distinguished by its periodic nature
with a continually repeating orbit track within the synodic frame; Lissajous orbits are
quasi-periodic, resulting from the difference in the in-plane and out-of-plane frequencies.
To achieve a truly periodic orbit, it is generally required to perform an orbital correc-
tion in order to achieve equal in-plane and out-of-plane frequencies; within the literature
this is referred to as period or frequency control. Whilst this thesis will not consider the
problem of frequency control for attaining halo orbits, it will be necessary to determine a
halo orbit to enable the generation of a trajectory for agents to follow. This can be done
via two methods: a Richardson approximation or a differentially corrected orbit. Both
methods of obtaining a halo orbit will now be presented.
6.3.1 Richardson Approximation
The CRTBP cannot be expressed as a function of time, however approximations can be
formed: in 1980 a third order analytical solution for periodic orbits about the collinear
points was presented [116]. Whilst these results have been widely referenced and used
within the community, including design of candidate ISEE3 orbits, they are actually inac-
curate in the third-order term of the amplitude of the halo orbit [120].
The orthogonal coordinate system for the development of the Richardson approxima-
tion is located at one of the collinear libration points, with the x-y plane coinciding with
the plane of motion of the primaries: the y-axis is direction in the motion direction of the
4 This proposal was made during the time of the Apollo missions, subsequent to this time a world-wide
agreement has been made to retain radio isolation of the far side of the moon.6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 63
rotating libration point and the x-axis is directed away from the larger primary. The z-axis
completes the right-handed system. This coordinate system is shown in Figure 6.3.
Fig. 6.3: The three possible libration point centered coordinate frames used for the development
of Richardson’s third order analytical approximation.
Determination of the approximate model stems from the formulation of the equations
of motion for a particle moving in the vicinity of any of the collinear libration points.
Upon the formulation of a normalised Lagrangian, a third order successive approximation
is applied using the perturbation techniques of Lindstedt-Poincar´ e. A detailed derivation
of the analytic solution can be found within [120]; the results to which are explicitly
presented as:
x(t) = a21A2
x +a22A2
z  Axcos(lt)+(a23A2
x  a24A2
z)cos(2lt) (6.25a)
+(a31A2
x  a32AxA2
z)cos(3lt)
y(t) = KAxsin(lt)+(b33A3
x +b34AxA2
z  b35AxA2
z)sin(lt) (6.25b)
+(b21A2
x  b22A2
z)sin(2lt)+(b31A3
x  b32AxAz)sin(3lt)
z(t) = Azcos(lt)+d21AxAzcos(2lt  3)+(d32AzA2
x  d31A3
z)cos(3lt)(6.25c)
for which all the coefﬁcients are given within Appendix B.
Upon implementation, (6.25) yields a third order approximation to the path of a peri-
odic halo orbit about one of the libration points. An example orbit generated through this6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 64
technique, based on the implemented ISEE3 orbit and generated through the parameters
encapsulated within Table 6.3.1, is shown within Figure 6.4.
Fig. 6.4: ISEE3 orbital path (blue line) about the L1 point (red point), generated through an ana-
lytical Richardson approximation, based on the Richardson constants given within Table
6.3.1
Whilst the Richardson approximation to a halo orbit is of third order, it is still not a
precise prescription of a true halo orbit. If the initial conditions generated by the ana-
lytic method (corresponding to a crossing of the x,z-plane at y = 0 and t = 0 with zero z
velocity) were to be placed into a dynamical model representative of the non-linearized
CRTBP, the orbital path would quickly degrade from that of a halo orbit. Such an instance
is shown in Figure 6.5 where the true orbital path is seen to diverge from a halo orbital
track. The divergence is initially observed at the second crossing of the y = 0 axis, where
in theory the crossing should be perpendicular.
6.3.2 Differentially Corrected Orbits
A differentially corrected halo orbit is a numerical targeting method, using Newton’s
method and the Richardson analytical approximation as an initial seed to allow for con-6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 65
Ax 2.06105km b32 0.023019827
Az 1.1105km b33 -2.8451
K 3.22927 b34 -2.3021
l 2.086453455 b35 -1.8704
a21 2.092695581 d21 -0.346865461
a22 0.248297670 d31 0.019043870
a23 -0.905964795 d32 0.398095425
a24 -0.104464116 c2 4.06107
a31 0.793820195 c3 3.0201
a32 0.008268539 c4 3.03054
b21 -0.492445875 w 0.98505017
b22 0.060746467 D 0.2922144542
b31 0.885700776 .
Tab. 6.2: Table of Richardson constants used within (6.25) for the analytic approximation to the
ISEE3 mission orbit and resulting in Figure 6.4
vergence. This method was ﬁrst applied within [117].
The method involves taking the Richardson analytical approximation at t = t0 as an
estimate of the initial state for a halo orbit: this location is converted from the Richard-
son frame, which has an origin based at the libration point of interest, to that of the
global frame used in the representation of (6.11), which has the origin based at the system
barycenter and is denoted by use of upper-case letters. The distinction between coordinate
systems can be seen by comparing the X-axis values to Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
The Richardson estimate is located on the X,Z-plane with a component of velocity
only in the positive y direction. Assuming that the orbit crosses the X,Z-plane at two
separate points, the second point will be half way through the orbit at a time denoted by
t =t1
2
with corresponding state parameters at this time denoted by the subscript 1
2. At this
point we are seeking an initial state which will result in a perpendicular crossing, only
having a component of velocity in the negative y direction. If under the initial conditions
we result in a perpendicular crossing of the X,Z-plane at t =t1
2
then the initial conditions
are part of the periodic orbit; if not then the initial conditions must be modiﬁed in some
way in order to drive ˙ X and ˙ Z to zero at the crossing. Performing such modiﬁcations is
equivalent to solving a system of two equations

˙ X1
2
& ˙ Z1
2

in three unknowns (X0;Z0
& ˙ Y0). Although a minimum norm solution can be applied, it is more desirable to ﬁx
one of the initial state elements and so yield more control over the periodic orbit which6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 66
Fig. 6.5: ISEE3 initial orbital state (blue circle) propagated within representative dynamical
model: the true orbital path (red line) shows rapid divergence from the analytically pre-
dicted path shown in Figure 6.4.
is generated by solving a system of two equations in two unknowns. This involves an
iterative targeting method within which modiﬁcation to the initial conditions is performed
using the state transition matrix (STM5). The STM is a matrix, f f f(tf;t0), whose product
with the state vector at an initial timet0 gives the state vector at some future timetf, which
we can denote as x(tf) = f f f(tf;t0)x(t0).
For the dynamical system ˙ x(t) = f(x) evaluated from t0 to some future time tf, the
ﬁnal state differential at tf is given by
dxf = f f f(tf;t0)dx0+ ˙ xfdtf
where the state transition matrix satisﬁes
˙ f f f(t;t0) = F(x;t)f f f(t;t0);
f f f(t0;t0) = I(6;6)
5 The state transition matrix is also referred to as a fundamental solution matrix in some literature.6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 67
and F is the Jacobian of the vector ﬁeld used as the state propagation matrix,
F(x;t) =
¶f(x)
¶x
Using the method presented within [121] and [122], a differential correction process
for a non-linear system of the form e = e(z) can be used to ﬁnd the parameter vector z
which achieves a desired value of e. The correction
dz = A 1de (6.26)
can be used iteratively until the norm of e is within a speciﬁed tolerance. Within this
notation A is the Jacobian matrix of the system and applied to our system where we wish
to retain a maximum Ax amplitude and alter values of ˙ Y0, Z0 and t1
2
. The perturbation
vectors and the Jacobian matrix for the problem are:
dz =
0
@
dZ0
d ˙ Y0
dt1
2
1
A
de =
0
B
@
dY1
2
d ˙ X1
2
d ˙ Z1
2
1
C
A
A =
2
6
4
f(2;3) f(2;5) ˙ Y1
2
f(4;3) f(4;5) ¨ X1
2
f(6;3) f(6;5) ¨ Z1
2
3
7
5
within which f(i;j) is the i, j element of f f f given explicitly for the CRTBP as:
f f f(t1
2
;t0) =
2
6 6
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6 6 6
4

¶X1
2
¶X0
 
¶X1
2
¶Y0
 
¶X1
2
¶Z0
 
¶X1
2
¶ ˙ X0
 
¶X1
2
¶ ˙ Y0
 
¶X1
2
¶ ˙ Z0


¶Y1
2
¶X0
 
¶Y1
2
¶Y0
 
¶Y1
2
¶Z0
 
¶Y1
2
¶ ˙ X0
 
¶Y1
2
¶ ˙ Y0
 
¶Y1
2
¶ ˙ Z0


¶Z1
2
¶X0
 
¶Z1
2
¶Y0
 
¶Z1
2
¶Z0
 
¶Z1
2
¶ ˙ X0
 
¶Z1
2
¶ ˙ Y0
 
¶Z1
2
¶ ˙ Z0


¶ ˙ X1
2
¶X0
 
¶ ˙ X1
2
¶Y0
 
¶ ˙ X1
2
¶Z0
 
¶ ˙ X1
2
¶ ˙ X0
 
¶ ˙ X1
2
¶ ˙ Y0
 
¶ ˙ X1
2
¶ ˙ Z0


¶ ˙ Y1
2
¶X0
 
¶ ˙ Y1
2
¶Y0
 
¶ ˙ Y1
2
¶Z0
 
¶ ˙ Y1
2
¶ ˙ X0
 
¶ ˙ Y1
2
¶ ˙ Y0
 
¶ ˙ Y1
2
¶ ˙ Z0


¶ ˙ Z1
2
¶X0
 
¶ ˙ Z1
2
¶Y0
 
¶ ˙ Z1
2
¶Z0
 
¶ ˙ Z1
2
¶ ˙ X0
 
¶ ˙ Z1
2
¶ ˙ Y0
 
¶ ˙ Z1
2
¶ ˙ Z0

3
7 7
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7 7 7
5
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It is worth noting that numerical computation of the STM is required since there is no
analytic expression for f f f(t;t0).
Using the correction method presented within (6.26) and the initial conditions for the
ISEE3 mission given by the Richardson approximation, a differentially corrected orbit
can be generated. Figure 6.6 shows the iterative modiﬁcation of the seed state to produce
a perpendicular x,z-plane crossing under the constraint of maintaining the Ax magnitude.
Figure 6.7 shows a complete orbit resultant from application of the modiﬁed initial state.
Fig. 6.6: Sequential modiﬁcation of the ISEE3 seed state, produced by a Richardson third order
approximation, to obtain a perpendicular crossing of the x,z-plane, whilst ﬁxing the Ax
amplitude at 206;000 km.
Once a differentially corrected halo orbit has been produced, the initial conditions to
generate a halo orbit are known. If the STM for this periodic orbit is evaluated for a time
equal to an orbital period, the STM produced is known as the monodromy matrix: the
eigenvalues of this monodromy matrix (known as Floquet multipliers) dictate the stability
of the periodic orbit. Whilst this still does not allow us to implement any results in an an-
alytical fashion, using a continuous time orbital propagation, states along the orbital path
can be saved at nominated discrete time instances and stored for ’look-up’ at a later stage.6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 69
Fig. 6.7: Complete propagation of the differentially corrected orbit for the ISEE3 mission (blue
line) resultant from the modiﬁed initial state (blue circle). The libration point is denoted
by a black circle.
This will produce reference states of a halo orbit for use in discrete time simulations.
6.4 Chapter Summary
This Chapter has presented the dynamical regime and equilibrium solutions for the circu-
lar restricted three body problem. The existence of bounded trajectories about the equi-
librium solutions were proven and methods for developing closed trajectories to result in
halo orbits were presented using both analytical and numerical methods.
Using the material within this Chapter, not only is it possible to generate a desired
trajectory for our agent system to follow, but it is possible to create a simulation envi-
ronment wherein an agent is subject to the dynamical inﬂuence of the CRTBP dynamics.
The material presented within this Chapter will also be used as a means to generate the
metric on which to base decisions: this is to be detailed within Chapter 11. It should be
noted that the development presented within this Chapter has only considered the circular6. The Circular Restricted Three Body Problem 70
restricted three body problem: not that of the elliptic restricted three body problem, nor
the inclusion of solar radiation pressure; these effects were not deemed pertinent to the
overall aims of this thesis.
It remains to present the consequences of agent control action to the motion of the
physical agent body in six degrees of freedom and this will be the topic of Chapter 7.7. SPACECRAFT AGENT DYNAMICS
This Chapter presents the required knowledge for modeling agent motion in 6DoF, in-
cluding deﬁnitions of coordinate reference frames and coordinate frame transformations.
Equally, this Chapter can be viewed as how an agent can perceive and model the world in
which it resides. Whilst the content of this Chapter is available within numerous classical
texts such as [99, 123, 124], it is contained here for completeness.
The mathematical model of a rigid body in motion is described by dynamic and kine-
matic equations of motion: in our consideration, this body is a spacecraft agent. Dynam-
ics relate forces and torques acting on the agent to the agents translational and angular
velocity given within a speciﬁed frame of reference; kinematics provide integration of
translational and angular velocities. For subsequent analysis, the agent will be assumed
to be a rigid body which is holonomic with respect to control. Rotations will be based on
the quaternion attitude representation, which allows for singularity free rotations [125].
Upon introduction of the pertinent coordinate frames for this investigation, the rigid
body kinematics and dynamics for both rotation and translation (accounting for coordi-
nate frame rotation) will be presented. These will then be combined into a six degree of
freedom state space equation relating body frame percepts to ’real world’ motions.
7.1 Spacecraft Agent Coordinate Frames
For the purposes of agent kinematics, it is assumed here that a spacecraft agent will exist
in a single regime within which only the agents percepts are of direct use. The subsequent
derivations related to agent dynamics will utilize three cartesian coordinate systems: the
agent body frame, the lead agent frame and the agent world frame. Each of these frames
are given by a set of three orthonormal basis vectors that obey the right hand rule, as
shown within Figure 7.1. An additional frame of reference, which although not used
within future derivations is applicable during mission operation, is the inertial geocentric
frame of reference.
Agent Body Frame Denoted by znb, the agent body frame of reference is a three-axis
right handed orthogonal coordinate system built upon the principal axes of inertia7. Spacecraft Agent Dynamics 72
Fig. 7.1: Figure depicting the three frames of reference used: agent body (znb), lead agent (zl)
and world (zw).
to agent n, with the origin placed at the center of mass of the agent.
Lead Agent Frame Denoted by zl, the lead agent frame of reference is a body frame,
with the origin placed at the center of mass of the lead agent.
Agent World Frame Denoted by zw, the agent world frame of reference is the three-axis
right handed orthogonal coordinate system used to represent the CRTBP. The z axis
is directed perpendicular to the rotation plane of the Sun-Earth system, with the x
axis directed from the system barycenter to the Earth; the y axis completes a right
handed orthogonal frame.
Inertial Heliocentric Frame Denotedbyzh, theheliocentricframeofreference(alsoknown
as the Copernicus frame) is an inertial frame of reference originating from the cen-
ter of mass of the Sun. The ecliptic plane (in this instance) is taken as a principal
plane and a third axis is taken as being normal to this plane. In some cases the
principal plane is taken as that parallel to the Earth’s equatorial plane, though this
is not applied here. One of the axes contained within the principal plane is in the
direction of the vernal equinox.
Whilst other coordinate frames exist, such as the Earth based geocentric frame, these
are not pertinent within this investigation and shall be omitted from future discussion.7. Spacecraft Agent Dynamics 73
7.2 Body Frame Transformations
The agent body frame, znb, is related to zl and to zw by a translation and rotation. For
three axis orthogonal coordinate systems, translation in 3-space is uniformly represented
as a direction vector [x;y;z]T. Coordinate frame orientations and relative orientations,
although intuitively visible as a sequence of rotations, are most efﬁciently represented
using the 4-parameter quaternion notation often referred to as the Euler parameters. The
quaternion is a computationally efﬁcient and singularity free method of dealing with rota-
tions; consequentlyitisnowthestandardmethodfordealingwithattitudetransformations
[125]. A unit quaternion corresponding to a rotation between frames i and j is given by:
qij =

k
i

(7.1)
where the vector k 2 Â3 and scalar i 2 Â components are constrained by i2+kTk = 1.
From Euler’s theorem of rotational displacement, any rotation of an angle a about an
axis denoted by the unit vector e2Â3, known as the Euler axis or eigenvector of rotation,
may be described by the unit quaternion q as:
k = esin
a
2

(7.2)
i = cos
a
2

(7.3)
The Rodriguez formula presents the direction cosine matrix describing rotations be-
tween frames i and j expressed in terms of the quaternion parameters as
[A(qij)] = Rij = (i2 kTk)I3x3+2kTk  2ibkc (7.4)
where bkc represents the antisymmetric cross product matrix, operating on vector k and
is given by
bkc =
2
4
0  kz ky
kz 0  kx
 ky kx 0
3
5 (7.5)
when k = [kx ky kz]T.
In the context of agent perceptions, to obtain an attitude transformation, a quaternion
multiplication is performed. For subsequent analysis the symbol 
 will be used to denote
the quaternion multiplication and for two unit quaternions, q1 and q2, it is deﬁned in
vector form as:7. Spacecraft Agent Dynamics 74
q1
q2 =
2
6 6
4
q2
4 q2
3  q2
2 q2
1
 q2
3 q2
4 q2
1 q2
2
q2
2  q2
1 q2
4 q2
3
 q2
1  q2
2  q2
3 q2
4
3
7 7
5
2
6 6
4
q1
1
q1
2
q1
3
q1
4
3
7 7
5 (7.6)
The quaternion multiplication given within (7.6) can be considered in two ways.
Firstly if the quaternion components of two successive rotations are known, the com-
posite rotation Rac = RabRbc can be computed by qac = qab 
qbc. Alternatively, the
difference between a current quaternion vector q1 and another quaternion vector q2 can
be computed by q 1
1 
q2. Where q 1 = [ k i]> represents the inverse quaternion cor-
responding to the reverse rotation of a about e and [0> 1]> 2 Â4 represents the identity
relation. It should be pointed out here that quaternion multiplication is not commutative,
that is qab
qbc 6= qbc
qab.
7.3 Equations of Motion
In the following Section, the kinematic differential equations and dynamic equations of
motion for both rotation (based upon the quaternion notation) and position vectors will be
presented.
Throughout this Section and for the remainder of this thesis, the following notation
for all measurements will be retained: superscripts indicate which frame of reference
the parameter corresponds to; subscripts indicate the two frames of reference to which
a measurement parameter correspond. For instance, if q represents a generic parameter,
then q
j
i indicates parameter measurement within frame i with respect to frame j.
7.3.1 Rotational Kinematics and Dynamics
Here we are considering the rotational motion of an agent in free space relative to a lead
agent. Differential rotational kinematics describe how the attitude of a ﬁxed coordinate
system evolves on SO(3)1 with respect to another coordinate system. This can be vi-
sualized as the ability to describe the rotational motion of the agent body frame within
either the lead agent or world frames of reference. When parameterized in terms of the
1 SO(3) here denotes a rotation group, which is deﬁned as the group of all rotations about the origin
of three dimensional Euclidean space Â3. The group of rotation matrices comprises of 3x3 orthogonal
matrices with a determinant equal to 1; the resulting coordinate transformation or rotation will change the
direction of the transformed vector without affecting its length [126].7. Spacecraft Agent Dynamics 75
quaternion vector, the differential rotational kinematics are given as:
˙ qi =
1
2
W(w
j
i )qi (7.7a)
=
1
2

w
j
i
0


qi (7.7b)
=
1
2
"
 bw
j
i c (w
j
i )T
 w
j
i 0
#
qi (7.7c)
where w
j
i is the angular velocity of frame i relative to the inertial frame j.
In traditional applications of strap-down inertial reference systems for aerospace ve-
hicles, the body rates (w) are measured by rate gyros and the kinematic differential equa-
tion (7.7) is integrated numerically to determine the orientation of the vehicle in terms of
quaternions in a dead-reckoning approach. For purposes of application by our agent, it
should be clariﬁed that the agent will be sensing the angular velocity of its body frame,
znb, relative to an external frame within which the body frame is moving.
Rotational dynamics relates the differential of the angular velocity to the current angu-
lar velocity and torques acting upon our rigid agent. Euler’s momentum equation provides
a solution for this, most commonly written in the form:
J ˙ w +bwcJw =åt (7.8)
where J is the inertial matrix and åt represents the vector sum of all torques acting on
the rigid body. Applied to agent n, the dynamical rotational equation can be given as
Jn ˙ w
j
i +bw
j
i cJnw
j
i = tnc+tnd (7.9)
where here the control and disturbances torques acting on agent n, tnc 2 Â3 and tnd 2 Â3
respectively, have been made evident.
7.3.2 Linear Kinematics and Dynamics
Here we are considering the motion of an agent in free space relative to a lead agent. The
dynamical equation can be augmented to include external perturbations though this will
not be considered at this time. Whilst linear momentum and Newtonian mechanics can
provide trivial solutions for the kinematics and dynamics of a rigid body, the addition of
rotational motion to encompass the full 6DoF relative mechanics modiﬁes the familiar7. Spacecraft Agent Dynamics 76
double integrator model (7.10), through dynamic coupling.
dx
dt
=

0 1
0 0

x+

0
1

u (7.10)
y =

0 1

x (7.11)
If we let ˙ ai denote the time derivative of an arbitrary vector a measured in frame i,
then the time derivative of a measured in frame j is given by:
˙ aj = ˙ ai+w
j
i ai (7.12)
which simply states that the rate of change of the vector a as observed in the ﬁxed frame
j equals the rate of change of the vector a as observed in the rotating coordinate system i
with angular velocity w, plus the vector product w a [123].
Applying (7.12) to interagent distance vector d
j
i 2 Â3, measured in frame i, we obtain
the kinematic equation:
˙ d
j
i = ˙ d
j
i +bwcd
j
i (7.13)
Applying (7.12) to Newton’s Second law of motion, åf= d
dt(mv), we obtain the mod-
iﬁed dynamic equation for interagent velocities v
j
i 2 Â3 whilst accounting for rotational
motion of the follower agent:
åf
j
i =
d
dt
(mv
j
i)+mbwcv
j
i (7.14)
7.3.3 Velocity Transformations in 6DoF Motion
Taking equations (7.7), (7.9), (7.13) and (7.14) we can formulate a six degree of freedom
state space representation for the motion of one coordinate system with respect to another.
Based upon the 13-dimensional state vector [d;v;q;w w w]T and considering the motion of
coordinate systems i and j, measured within frame i and expressed in frame j, the state7. Spacecraft Agent Dynamics 77
space representation is:
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withinwhichåf
j
i andåt
j
i representtherelativeforcesandtorques, includingbothcontrol
and disturbance components, acting on the two reference frames.
The state space representation given within (7.15c) can be conceptually thought of
as how agent n, with percepts relating to its body frame znb and here denoted by the
superscript i, can model the world in which it resides, relating to either the lead agent or
world frame of reference, zl or zw respectively, here denoted by the superscript j.
7.3.4 6DoF Motion Within the CRTBP
Chapter 6 has presented the dynamics of a particle under inﬂuence of the CRTBP. Taking
care over the use of units, these equations can be augmented with (7.15c) to enable com-
putation of the full 6DoF controlled motion within the CRTBP. This computation can be
completed using three methods:
1. Direct implementation of the global nonlinear CRTBP model given within Equa-
tions (6.1), (6.2) & (6.3).
2. Implementation of the equations of motion linearized about a libration point of
interest (6.24).
3. Relative motion from a point on the halo orbit.7. Spacecraft Agent Dynamics 78
Whilst the use of item 1 is obvious, items 2 and 3 are of relevance when considering
multiple agents which are proximate and under the inﬂuence of the CRTBP regime. If
we consider a multi-agent system with inter-agent distances measurable in meters; for our
systemDis1:4961011meters2. Consequentlyroundingerrorswillbepresentwithinany
computation of Equations (6.1) ,(6.2) & (6.3) when considering the inter-agent distance.
The use of (6.24) removes this source of computation error.
The method suggested within item 3, and presented within [127], involves consider-
ation of relative motion between a moving point on a speciﬁed halo orbit. This speciﬁed
point can be considered as a lead agent prescribing the halo orbit, with another agent in
proximity. Assuming the lead agent has a state xw
lw in zw and the proximate agent has a
state xw
pw in zw, deﬁning dx = xw
pw xw
lw, then for small dx the following approximation
for the disturbance differential can be made:
d ˙ xw
pw = A(xw
lw;t)dxw
pw (7.16)
where A(xw
lw;t) is that from (6.11) evaluated for xw
lw.
Use of (7.16) is equivalent to (6.24) when considering computational expense, though
in some respects it could be assumed that since (7.16) is based upon relative distances
the agent can directly compute the resulting differential and hence predict future unforced
motions. However (7.16) also requires precise knowledge of the lead agent state in zw
to enable computation of A(xw
lw;t). Chapter 4 has already presented the issue that accu-
rate absolute position measurement within the world frame is not possible: consequently
the parameters encapsulated within the A(xw
lw;t) matrix of (7.16) would be imprecise and
any differential motion predicted could only be accurate to within a certain error bound.
Whilst positional determination within zw is problematic, this is not true for attitude de-
termination which can be achieved to very high accuracy using current technology [123].
7.4 Chapter Summary
This Chapter has presented the dynamics and kinematics of motion for different coordi-
nate frames with six degrees of freedom. This is the equivalent of being able to describe
the motion of a body frame with respect to an external frame of reference.
Methods of combining the six degree of freedom equations with the dynamics of the
CRTBP presented within Chapter 6 have been presented and these will form the basis of
computer simulations which will be completed in latter Chapters.
Coordinate frames for use within the development of the equations of motion have
been presented: these coordinate systems will play an additional role within future system
2 This value of D is based upon the Sun-Earth/Moon system7. Spacecraft Agent Dynamics 79
development, within different mission phases, and so shall be summarized within Table
7.1.
Coordinate System Application Situation
Agent Body Frame, znb All agent measurements regrading local state information
are measured within this frame. Chapter 8 uses information
expressed in this frame for purposes of state estimation.
Lead Agent Frame, zl Chapter 9 produces ﬁltered state information with respect
to this frame and is used within Chapter 10.
Agent World Frame, zw Any computation requiring knowledge of global position
will invoke use of this frame, such instances involve situ-
ational use of (7.16) within Chapter 11.
Heliocentric Frame, zh This frame may be used to specify a particular orientation in
the celestial sphere such that the interferometer optics may
be trained onto a desired observation source.
Tab. 7.1: Table of coordinate frames used and their application situation.8. SPACECRAFT AGENT GUIDANCE
This Chapter will present guidance methodologies which can be implemented within au-
tonomous control solutions. A brief overview of current guidance methods will be fol-
lowed by a more in depth look at the use of potential ﬁelds. This Chapter will not consider
methods of obtaining sensor data; only the use of relevant information to form a guidance
solution.
8.1 Autonomous Guidance
Guidance can be deﬁned as a solution to obtain the desired system goal or state. Within
the context of robotic systems, this goal relates directly to the ’real world’ rather than
a system state which may exist computationally. Consequently, robotic system goals
generally refer to a particular location or trajectory in 3-space and so the deﬁnition of
guidance as: the process of guiding the path of an object to a given point, which in general
may be moving, is valid [128].
Guidance is an essential part of any autonomous robotic system since without guid-
ance, a system is clearly unable to reach a particular state. Moreover, guidance is inti-
mately interrelated with control, as the control action is derived directly from the guidance
system. It is arguable that the greatest resource for guidance laws exists within the litera-
ture relating to missile guidance, though complete documentation of all possible guidance
solutions is far beyond the scope of this thesis and the interested reader is referred to the
following survey papers: [129, 130] & [131], with an interesting personal narrative given
within [132].
Guidance methods can be broadly categorized as either point or path tracking1.
Point tracking The control objective for a point tracking situation, where a target point is
denotedbyxp(t),[xp(t);yp(t);zp(t)]> 2Â3 andwhichmayormaynotbemoving,
1 Within some literature tracking is referred to as regulation, though for clarity only ’tracking’ will be
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relating to a current physical location x(t) , [x(t);y(t);z(t)]> 2 Â3 is to achieve:
lim
x!¥(x(t) xp(t)) = 0; (8.1)
The control methodology outputs some form of action, based upon guidance gener-
ated from current percepts relating to a pertinent task. Point tracking methods could
be viewed as reactive since the guidance is generally based upon instantaneous per-
cepts which results in an instantaneous value of guidance.
Path tracking Within path tracking, a guidance law is generated composed of both speed
and direction: these are based upon deviation from a pre-generated path. The de-
sired path (or trajectory) is generated (or planned) through some form of optimi-
sation process based ultimately on the current and desired state, though may also
include relevant criteria such as avoidance or scheduling. Whilst a path may be
initially computed off-line, the path may, in general, be modiﬁed in real time to ac-
countfornewimmediateprioritiesorachangingenvironmentforwhichtheoriginal
path is no longer viable.
For the application of interferometry, it is desirable to regulate the individual elements
to speciﬁc array-points and as such we seek to achieve a point tracking solution. Guid-
ance methods for point tracking are abundant throughout literature, since this represents
the most fundamental guidance solution: that based exclusively upon state error. It is
important to consider the environment which the interferometer agents will reside and the
operationswhichtheywillbetaskedwith. Eachagentmustberegulatedtoaspeciﬁcpoint
in 3-space, though numerous agents will be operating at the same time. Consequently in
addition to point tracking, each agent must provide for the avoidance of inter-agent colli-
sions. Chapter 4 touched upon the use of potential functions within the research area of
robotics for the provision of online guidance inclusive of avoidance constraints: it is this
method which will be used in part to provide guidance for the interferometer agents.
8.2 Potential Fields
Potential ﬁelds are a method of specifying a desired response, given current percepts.
Within the method percepts are used within (possibly several) pre-deﬁned function(s) that
generate a kinematic ﬁeld: the desired response is in the negative gradient of this ﬁeld.
Potential ﬁelds may be classiﬁed as a point tracking guidance method, since the output
guidance is a function of current position and percepts. Relevant potential functions to
develop a desired kinematic ﬁeld in 3-space, for attraction and repulsion, are formulated8. Spacecraft Agent Guidance 82
within [102, 103, 133, 134]. These functions can equally be considered as providing
guidance for motion to a desired location in 3-space, and avoidance of speciﬁc locations
in 3-space; both of which may be time varying.
8.2.1 Attraction
Given relevant percepts relating to the world within which the agent resides, a potential
function to result in attraction to a perceived point in 3-space is given as a negatively
weighted inter-distance:
¡ ¡ ¡gatheri(t) =  apdp(t) (8.2)
where ap is a scalar weighting applied to dp(t) = x(t) xp(t), where xp(t) relates to a
desired location. It is evident that that at large inter-distances, dp(t), the potential function
output will be high and upon reaching the desired point in 3-space, xp(t), the contribution
will be zero.
8.2.2 Repulsion
Formulation of avoidance relationships is marginally more complex than those for attrac-
tion, since the converse kinematic ﬁeld is desired: repulsion is required at proximity to
a speciﬁed location but should become vanishingly small when dp(t) is large. This is
achieved by using the following function:
¡ ¡ ¡avoidp(t) =  dp(t)

bpexp

 kdp(t)k
cp

(8.3)
within which dp(t) = x(t) xp(t) and xp(t) relates to a location to be avoided and bp and
cp are scalar parameters prescribing the sphere of inﬂuence of the function ??.
8.2.3 Complex Fields
Complex potential ﬁelds can be created by summation of the elemental potential functions
(8.2) and (8.3) to form (8.4).
¡ ¡ ¡complexi(t) = ¡ ¡ ¡gatheri(t)+¡ ¡ ¡avoidp(t) (8.4)8. Spacecraft Agent Guidance 83
This is the essence of the guidance systems described within [102, 103, 133, 134]. How-
ever, such implementations can give rise to problems of local minima: undesired equilib-
rium locations within the kinematic ﬁeld. This problem has been looked at by the com-
munity and solutions sought by using bifurcating, Laplacian and super-quadric potential
ﬁelds. The latter of these is beneﬁcial in that it is possible to encode dimensionality within
the ﬁeld and thus produce a potential ﬁeld to account for angular motion in addition to
position.
8.3 Chapter Overview
This Chapter has provided a brief overview of current autonomous guidance solutions and
focussed upon the use of potential ﬁelds, used commonly within robot guidance. It is this
guidance method that shall be exploited in subsequent Chapters.Part III
AGENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT9. SPACECRAFT AGENT STATE ESTIMATION
This Chapter will present a methodology for obtaining accurate relative state estimation
within a multi-agent system operating in the 3-space environment. Using only agent
percepts, determination of the full agent state is required: ’perfect’ measurement will not
be assumed and the agents must obtain full state estimation in the presence of realistic
sensor noise and errors.
9.1 Problem Formulation
We are faced with the need to formulate a coordinate frame for a multi-agent system based
upon local measurements. Only local measurements will be permitted since the need for
high precision localization is assumed: current state of the art technology is insufﬁcient
for global position estimation.
The coordinate system implemented will be ﬁxed to one of the agents, which will be
termed the ’lead agent’. In doing this we are forming zl, as presented within Chapter 7,
to which all other agents will be related by their body frame coordinate system znb. The
choice of zl origin will be assumed from a central agent within the cluster1.
Each agent measures the distance and bearing (azimuth and elevation) to all other
agents, within its own local inertial coordinate system znb. All interagent data is relayed
to a central agent, which uses a data fusion process to estimate the agent states relative to
itself; each agent is in turn informed of its state within the lead agent coordinate frame zl.
Each agent is assumed to have knowledge of its own attitude with respect to the celestial
sphere through use of star sensors but does not have any global position knowledge. Due
to the centralization of the data and resulting positioning data being with respect to a
central agent, the representative dynamical model is that of the double integrator (7.10)
and not that of the combined dynamics given within (7.15c).
Figure 9.1 shows the state estimation process occurring, where the cylindrical shape
represents the lead agent, to which the coordinate frame zl is attached.
1 In the implemented interferometry system, this coordinate frame origin relates to the central mother-
craft which assumes the role of combiner after deployment of the interferometer agents.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 86
Fig. 9.1: System state through consensus: each agent measures the azimuth and elevation angles
of each other agent in its local inertial coordinate system
Whilst implementation of a centralized state determination process could be consid-
ered a single point failure source, in considering a homogenous group of agents, it is not
unreasonable to assume that any of the agents are capable of completing the data fusion
process to obtain state estimation of the entire community. As such it is possible that at
any given time a different agent within the community may be tasked with the data fusion
process and maintain the agent society upon failure of its predecessor; thus removing the
single point failure source. Indeed, the process involved in this state estimation could be
considered as a software agent which is capable of being transferred or deployed upon
any hardware agent.
9.2 Methodology
Irrespective of the implemented methodology in gathering inter-agent data, from a purely
geometric point of view the following quantities can be relied upon as measured for an9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 87
agent group:
 Attitude of each agent in the inertial frame related to the stars.
 Distance between the center of mass of any two agents and its rate of change.
 Angular direction of any agent as viewed from any other agent and expressed as a
direction vector in the local inertial coordinate system of the viewing agent.
 Translational and rotational accelerations of each agent relative to the inertial coor-
dinate system.
In most practical systems only part of these quantities would be measured. The important
points to note are:
 There are no other measured quantities to be relied upon.
 Even if all of the above quantities are measured simultaneously with some accuracy,
the achievable accuracy of state measurement is limited to some portion of the
individual accuracy as a result of data fusion.
 Positions cannot be estimated without bearing measurements and this implies that
some kind of active or passive vision system is inevitable.
 Gravitational potential cannot be measured by any onboard system; such informa-
tion can only be inferred from an on-board navigational computer using gravita-
tional models and estimates of the current global position.
Here we assume the use of a vision system which is capable of providing both distance
and bearing measurements. The signal processing required to achieve this is not entered
upon since this is a routine implementation of existing techniques2, what is of importance
here is the way in which this information is utilized.
Assume that for N agents the positions of camera focus points are described in the
agent group inertia coordinate system by pi = [xi;yi;zi];i = 1;2;3;:::N. Then the ideal
(not the measured) azimuth angles are deﬁned by
aij = arcsin

zj zi
kpj  pik

;i 6= j;i = 1;:::;N; j = 1;:::;N (9.1)
2 For relevant literature the interested reader is recommended [135] and [136]9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 88
and the elevation angles by
bij = sign(xj xi)arccos

yj yi
kpj  pik

(9.2)
so that the range of each aij is [ p=2;p=2] while the range of each bij is [ p;p] . Dis-
continuityofb atp and p isnotaproblemasthemetricusedforoptimizationofbearing
angles is continuous.
For N agents, each camera will measure the azimuth e aij =aij+eij and elevation e bij =
bij +hij, with some noise eij and hij where i 6= j, i = 1;2;3;:::;N and j = 1;2;3;:::;N.
Assuming optimal calibration of the cameras being used, the quantization errors can be
assumed independent and bounded; similar to rounding errors. For n agents, the total set
of measurements fe aij; e bij; e dijg is (N2 N), and this is assumed available.
Under the assumption of independently distributed measurement errors of a priori
known variations s2
a;s2
b;s2
d, the log likelihood function in terms of the agent coordinates
is given by:
L(x1;y1;z1;:::;xN;yN;zN) = å
i6=j
log fa
 
e aij a(pi;pj)

+log fb

e bij b(pi;pj)

+log fd

e dij dij(pi;pj)

(9.3)
where fa(w); fb(w) and fd(w) are distribution functions of a, b and d measurement
errors, respectively.
The fb(w) should be of the form fb(w) = f 
b (˜ r(w)) with a periodic function ˜ r(w) =
˜ r(w+2p); 8w, so that the discontinuity of the azimuth at p to  p does not cause any
problems. Minimization of L for x1;y1;z1;:::;xn;yn;zn provides the maximum likelihood
estimates of satellite positions for given camera based measurements ˆ dij, ˆ aij, ˆ bij.
Figure 9.2 shows in block diagram form the operation of the vision system. Figure
9.3 illustrates the average and maximum errors for coordinate estimates of three satel-
lite agents over 100 repetitions of non-linear least squares (NLS) estimation, performed
by sequential quadratic programming, applied to distance and bearing information where
ae = be = 1:5o and de = 5mm were selected to be representative errors for the imple-
mented vision system. Note that over 50m a 1:5o bearing error leads to a 1:3m position
error: increased accuracy in coordinate estimation can only be achieved through the use
of higher resolution hardware3 or the availability of a larger data set, which in this case
would correspond to the use of more agents within the agent system.
3 Using an imaging device with a 60 ﬁeld of view and 640x480 resolution will result in a 50m distant
1m2 target being represented by a maximum of 92 pixels; this will reduce with increasing observation
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Fig. 9.2: Block diagram of the NLS vision system operation. The Visual Navigation Unit (VNU),
present on each agent, provides range and direction measurements (e dij;e aij; e bij), which is
combined to provide position estimates for all of the agents.
It is clear that the use of the noisy coordinate estimates produced using this method is
unsuitable for any form of precision control, as would be required within implementations
such as interferometry. From the obtainable coordinate system it is desired to extract
optimal estimations of the agent kinematic states within the supplied coordinate system:
this is solved through the application of a Kalman ﬁlter.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 90
Fig. 9.3: Illustrative average and maximum errors of position and co-ordinate estimates under el-
evation and azimuth bounds of 1:5o and distance measurement error bound of 5mm over
100 independent repetitions with randomly selected agent locations within a 100m cube.
9.3 Kalman Filtering
Kalman ﬁlters provide a means of extracting useful state information from a discrete
stochastic process4 by a recursive ﬁltering process. Kalman ﬁlters operate by propagating
the mean and covariance5 of the state through time: the mean of the state is the Kalman
ﬁlter estimate of the state and the covariance of the state is the covariance of the Kalman
ﬁlter state estimate. Numerous forms of Kalman ﬁlters exist, from the ’simple’ Kalman
ﬁlter originally conceived by R.E. Kalman in 1958, which was extended by S.F. Schmidt
and R.H. Battin prior to inclusion within the Apollo onboard guidance system, to the
information, particle and a variety of square-root ﬁlters developed by numerous authors
[137]. Rigorous mathematical derivations of the Kalman ﬁlter are widely available within
4 A stochastic process is one whose behavior is non-deterministic in that a system’s subsequent state is
determined both by the process’s predictable actions and by a random element.
5 Covariance is a topic of probability theory and statics indicating a measure of how two variable change
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literature (recommended texts include [137] and [138]) and an outline of the derivation,
following the notation used within [138], will be provided here for completeness.
Given the linear discrete-time system
xk = Fk 1xk 1+Gk 1uk 1+wk 1 (9.4)
yk = Hkxk+vk (9.5)
where F, G, H, w and v represent the state transition model applied to the previous state
xk 1, the control input model applied to the previous control input uk 1, the observation
modelwhichmapsthetruestatespaceintotheobservedspaceandthetwonoiseprocesses
w and v which are white, zero mean, uncorrelated and have know covariance matrices Qk
and Rk respectively.
We wish to estimate the state xk based upon knowledge of the system dynamics and
availability of noisy measurements yk. The manner in which this state estimate is formed
depends upon the information available, since the method involves determining both a
priori and a posteriori state estimates for the same state. The a priori state estimate is
based upon all preceding measurements, up to but not including that at time k: this esti-
mate will be denoted by b x+
k . Once the measurement is made for time k, this information
can be taken into account and form the a posteriori state estimate, denoted by b x 
k . Natu-
rally one would expect the a posteriori state estimate to be a better estimate.
For the subsequent discussion we will assume that the process is starting at time k =0,
that 0+0 superscripts indicate estimations made a priori to the current measurement and
0 0 superscripts indicate estimations made a posteriori. Furthermore, ˆ x will be used to
denote the estimated value of x, which is the true state and E(h) indicates the ’expected’
value of h.
The initial measurement is taken at time k = 1 and since at this time there are no
previous measurements of x, ˆ x+ can be deﬁned as the expected value of the initial state
x0:
ˆ x+
0 = E(x0) (9.6)
Denoting the covariance of the estimation error using Pk then we can deﬁne the a
priori and a posteriori estimation error covariances as:
P 
k = E

(xk  ˆ x 
k )(xk  ˆ x 
k )T
(9.7)
P+
k = E

(xk  ˆ x+
k )(xk  ˆ x+
k )T
(9.8)
It is now desired to compute ˆ x 
1 given that we have ˆ x+
0 which is complete through
knowledge of Equation 9.4 and result in what is known as the time update equation for ˆ x:
ˆ x 
k = Fk 1ˆ x+
k 1+Gk 1uk 1 (9.9)9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 92
This is followed by updating the state estimation error covariance, P. We commence
with P+
0 , the covariance of the initial estimate ˆ x0: if the initial state is known perfectly,
then P+
0 = 0; if unknown then P+
0 = ¥I. In general P+
0 represents the uncertainty of the
initial ˆ x0 estimate. The covariance of the state of a linear discrete time system propagates
with time according to Pk =Fk 1Pk 1FT
k 1+Qk 1 and so for the system in question here,
we can form the time update equation for P as:
P 
k = Fk 1P+
k 1FT
k 1+Qk 1 (9.10)
Having formed the time update equations, we now need to form the measurement
update equations for ˆ x and P: this will provide us with ˆ x+
k and P+
k . The availability of a
measurement, yk, changes the estimate of x as follows:
Kk = P 
k HT
k
 
HkP 
k HT
k +Rk
 1
(9.11)
= P+
k HT
k R 1
k (9.12)
ˆ x+
k = ˆ x 
k +Kk
 
yk Hkˆ x 
k

(9.13)
P+
k = (I KkHk)P 
k (I KkHk)
T +KkRkKT
k (9.14)
= (I KkHk)P 
k (9.15)
where the notation used has been retained and K is referred to as the Kalman ﬁlter gain.
The quantity
 
yk Hkˆ x 
k

is known as the innovation: this is the part of the measurement
which contains new information about the state.
Using these Kalman ﬁlter equations applied to the noisy coordinate data supplied by
the vision system presented in the preceding Section, it is possible to ﬁlter the data to
retrieve useful measurements which can be used within control methods. The application
of this will be shown in the following Section.
9.4 Kalman Filtering For Position And Velocity
Application of the Kalman ﬁlter equations to noisy vision based coordinate data6, as gen-
erated using the nonlinear least squares estimation process presented at the start of this
Chapter, and based upon disturbances forces with a maximum bound of 0:1N acting on
the double integrator dynamical model, was completed for two separate scenarios; each
based upon three agents. The ﬁrst scenario was from the provision of vision only data;
6 Vision data was simulated subject to white, zero mean and uncorrelated noise of eij = 0:001o, hij =
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the second was based upon both vision and noisy accelerometer data7. A visualization of
the typical motion for the three agents during the Kalman ﬁlter application is given within
Figure 9.4
Fig. 9.4: Motion of spacecraft agents during state estimation process. Initial and ﬁnal locations
are indicated by asterisk and circular symbols respectively: a line trace denoting the path
of the agent connects the two points.
Figures 9.5 and 9.6 show the state estimation errors for the spacecraft agents during
and shortly after the Kalman ﬁlter tuning process. Inclusion of accelerometer data within
the estate estimation process aids in both reducing and smoothing the state estimate.
7 Accelerometer characteristics were based upon the O’Navi MEMS inertial measurement unit [139].9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 94
Fig. 9.5: Evolution of state estimation errors during Kalman ﬁlter application: implementation is
based upon vision estimates only.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 95
Fig. 9.6: Evolution of state estimation errors during Kalman ﬁlter application: implementation is
based upon vision estimates and accelerometer data9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 96
9.5 Kalman Filtering For Attitude
A suitable Kalman ﬁlter for the estimation of position and velocity has been presented. It
is also desired to obtain an estimate of the agent’s current attitude and angular velocity so
that this knowledge is available for latter control implementation.
In considering a traditionally equipped satellite, the presence of both rate integrating
gyros and some form of device to obtain the current attitude8 can be assumed; thus yield-
ing high frequency provision of body mounted angular velocities and lower frequency
provision of agent attitude. It is usual to propagate attitude knowledge using the strap-
down equations presented within (7.7) via the measured angular body rates and the most
recent attitude measurement; however it is well known that the output from a rate integrat-
ing gyro is subject to a random walk process leading to a measurement bias, in addition to
general measurement noise. An extended Kalman ﬁlter is used as a solution to this prob-
lem by using the ﬁlter to determine the gyro bias in addition to a correction for the quater-
nion estimate: such a process has been well documented within [141, 142, 143, 144]. Of
these papers, only the author of [142] and [143] presents a generic extended Kalman ﬁlter
for implementation with a known quaternion measurement: the other papers are aimed
towards process noise applied to direction vector measurements of known stars. None of
these provide a complete presentation of the mathematics required to implement a dis-
crete time computational method; moreover the derivation provided within [142, 143] is
both incomplete and contains mistakes within the state equations used in the development
of the ﬁlter for the update equations. The highly cited paper [141] also contains a sign
mistake within the state equation for the body mounted state error equation. For these
reasons a thorough derivation will be provided here.
9.5.1 The Lefferts/Markley/Shuster (LMS) Filter
The LMS ﬁlter is presented within [141] and is based upon deﬁning the attitude ﬁrst by
the current attitude estimate and then by a small error relative to the body frame: it is this
error which is to be determined and applied by the ﬁlter. In keeping with the discussion
presented within Chapter 7 and the notation used for developing the linear Kalman ﬁlter9,
this can be expressed as
qs=c = ˆ q
qe (9.16)
8 Here we are generalizing the availability of attitude information which may be obtained and prescribed
globally through star sensors or locally through active vision techniques applied to camera observations
[140]
9 In keeping with the development of the linear Kalman ﬁlter, estimated values will be denoted by the
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with ˆ q representing the quaternion estimate and qe representing the error quaternion,
which can be expressed as:
qe = qs=c
 ˆ q 1 (9.17)
The rate of update based on vision sensors is typically slow10 and so between measure-
ments attitude knowledge is propagated through use of rate integrating gyroscopes which
are capable of signiﬁcantly greater sampling rates11. As has previously been mentioned,
rate integrating gyroscopes are subject to a random walk noise process leading to a mea-
surement bias. This bias is also to be estimated by the ﬁlter to enable accurate attitude
estimation.
Information is passed to the LMS ﬁlter in the form of noisy angular velocity measure-
ments and noisy quaternion estimates, provided by the rate integrating gyroscopes and
vision system respectively. The gyroscope measures both the true angular velocity, plus
the noise introduced from bias and process:
w w wG
m = w w wG
gyro+bG
gyro+h h hG
gyro (9.18)
where h h hG
gyro is the gyroscope process noise and bG
gyro is the gyroscope bias12.
As presented within [142], the estimated body frame angular velocity can be con-
structed from gyroscope measurements as:
ˆ w w w
B
s=c = CT
G=B

w w wG
m

(9.19a)
= w w wB
s=c CT
G=B

ˆ bG
gyro bG
gyro+h h hG
gyro

(9.19b)
= w w wB
s=c CT
G=B

DbG
gyro+h h hG
gyro

(9.19c)
where CT
G=B is the gyroscope to body direction cosine matrix and w w wB is the angular
velocity in the body frame. The obvious observation to be made here is that align-
ment of the gyroscope and agent body axes will reduce (9.19a) to the simpler form of
ˆ w w w
B
s=c = w w wG
m bG
gyro h h hG
gyro.
Regarding the vision based quaternion measurements, computationally we can con-
struct the noisy quaternion input, corrupted by white gaussian noise h h hvision as
qs=c = q
fh h hvision;1g (9.20)
10 Within [123] the update period for the ROSAT precision star tracker is given as one second
11 Sampling rates for typical rate integrating gyroscopes are given within [123] as 0:04s (25Hz)
12 The gyroscope bias is modeled as a random walk process, such that ˙ b = h h hbias9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 98
within which h h hvision is a 3-vector. Within [142] a further step is made regarding the
quaternionerror measurement, wherethe measurederroris formedthrough acombination
of (9.17) and (9.20) to form:
qe = q+CT
C=Bh h hvision (9.21)
where CT
C=B represents the direction cosine matrix of the camera frame relative to the body
frame. Within the implementation of [142], the direction cosine matrix is used within the
computation of the Kalman gain; however the manner in which it is implemented results
in the formation of the identity matrix.
System State Vector
We wish to model and estimate values for the error quaternion and gyroscope bias hence,
in state space form, our system state vector will be [qe;bgyro]
>. The derivation of a state
space model for the time rate of change of both the quaternion error and gyroscope bias
shall proceed in a similar manner to [141] and [142] where we will commence by differ-
entiating our quaternion error presented within (9.16) to yield
˙ qs=c = ˆ q
 ˙ qe+qe
 ˙ ˆ q (9.22)
by application of
˙ q =
1
2

w
0


q
we result in
1
2

ws=c
0


qs=c = ˆ q
 ˙ qe+qe


1
2

ˆ w
0


 ˆ q

(9.23)
˙ qe =
1
2

ws=c
0


qs=c qe


ˆ w
0

(9.24)
which is in conﬁrmation with [141]. Substitution of our gyroscope angular velocity mea-
sure (9.19a) results in
˙ qe =
1
2

ˆ w
0


qe qe


ˆ w
0

 
1
2
CT
G=B

Dbgyro+h h hgyro
0

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with application of (7.7) we can expand the quaternion cross product components to yield
˙ qe =
1
2

 b ˆ w w wc ˆ w w w
  ˆ w w w
> 0

qe 

+b ˆ w w wc ˆ w w w
  ˆ w w w
> 0

qe

 
1
2
CT
G=B

Dbgyro+h h hgyro
0


qe (9.26a)
=
1
2

 2b ˆ w w wc 0
0 0

qe
 
1
2
CT
G=B

 b(Dbgyro+h h hgyro)c (Dbgyro+h h hgyro)
 (Dbgyro+h h hgyro)> 0



qe
1

(9.26b)
=

 b ˆ w w wc 0
0 0

qe 
1
2
CT
G=B

(Dbgyro+h h hgyro)
0

+O2 (9.26c)
=

  ˆ w w w qe  1
2CT
G=B(Dbgyro+h h hgyro)
0

(9.26d)
Based upon the equations relating to the gyroscope bias, we can directly write:
˙ Dbgyro = hbias (9.27)
Under the assumption that the error quaternion is small, we can construct the complete
state space equation as:
d
dt

¯ qe
Dbgyro

=

 b ˆ w w wc  1
2CT
G=B
0(3;3) 0(3;3)

¯ qe
Dbgyro

+

 1
2CT
G=B 0(3;3)
0(3;3) I(3;3)

h h hgyro
h h hbias

(9.28a)
˙ ¯ x = Fc¯ x+Gch h h (9.28b)
where the c subscripts have been used to highlight the fact that the system and noise
matrices are based upon a continuous time formulation. It is important to note that the
quaternion component has been reduced to represent only the vector part, represented
by ¯ q, since through the assumption of qe being small the scalar component will remain
at unity. It is at this point where our system model diverges from that presented within
[141, 142, 143], which contain sign errors within the Fc matrix and do not all consider
misaligned gyroscopes.
Time Discretisation
In order to implement the derived error propagation model presented within (9.28a), it
is required to discretise the model, in addition to forming the state transition matrix and9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 100
system noise covariance denoted by F F F and Qd respectively. Discretisation of continuous
time systems is well documented [145, 146], formally deriving the discrete time state
transition matrix of a continuous time system as:
F F F(t +Dt) = exp(FcDt) (9.29a)
= I(6;6)+FcDt +
1
2!
F2
cDt2+::: (9.29b)
Following the development of [146] and [147], we can expand the powers of the Fc
matrix to yield:
Fc =
"
 b ˆ w w wc  1
2CT
G=B
0(3;3) 0(3;3)
#
F2
c =
"
b ˆ w w wc2 1
2CT
G=Bb ˆ w w wc
0(3;3) 0(3;3)
#
F3
c =
"
 b ˆ w w wc3  1
2CT
G=Bb ˆ w w wc2
0(3;3) 0(3;3)
#
F4
c =
"
b ˆ w w wc4 1
2CT
G=Bb ˆ w w wc3
0(3;3) 0(3;3)
#
F5
c =
"
 b ˆ w w wc5  1
2CT
G=Bb ˆ w w wc4
0(3;3) 0(3;3)
#
. . .
Fn
c =
"
b ˆ w w wcn 1
2CT
G=Bb ˆ w w wc(n 1)
0(3;3) 0(3;3)
#
where the  component is + for even n and negative otherwise. Combining the powers
of Fc within (9.29b) we are presented with the discrete time state transition matrix being
of the form
Fd =

Q Y
0(3;3) I(3;3)

(9.30)
We will now consider the development of Q and Y individually.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 101
Q = I(3;3) b ˆ w w wcDt +
1
2!
b ˆ w w wc2Dt2 
1
3!
b ˆ w w wc3Dt3+
1
4!
b ˆ w w wc4Dt4 :::(9.31)
By employing the properties of skew symmetric matrices Q can be reformulated into:
Q = I(3;3) 
1
j ˆ wj

j ˆ wjDt  
1
3!
ˆ jwj3Dt3+:::

b ˆ w w wc
+
1
j ˆ wj2

1 

1 
1
2!
j ˆ wj2Dt +
1
4!
j ˆ wj4Dt  :::

b ˆ w w wc2 (9.32)
and through recognition of the series expansion for sin(x) and cos(x), we can simplify
further to:
Q = I(3;3) 
1
j ˆ wj
sin(j ˆ wjDt)b ˆ w w wc+
1
j ˆ wj2 (1 cos(jw w wjDt))b ˆ w w wc2 (9.33)
clearly due to the division by j ˆ wj, small values of w will lead to numerical instability. By
taking the limit and applying L’Hopital’s rule, we result in:
Q Q Q = I(3;3) Dtb ˆ wc+
Dt2
2
b ˆ wc2 (9.34)
Repeating the same procedure for the Y matrix, we ﬁnd that
Y =
CT
G=B
2

 I(3;3)Dt +
Dt2
2!
b ˆ wc 
Dt3
3!
b ˆ wc2+
Dt4
4!
b ˆ wc3 :::

=
CT
G=B
2

 I(3;3)Dt +

Dt2
2!
 
Dt4
4!
j ˆ wj2+:::

b ˆ wc+

 
Dt3
3!
+
Dt5
5!
j ˆ wj2 :::

b ˆ wc2

=
CT
G=B
2

 I(3;3)Dt +
1
j ˆ wj
(1 cos(j ˆ wjDt))b ˆ wc 
1
j ˆ wj
(j ˆ wjDt  sin(j ˆ wjDt))b ˆ wc2

=
CT
G=B
2

 I(3;3)Dt +
Dt2
2
b ˆ wc 
Dt3
6
b ˆ wc2

(9.35)
from which we are now in the position to construct the discrete time state transition matrix
initially presented within (9.30).
Determination of the noise covariance within the discrete time system is detailed with
[146], where the required computation is given as:
Qd =
Z tk+1
tk
F(tk+1;t)GcQ>
c (t)F>(tk+1;t):dt (9.36)9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 102
which for our system model is
Qd =
Z tk+1
tk
 1
4s2
1I(3;3)+s2
2YY> s2
2Y
s2
2Y> s2
2I(3;3)

dt (9.37)
=
"
Q(11) Q(12)
Q>
(12) Q(22)
#
(9.38)
within the formulation of which, use is made of the fact that since CT
G=B and Q are rotation
matrices, CT
G=BCT>
G=B and QQ> are identity matrices. In following with the procedures
completed in [147], who deal with a similar but not identical matrix, the elements of
(9.38) are determined as:
Q(11) =
s2
1DtI(3;3)
4
+
s2
2
4

I(3;3)
Dt3
3
+
1
j ˆ wj5

j ˆ wj3Dt3
3
+2sin(j ˆ wjDt) 2j ˆ wjDt

b ˆ wc2

(9.39)
Q(12) =
s2
1CT
G=B
2
"
 
I(3;3)Dt2
2
+
1
j ˆ wj3 (j ˆ wjDt  sin(j ˆ wjDt))b ˆ wc
#
 
s2
1CT
G=B
2

1
j ˆ wj4

j ˆ wj2Dt2
2
+cos(j ˆ wjDt) 1

b ˆ wc2

(9.40)
Q(22) = s2
2DtI(3;3) (9.41)
which after application of series expansion and L’Hˆ opital’s rule, reduce to:
Q(11) =
s2
1DtI(3;3)
4
+
s2
2
4

I(3;3)
Dt3
3
+
2Dt5
5!
b ˆ wc2

(9.42)
Q(12) =
s2
1CT
G=B
2
 
 
I(3;3)Dt2
2
+
Dt3
3!
b ˆ wc 
Dt4
4!
b ˆ wc2
!
(9.43)
Q(22) = s2
2DtI(3;3) (9.44)
Integration of the quaternion can be completed by solving the ﬁrst order differential
equation given within (7.7), though it is desired to use a closed form solution for appli-
cation within discrete time instances. A zeroth and ﬁrst order closed form quaternion
integrator is derived within [147], which are completed under the assumption of constant
and linear varying w respectively. These are both given below:
q0th
(tk+1) =

I(4;4)+
Dt
2
W(w)


q(tk) (9.45)
q1st
(tk+1) =

exp

1
2
W( ¯ w)Dt

+
Dt2
48

W(w+)W(w) W(w)W(w+)
	
q(tk) (9.46)
within which ¯ w =
w(tk)+w(tk+1)
2 , w = w(tk), w+ = w(tk+1) and the W(w) operand retains
the formulation presented within (7.7).9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 103
Implementation
We are now in the position to implement the standard Extended Kalman Filter algorithm
in order to estimate the system state. There are two separate instances of propagation
relating to the availability of data at the gyroscope and vision measurement frequencies.
For the high frequency estimation and propagation, which is completed by gyroscopic
measurements, the following procedure is followed:
1. Bias propagation is completed under the assumption of a constant bias estimate,
hence ˆ b+ = ˆ b .
2. Through the current gyroscope measurement, wgyro(tk), and the current bias es-
timate, ˆ b, the current angular velocity estimate is formed through (9.19a) within
which we use w = wgyro  ˆ b.
3. The current quaternion is propagated in discrete time using the equation listed for
either a zeroth or ﬁrst order integrator, (9.45) or (9.46) respectively.
4. The state transition matrix and discrete time noise covariance matrix are calculated
using equations (9.29b) through (9.44).
5. The state covariance matrix is computed using the standard EKF equation.
P+ = FP F>+Qd (9.47)
Once high accuracy vision based quaternion estimates are available, an alternative
update process is completed within which the quaternion estimate is reﬁned and a new
estimate for the gyroscope bias is made. We are assuming the availability of a new (but
noisy) quaternion measurement as given by (9.20), and so the measurement matrix is
given simply as
H =

I(3;3) 0(3;3)

(9.48)
and this is used within the following procedure:
1. Compute the Kalman gain via
K = P H>(HP H>+R>) 1 (9.49)
within which R is the (3;3) measurement noise covariance matrix.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 104
2. Calculate the quaternion residual, which in this application is the error between the
propagated quaternion and the measured quaternion using
dqe = q 
s=c
q 1
measured (9.50)
3. Compute the required correction to be made, which we shall denote by d ¯ x, using
the current Kalman gain and residual:
d ¯ x =
 ˆ ¯ q+
e
Dˆ b+

(9.51)
= Kd ¯ qe (9.52)
4. Conditionallyformatthenewquaternionerrorestimate ˆ q+
e , toensurethatthequater-
nion unity constraint is not violated13, based upon the product ˆ ¯ q+>
e ˆ ¯ q+
e . If the prod-
uct ˆ ¯ q+>
e ˆ ¯ q+
e  1
ˆ q+
e =
"
ˆ ¯ q+
e q
1+ ˆ ¯ q+>
e ˆ ¯ q+
e
#
(9.53)
Otherwise, if ˆ ¯ q+>
e ˆ ¯ q+
e > 1
ˆ q+
e =
1
q
1+ ˆ ¯ q+>
e ˆ ¯ q+
e

ˆ ¯ q+
e
1

(9.54)
5. Update the estimated agent quaternion by application of (9.16).
6. Update the estimated gyroscope bias using:
ˆ b+ = ˆ b +Dˆ b+ (9.55)
7. Update the covariance matrix
P+ = P  KHP  (9.56)
13 Within the EKF formulation we have developed a model based upon the assumption that the error
quaternion is small and hence only the vector part of the quaternion is of interest and the scalar part remains
atunity. Inapplicationthisassumptionmayleadtoviolationofthequaternionconstraintthatjqj=
p
q>q
1. In order to circumvent this possibility, the EKF determined quaternion error is conditionally converted
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Filter Performance
Implementation of the presented extended Kalman ﬁlter for attitude estimation, using
gyroscopic propagation and low frequency update with accurate vision based quaternion
information, based upon the performance characteristics given within [123], provided
increased accuracy within state estimation.
Figures 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9 display the resulting output during the simulate EKF imple-
mentation. Figure 9.7 shows the estimation process for the gyroscopic bias (a result of
drift), with the actual bias depicted with a red line and the estimated value depicted us-
ing a black line. Figure 9.8 shows the error between the true angular velocity and those
given by direct measurement form the gyro and estimated rotation rates from the ﬁlter,
depicted by the red and black lines respectively: it is evident that the estimated rotation
rate corresponds with greater accuracy to the true rotation rate. Figure 9.9 shows the error
between the true components of the quaternion vector compared to estimates based upon
gyroscopic propagation14 and those from the ﬁlter; here gyroscopically propagated values
are represented by a red and that of the ﬁlter estimate with a black line. It is observed that
quaternion estimation based upon gyroscopic propagation quickly diverges from the true
value, whilst the quaternion propagated using the EKF is difﬁcult to discern from zero.
14 Gyroscopic propagation was completed using the strap-down equations presented in Chapter 79. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 106
Fig. 9.7: Evolution of gyroscope bias (red) and estimated bias (black) during EKF implementation
based upon a random walk process with a maximum drift rate of 1deg/hr.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 107
Fig. 9.8: Rotation rate error between the true rotation rate and those taken directly from the gy-
roscope and those estimated by the ﬁlter (red and black respectively) during EKF im-
plementation: note that the estimated values correspond to the true value with greater
accuracy.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 108
Fig. 9.9: Quaternion component error between the true components of the quaternion vector com-
pared to estimates based upon gyroscopic propagation and those from the ﬁlter. Gyro-
scopically propagated values are represented by a red and that of the ﬁlter estimate with
a black line.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 109
9.6 Combined Filter
Agent state estimation for both translation and rotation states can be achieved through a
hybrid state estimation ﬁlter composed of both ﬁlters which have been presented individ-
ually. A schematic for the construction of the hybrid ﬁlter is shown within Figure 9.10,
which shows how both presented ﬁlters can be used to obtain complete state estimation.
Within the Figure, the acronyms NLS, LKF and EKF are for the Nonlinear Least Squares
position estimate, the Linear Kalman Filter and Extended Kalman Filter, respectively.
The Visual Navigation Unit (VNU) and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) are the sensors
used to provide state estimation data. Whilst it is true that a single ﬁlter could have been
designed to perform state estimation based upon all vision information, it was chosen to
separate the two vision processes during the ﬁlter implementation as these processes are
likely to have differing update rates depending on the complexity of the computations to
be completed: this is especially pertinent when considering the method used to determine
the relative positions, which requires centralized pre-processing of state information prior
to being used within a linear Kalman ﬁlter.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 110
Fig. 9.10: Schematic for a hybrid ﬁlter to provide both translational and rotational state informa-
tion, for a single agent, using the ﬁlters presented previously. The acronyms NLS, LKF
and EKF are for the Nonlinear Least Squares position estimate, the Linear Kalman Fil-
ter and Extended Kalman Filter, respectively. The Visual Navigation Unit (VNU) and
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) are the sensors used to provide state estimation data.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 111
9.7 The Cluster State Estimation problem
In the previous Sections, state estimation of a single agent has been discussed. In this
Section a description of how to join these estimates, to form a complete cluster dynamical
state, will be given.
Agent positions and velocities within the cluster are given expressly by the presented
NLS and LKF methods presented: here a single agent is tasked with handling all range,
azimuth and elevation data from the agents within the cluster to form the position state
estimates for the entire cluster.
Velocity and rotational state (both orientation and rotation rate) estimates are the re-
sponsibility of the individual agents within the cluster: each agent is tasked with deter-
mining their own attitude quaternion and rotation rate within the designated frame of
reference using the presented EKF.
Upon each state estimation iteration, the individual agent state estimates may be com-
bined toform acomplete agentcluster stateestimate. Notethat inpractice eachagent only
requires their complete state within the cluster in addition to position estimates of each
other agent within the cluster. Figure 9.11 depicts the cluster state estimation process.
Within the Figure, the circular dashed component is used to represent the NLS output
data, which is shared among the agent community.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 112
Fig. 9.11: Schematic for a hybrid ﬁlter to provide both translational and rotational state informa-
tion, for the entire agent cluster, using the ﬁlters presented previously. The acronyms
NLS, LKF and EKF are for the Nonlinear Least Squares position estimate, the Linear
Kalman Filter and Extended Kalman Filter, respectively. The Visual Navigation Unit
(VNU) and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) are the sensors used to provide state esti-
mation data.9. Spacecraft Agent State Estimation 113
9.8 Chapter Summary
This Chapter has presented a vision based methodology for the full state estimation of
a multi-agent system operating within the space environment. Two separate ﬁlters, for
translational and rotational states, were developed and integrated to obtain full state es-
timation from noisy measurements. The translational state estimation ﬁlter, applied to a
satellite cluster operating in a low Earth orbit, was published within [148].
Simulation of the state estimation process was completed using MATLAB (release
2006b)andweareconsequentlypresentedwiththecommonphrase”simulationisdoomed
to succeed”. Whilst the simulations were performed in the presence of noise representa-
tive of the individual components, it should be noted that the simulation results presented
should only be considered as representative of possible system performance rather than
an absolute proof of system functionality. Nevertheless, through the resulting simulation
output, it is apparent that the derived state estimation methods are suitable and certainly
capable of performing the desired function: estimation of 6DoF state from noisy mea-
surements.
The accuracy of the entire system is obviously directly related to the accuracy of
measurement devices implemented onboard the agent system. It is unrealistic to expect
nano-meter precision from devices accurate to cm level, however, using the data fusion
and ﬁltering processes, we are capable of obtaining state estimation to a greater precision
than that of a single device.10. SPACECRAFT AGENT CONTROL ACTION
This Chapter will focus upon the formulation of a control law, to be implemented within
discrete time and applied to the interferometer agent system, for the purpose of control-
ling agent position and attitude. The control law will make use of the potential function
guidance method and Kalman ﬁltered state estimation processes detailed in Chapters 8
and 9 respectively.
The control method to be implemented is that of sliding mode control (SMC), a non-
linear control method which ﬁrst arose within the context of variable structure systems;
SMC is now the leading method to design for this system classiﬁcation [149]. There is
a wealth of literature concerning SMC within continuous time systems, the fundamental
analysis and design methods dating as far back as the early 1930’s [150].
10.1 SMC Within Continuous Time
Sliding mode control within continuous time systems proceeds with two primary stages,
those of manifold design and sliding condition design.
Manifold design Selection of the sliding mode hyper-surface or manifold, denoted by
s(t), is completed in such a manner that when the system is maintained to this
manifold (at s(t) , 0), the desired behavior is exhibited. The terminology ’mani-
fold’, ’sliding surface’, ’switching surface’, ’hyper-surface’ and ’sliding mode’ all
relate to the same entity and are used interchangeably within the literature.
Sliding condition design Thisstageinvolvesdeterminationoftherequiredfeedbackgains
such that the system trajectory intersects and remains on the prescribed manifold.
This process is traditionally completed by deﬁning an equivalent control1 term in
conjunction with a switching control2 term, the combination of which is proven to
be asymptotically stable using Lyapunov theory.
1 The equivalent control term is designed such that upon intersection with the manifold at s(t) , 0,
motion is constrained to the surface
2 The switching term is designed such as to guarantee convergence to the sliding manifold and has a
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Although in the preceding summary a single manifold has been mentioned, the reader
should not infer that only a single manifold is ever implemented within SMC: indeed
multiple manifolds may be used within a controller design depending on the degrees of
freedom to be controlled. This leads to various control methodologies in which differing
methods are used to deal with the sliding surfaces. Hierarchical sliding mode control
is employed by driving a single manifold to the intersection within ﬁnite time and then
progressing sequentially through the set of sliding modes, whilst maintaining preceding
modes, until ås(t)i , 0, i = 1;2;:::;n. Due to the nature of this approach, hierarchical
sliding mode control is also referred to as a ﬁxed order switching scheme [151][152].
Such a method is limited in that the prescribed order of reaching sliding modes may not be
ideal and can result in high control effort. In contrast, a ’free-order’ sliding mode process
operates on a ﬁrst-reach-ﬁrst-switch scheme in which the order of sliding modes is not
speciﬁed. Although possessing more desirable dynamical characteristics, by deﬁnition no
direct control is available over sliding modes: this can be disadvantageous in cases when
a precedence is required due to actuation limitations3.
Within implementation, the switching control term may lead to chattering: ﬁnite fre-
quency, ﬁnite amplitude oscillations appearing as a result of the high frequency switching
of the sliding mode controller exciting unmodeled dynamics. This chattering is not the
controller switching action itself, since in the ideal case the switching frequency tends
to inﬁnity. One of the more popular methods of addressing this occurrence is via the
’boundary layer solution’, which seeks to eliminate control discontinuities and switching
action within the control loop. This is achieved by introduction of a saturation function
replacing the sign function internal to the switching control term and has the form:
sat(y) =

y if jyj 6 1
sgn(y) otherwise
Whilst it is true that no ’real’ sliding motion takes place with this adjustment, due to the
switching action being modiﬁed by a continuous approximation, sliding mode control
methodologies are exploited in the design of the controller and consequently numerous
authors retain the classiﬁcation of SMC for such systems.
10.2 SMC Within Discrete Time
Although consideration within the idealized continuous time world leads to elegant and
mathematically rigorous solutions, when considering practical problems, controllers are
3 Here actuation limitations may equally refer to power limitations as to force output10. Spacecraft Agent Control Action 116
implemented within a discrete time environment as a consequence of digital microproces-
sors [145][149]. An immediate consideration here is violation of the theoretically inﬁnite
switching frequency because the switching will be limited to the sampling rate and may
lead to discretization chatter4. As we will see, chatter will not be signiﬁcant within 6 DOF
spacecraft motion control.
An increasing amount of literature is appearing regarding the development of sliding
mode control schemes within a discrete time environment, the fundamental aspects being
within publication [149]. The design methodology for discrete time sliding mode con-
trol (DTSMC) is in essence identical to that for a continuous time counter part: manifold
design followed by sliding condition design. The ﬁrst stage, that of manifold design,
is identical to that of the continuous time case, aside from the implicit construct of the
sliding surface being such that we are forming s(k) where k represents the discrete time
instance5. However the deﬁnition of a reaching law is not as simplistic. Despite the huge
breadth of literature concerning the development of DTSMC, the quantiﬁcation of what
represents system motion for ’sliding modes in discrete time’ and the necessary reach-
ing conditions to achieve this is a highly contended issue within the control community
[153, 154, 155, 156]. Direct abstractions from continuous time implementation yield re-
quirements such as the somewhat obvious requirement of js(k+1)j < js(k)j with the
desire to achieve js(k+1)j = 0, as presented within [153, 154]. A more complex set
of requirements to entail sliding motion in discrete time is presented by [155], within
which it is stated that for discrete sliding motion to occur, the s(k) = 0 boundary must be
crossed and crossed inﬁnitely often thereafter whilst remaining within a prescribed region
of the manifold. Such requirements are very strict and reside ﬁrmly within the purist SMC
theorist group, relating back to the original requirements of inﬁnite switching upon man-
ifold intersection. Within all practical applications of sliding mode control, continuous or
otherwise, methods are sought to eliminate the chattering associated with crossing of the
s = 0 boundary as opposed to seeking this instance. Subsequent analysis within this the-
sis will not take the requirements proposed within [155] as necessary, though the former
requirement of js(k+1)j < js(k)j will be assumed as both necessary and sufﬁcient.
4 Discretization chatter is a separate phenomenon to that of the previously introduced chatter resultant
from unmodeled dynamics.
5 As computer controlled systems can only act at quantized time instants it is assumed that a series state
estimates and control actions happen at a sequence of time instances t1;t2;t3;:::;t¥ that for simplicity are
indexed by k = 1;2;3;:::;¥. In general sampling can be periodic with ﬁxed sampling period, or with some
small variations in hk =tk+1 tk.10. Spacecraft Agent Control Action 117
10.3 Controller Development
ThisSectionwillpresentadiscretetimecontrollerdevelopedfortheproposedmulti-agent
system. Although the presentation here will relate to a generalized agent, the controller
willbeformulatedinsuchawaythatthecontrollawcanbeapplieduniversallythroughout
the agent system.
Within Chapter 9, methods were presented such that estimation of the complete agent
state, within a local coordinate system and denoted by ˆ xi(k), was possible. Consequently
the complete agent state can be assumed available and comprised of:
 Relative position vector estimates for agent i to the MS, based upon a coordinate
system attached to the MS. Denoted as ˆ di(k).
 Relative position vector estimates for agent i to all other agents j, where j =
1;2;3;:::;(N  1) based upon a coordinate system attached to agent i. Denoted
as ˆ sij(k). Note that it is these values which are used within the Kalman ﬁlter to
obtain the preceding ˆ di(k) estimate.
 Agent orientation estimates relative to the global coordinate system, given in the
quaternion notation and denoted ˆ qi(k) within which the notation of (7.5) is retained.
 Rates of change of agent position and orientation vector estimates, denoted by ˆ vi(k)
and ˆ wi(k) respectively.
 Agent state estimates for the next time instance, through the internal Kalman ﬁlter
a priori prediction mechanism, ˆ xi(k+).
It is these entities which shall be used to construct the discrete time error states for
implementation within a digitized control system. Relating back to Chapter 5, within
which the multi-agent interferometer mission is presented, the requirements of full state
regulation must be considered in combination within inter-agent collision avoidance. The
coordinate system adopted, that of a local system attached to a lead agent, in combination
with regulation to a ﬁxed conﬁguration indicates that we are seeking solution to a point
trackingproblem, aspresentedwithinChapter8, thatisaugmentedtoaccountforcollision
avoidance.
As introduced within Chapter 8, collision avoidance is accounted for by introduc-
ing an inter-agent avoidance potential between agent i and all other agents j, where
j = 1;2;3;:::;(N 1), and for our system this can be written as:
¡ ¡ ¡i(k) =
N 1
å
j=1
ˆ sij(k)exp

 
kˆ sij(k)k
rj

; (10.1)10. Spacecraft Agent Control Action 118
In this notation rj is an additional weighting parameter dictating the particular sphere of
inﬂuence about agent j. The desired response is motion down the negative gradient of
(10.1): in our context the potential function can be viewed as a method of developing a
kinematic ﬁeld, with the production of a desired velocity vector to satisfy agent collision
avoidance.
At this stage it will be assumed that the relevant decision process to assign agents to
array point locations has been completed and that each agent has knowledge of its des-
tined location, given in the coordinate frame developed within Kalman ﬁlter mechanism
presented within Chapter 9. This array position will be denoted by dd
i , where the super-
script of d is used to express desired and the i subscript retains the usual meaning such
that dd is relating to agent i. In addition to the positional requirement provided by dd
i , a
particular attitude is to be obtained and this is given using the quaternion notation as qd
i
and it is assumed that the agent also has knowledge of the desired quaternion6. Both dd
i
and qd
i are combined with their derivatives to provide a complete nominal state. Complete
agent guidance is provided by a combination of agent errors from this nominal state and
the collision avoidance criterion provided by (10.1).
The agent errors are comprised of positional error from the required location in 3-
space, translational velocity error between agent i and the MS to ensure accurate tracking
and augmented by the avoidance criterion (10.1), orientation error and angular velocity
error to ensure accurate global orientation. Although in principle full state feedback is im-
plied, by use of Kalman ﬁltering principles provided within Chapter 9, full state feedback
can be achieved without the need of measuring relative translational velocities: these can
be generated internally using only relative positional information.
Using the superscript of e to express error components, we can explicitly deﬁne the
relative agent errors to be used in controller action. For position and velocity we have:
de
i(k) = Y Y Ydd
i (k)  ˆ di(k) (10.2)
ve
i(k) = cvY Y Y¡ ¡ ¡i(k)  ˆ vi(k) (10.3)
in which Y Y Y represents an inertial to body conversion matrix and cv represents a scalar
gain factor to scale the avoidance potential function.
For agent orientation error, denoted by qe
i, the quaternion notation as presented within
Chapter 7 will be used, as will the formulation of the error quaternion given by qe
i =
qd 1
i 
 ˆ qi. A minimal representation of the agent quaternion error for agent i, permitting
6 The desired quaternion may be given as an attitude relative to the celestial sphere, in which case star
sensor information will be used directly, or as a relative attitude to neighboring agents which may be ob-
tained using visual processing techniques such as the POSIT algorithm [140].10. Spacecraft Agent Control Action 119
representation as a 3-vector, is given by:
¯ qe
i(k) = sgn(qe
i4(k))
2
4
qe
1(k)
qe
2(k)
qe
3(k)
3
5 (10.4)
In a somewhat more straight forward manner, the angular speed vector error for agent i is
deﬁned by:
we
i (k) = wd
i (k)  ˆ wi(k) (10.5)
Within the discussion relating to DTSMC, it was presented that the initial step in the
formulation of such a controller was that of formulating the sliding surfaces, si, such
that upon reaching si = 0, the desired system motion is exhibited. For our consideration,
where both position and attitude are to be controlled in combination with translational
and rotational velocities, the necessity for two sliding surfaces is implied. The elements
to these sliding surfaces for our agent control scheme have already been presented and
are the error states given within (10.2, 10.3, 10.4 & 10.5). By combining the relevant
elements we construct our required sliding surfaces for each agent, i, as:
s1
i (k) = de
i(k)+ve
i(k) (10.6)
s2
i (k) = we
i (k)+ ¯ qe
i(k) (10.7)
For notational purposes, the two sliding surfaces may be shown more concisely as:
Si(k) =

s1
i (k)
s2
i (k)

= Gi(k)xe
i(k) (10.8)
where
Gi(k) =

I(3;3) I(3;3) 0(3;3) 0(3;1) 0(3;3)
0(3;3) 0(3;3) sgnfq4(k)gI(3;3) 0(3;1) I(3;3)

xe
i(k) =

de
i(k) ve
i(k) qe
i(k) we
i (k)
T
Looking into the structure of the sliding surfaces, it is possible to gain an insight into
the stability of the system under the constraint of the prescribed surfaces for both transla-
tional and attitude motion. Considering the agent translational surface within (10.6) and10. Spacecraft Agent Control Action 120
prescribing s1
i (k) = 0, by use of our previously deﬁned agent errors (10.2 & 10.3) and
the kinematics given in (7.13) we obtain
˙ de
i(k) =  (I+W W W( ˆ w w w;k))ˆ d
kf
i (k) Y Y Ydd
i (k) kv¡ ¡ ¡i(sij;k) (10.9)
Since the ﬁrst term within (10.9) is bounded and the remaining two terms are stable,
input-output stability can be guaranteed.
Nowconsideringtheagentattitudemotionconstrainedbys2
i (k), againsettings2
i (k)=
0 results in we
i (k)= ¯ qe
i(k). Combining this with the quaternion kinematic equation (7.7)
and dropping the (k) notation for clarity, we obtain
˙ qe
i =
1
2
W W Wj( ¯ qe
i)qe
i
=  
1
2
sgn
 
qe
i4

W W Wj[qe
i1;qe
i2;qe
i3]qe
i
which can be divided further into
˙ qe
i4 =
1
2
h
1 qe
i4
2
i
sgn
 
qe
i4

(10.10)
˙ qe
in =  
1
2

qe
i4sgn
 
qe
i4

qe
in (10.11)
n = 1;2;3:
Using (10.10 & 10.11) it can be proven that when on the sliding surface, the error quater-
nion progresses to [0;0;0;sgn(qe
i4)], which is zero attitude error by deﬁnition. It now
remains to complete the controller through the sliding condition design such that the de-
sired motion is enforced.
10.3.1 Reaching Law Approach
Within Section 10.2 the condition taken for the occurrence of sliding motion was given
as js(k+1)j < js(k)j. Such a requirement is referred to as a ’reaching condition’, which
gives rise to reaching law approach for control system design [155]. This approach in-
volves the formulation of a suitable reaching law, which directly speciﬁes the dynamics
of the switching function and from this a variable structure control (VSC) law is synthe-
sized. Such a method has the advantage of prescribing the dynamic characteristics of the
reaching mode7.
7 Areachinglawisdeﬁnedasadifferentialequationwhichspeciﬁesthedynamicsofaswitchingfunction
S(x). Note that the differential equation of an asymptotically stable S(x) is itself a reaching condition.10. Spacecraft Agent Control Action 121
Various continuous time reaching law methods are presented within [155]. We shall
make use of a discrete time version of a power rate reaching law, abstracted from the
continuous time counterpart and given as:
S(k+1) S(k) =  ehjS(k)jVsgnfS(k)g (10.12)
where 0 < V < 1, e is a positive deﬁnite scalar constant and h represents the sampling
period.
Looking at our compound sliding surface given within (10.8), and considering an
incrementalprogressionofthesurface, Si(k+1) Si(k), weobtainthedifferencebetween
the surfaces. Both Si(k) and Si(k+1) can be estimated by Kalman ﬁltering methods,
using the values of ˆ xi(k) and ˆ xi(k+) respectively. For small enough sampling times (below
the Nyquist sampling rate) the difference in these sliding surfaces can be considered to
be the estimated differential of the sliding surface for the given time instance k, which
shall be denoted as ˙ ˆ Si(k). Noting that this estimated sliding surface differential is based
upon unforced dynamics, we must include the inﬂuence of control forces to our sliding
surfaceequation, whichrelatestothecentraltermwithin(7.15c)andisgivenby4Si(k)=
h(Gi(k)B)ui(k). The controlled dynamics of the sliding surface are therefore given as:
˙ Si(k) = ˙ ˆ Si(k)+4Si(k) (10.13)
We seek to enforce a speciﬁc dynamic upon this sliding surface differential, ˙ Si(k),
such that it follows the power rate reaching law given within (10.12). Using this we can
directly formulate our desired control response as:
u
i (k) = (hGi(k)B) 1

 ˙ ˆ Si(k) ehjSi(k)jVsgnfSi(k)g

(10.14)
Where Gi(k)B is a square invertible matrix and the star superscript is used to indicate that
the control signal is an ideal response. To provide stabilizing control the upper bound of
the available control resources, denoted as u0, must satisfy the following inequality:
u0  (Gi(k)B)
 1

jGi(k)fd(k)j+jGi(k)Cud(k)j+
d
h

(10.15)
Proof. Examining the sliding surfaces presented within (10.8), the sliding surface one
time step ahead can be predicted using (7.15c) as
Si(k+1) = Si(k)+hGi(k)[fd(k)+Bu
i (k)+Cud(k)]10. Spacecraft Agent Control Action 122
for which
˙ S S Si(k) ' S S Si(k+1) S S Si(k)
Taking a Lyapunov function candidate of V(k) = 1
2ST
i (k)Si(k), which has a derivative of
˙ V(k) = Si(k)˙ Si(k), we require that ˙ V(k)   djSi(k)j 8t. By substitution,
˙ V(k) = Si(k)Gi(k)h[f(x;k)+GBu(k)+Gi(k)Cud(k)]
  djSi(k)j
therefore
u(k)  (Gi(k)B) 1

jGi(k)f(x;k)j+jGi(k)Cud(k)j+
d
h

hence to permit controlled change of the deﬁned sliding surfaces, the control resources
must satisfy (10.15).
In some instances the signal command may be greater than the available control re-
sources will permit and for such circumstances, when ku
i (k)k > u0, the control signal
must be altered to enable the appropriate response. This is achieved by implementing the
following control modiﬁcation:
ui(k) =
(
u
i (k) if ku
i (k)k  u0
u0
u
i (k)
ku
i (k)k if ku
i (k)k > u0
(10.16)
It now remains to prove that upon the control modiﬁcation provided by (10.16), a
stabilizing control mode will be achieved. This is equivalent to the need of assuring that
the time rate of change of the sliding surface remains negative upon the application of
(10.16).
Proof. Considering our fundamental dynamic equation, (7.15c), and the deﬁnition of our
sliding surfaces, (10.8), we may state:
Si(k+1) = Si(k)+hGi(k)˙ x(t)jt=kh (10.17a)
= Si(k)+hG[fd(k)+Bu
i (k)+Cud(k)] (10.17b)10. Spacecraft Agent Control Action 123
which under the condition of ku
i (k)k > u0, can be expressed as:
Si(k+1) Si(k) = hGi(k)

fd(k)+Cud(k)+Bu0
u
i (k)
ku
i (k)k

= hGi(k)[fd(k)+Cud]
 
uo
ku
i (k)k

h
˙ ˆ Si(k)+ehjSi(k)jVsgnfSi(k)g
i
By use of (10.14) and (10.15) we obtain the result that
Si(k+1) Si(k)   d (10.18)
Therefore S S Si(k) remains negative and after a ﬁnite amount of steps, u
i (k) will be within
the admissible domain of ku
i (k)k < u0, upon which the desired reaching rate law can be
enforced.
10.4 Chapter Summary
A discrete time sliding mode controller has been developed for the purposes of controlling
agentmotionfortheinterferometerscenario. Potentialfunctionsareintegratedwitherrors
based upon departure from a higher level decision process regarding position allocation in
order to formulate the sliding surfaces. State information is provided through the Kalman
ﬁlter methods presented within Chapter 9 and these quantities are used directly within the
control formulation, which is based upon a discrete time exponential reaching rate.
The control strategy presented makes use of the internal model parameters encapsu-
lated within the B matrix. These parameters can be updated online in order to reﬁne the
control process, thus implementing an adaptive control element within the scheme, as is
completed within [148] and [149]. This would be advantageous when parameters such as
the inertial matrix, J, are not know accurately or time varying; which would be the case
when considering the usage of agent propellant resources.
The decision process relating to agent location was not entered upon within this Chap-
ter and the output decision was assumed directly available to the agent. The following
Chapter will present methods for formulating decisions within the agent community.11. SPACECRAFT AGENT DECISION METHODS
Methods to obtain desired multi-agent actions were presented within Chapter 4, in the
form of behavioral and decision making processes. This Chapter will expand upon agent
action through decision, by application of CPDA and DPA methods1, to metrics relevant
for the decision problem at hand.
The primary decisions required of the spacecraft agent system, and those considered
within this thesis, include:
 Initial dispersal conﬁguration and respective AAP allocation to the set of possible
optimal array locations as detailed within Chapter 3. The set of these optimal AAPs
will be denoted as Lm, where m relates to the number of array points in the optimal
conﬁguration.
 Reconﬁguration in the instance of agent failure to a new optimal array conﬁguration
with a reduced number of functional agents.
 Reconﬁguration of the optimal array to maximize the mission duration.
The ﬁrst two of these instances are subsets of an AAP allocation problem, but with dif-
fering preconditions; the ﬁnal consideration relates to an optimization problem. Two
methods to achieve the desired agent response will be considered: centralized planning
with distributed execution (CPDE) and distributed planning and execution (DPE). CPDE
represents a classical approach to the solution of the proposed problem through use of
optimization methods; DPE is that which takes a multi-agent systems approach and here
will be based upon the use of auction methods. All decisions will be based upon cost
functions built from criteria pertinent to the PSSI application: consequently the cost func-
tions involved within the decision processes will be conceptually identical, though used
in a different manner. The cost function primitives to be used in formulating a decision
will now be introduced.
1 Referring back to Chapter 4 we are using the terminology of Centralized Planing with Distributed
Action (CPDA) and Distributed Planning and Action (DPA).11. Spacecraft Agent Decision Methods 125
11.1 Cost Function Primitives
In the instance of spacecraft motion, the most pertinent criterion is that to minimize fuel
expenditure, since minimization of fuel usage permits the possibility of launch with a
lower fuel mass fraction, or a longer duration mission with a ﬁxed fuel mass fraction. As
a result the cost function itself is composed of the DV2 required to move to, and maintain,
a particular location in space, in addition to the remaining fuel fraction for an agent being
considered. Methods for determining these costing parameters will now be presented.
11.1.1 Position Acquisition DV
The required DV for an agent to move to a position can be estimated by using planning
or predictive methods. The local dynamics between the mother-satellite and an agent,
where the mother-satellite is constrained to a halo orbit and the agent is within the vicinity
of the constrained mother-satellite, is given within (7.16) and repeated here for ease of
continuation:
d ˙ xw
pw = A(xw
lw;t)dxw
pw (11.1)
where xw
lw relates to the mother-satellite and xw
pw to a proximate agent, both in the world
frame of reference. dxw
pw can relate to the position of an agent from the mother-satellite,
dxi, or the location of a desired position from the mother-satellite, dxj, where dxj 2 Lm.
We are presented with two distinct options for forming a DV estimate using the dy-
namical model presented within (7.16), the initial relative agent state dxw
pw and a desired
relative agent state dxj: that of optimal path planning and motion simulation.
Optimal Path Planning Optimal path planning techniques involve the use of computa-
tional methods to form a path (or trajectory) from one dynamical state to another,
such that the developed path is optimal with respect to selected criteria, which may
be distance, time, fuel consumption or a combination thereof. For this problem,
we are interested in ﬁnding the fuel optimal path from the initial agent state to the
desired agent state which corresponds to an array location, within the dynamical
regime speciﬁed by (7.16). Such a path optimization scheme, as presented by this
author within [148], can be completed by the use of linear programming methods
readily available within computational packages such as MATLAB or Mosek3. The
2 DV is used to represent the required change in velocity for an agent and may also be considered syn-
onymous to the propellant mass consumed.
3 The MOSEK Optimization Software is designed to solve large-scale mathematical optimization prob-
lems. MOSEK provides specialized solvers for linear programming, mixed integer programming and many
types of nonlinear convex optimization problems.11. Spacecraft Agent Decision Methods 126
scheme presented within [148] does not take into account avoidance constraints:
naturally we would desire that the resultant path does not pass through the mother-
satellite. Such constraints can be inserted into the problem formulation such that we
createamixedintegerprogrammingproblem(MIP),aspresentedwithin[157,158].
Solutions to MIP problems are currently only solvable by specialist linear program-
ming packages such as GLPK4 and CPLEX5, which may be interfaced via MAT-
LAB using AMPL6.
Using this method it is possible to minimize the fuel expenditure for agent tran-
sition between states subject to actuation, avoidance and time constraints. Whilst
this is highly desirable, we are faced with the consideration that such optimization
methods are incredibly expensive in terms of computation and in the presence of
agent failure would require online re-computation: the reactive nature availed by
MAS is lost. Moreover the developed agent skill set for control is that of point reg-
ulation and not path following, as would be required for execution of the optimal
path generated. Whilst it is entirely possible to use optimal path planning methods
to produce DV estimates relating to array location assignments and then use the
controller developed within Chapter 10 as a separate instance upon completion of
the agent decision process, this would not make complete use of the optimal path
planning output and result in unnecessary computation.
Motion Simulation Through use of (7.16) as the dynamical system model and an error
state of dxi  dxj, continuous time modeling can be used to determine the DV to
reduce this error to zero. A continuous time sliding mode controller, inclusive of
avoidance constraints by use of potential function methods and applicable to this
problem is presented by this author within [163] and in sEnglish format within
Appendix D. Through this method, the DV required for agent i to transition be-
tween states under the constraint of actuator bounds and avoidance requirements
can rapidly be determined and thus yield the DV contribution DVmove
i;j .
4 The GLPK (GNU Linear Programming Kit) package is intended for solving large-scale linear program-
ming, mixed integer programming, and other related problems. It is a set of routines written in ANSI C and
organized in the form of a callable library[159].
5 ILOG CPLEX (often informally referred to simply as CPLEX) is an optimization software package. It
is named for the simplex method and the C programming language, although today it contains interior point
methods and interfaces in theC++ ,C], and Java languages [160]
6 AMPL is a comprehensive and powerful algebraic modeling language for the formulation of linear and
nonlinear optimization problems, in discrete or continuous variables [161, 162].11. Spacecraft Agent Decision Methods 127
11.1.2 Position Maintenance DV
Upon acquisition of a possible array-point, dxj, the DV associated with continual main-
tenance of this position must be evaluated for a given time period. Under the assumption
that an agent has reached the desired location, the DV required to maintain this position
may be determined via direct integration of (7.16) with dxj ﬁxed. This will produce an
estimate for the DV cost of agent i to maintain position j for a speciﬁed time period and
yield the contribution DVmaintain
i;j .
An alternative method for determining the current position maintenance cost is obvi-
ously available directly from the agent: provided that the agent is capable of monitoring
it’s propellant reserves (and thus it’s derivative) and/or estimate propellant usage based
upon current thruster status. Through this method any errors present in the estimation of
the A(x;t) matrix is avoided, as we would be dealing directly with actual agent measure-
ments during a given time period.
It should be noted that since A(x;t) is dependent upon time, maintenance DV estima-
tions extracted through either of the presented methods are only relevant for short term
estimation, unless one is considering complete orbits.
11.1.3 Remaining Fuel Fraction
Consideration of the remaining fuel fraction (RFF) is required since the cost to a com-
munity for an agent with low propellant reserves to complete a task is greater than an
alternative agent with high propellant reserves performing the same task. This is because
the latter agent is less likely to deplete its fuel supply and thus end its operational life:
agent communities suffer through the loss of community members and in this instance
directly results in the reduction of interferometer performance.
Agents will consume propellant at different rates dependant upon their initial deploy-
ment, as a direct consequence of being maintained at varying distances from a nominal
halo orbit and mathematically speciﬁed within our previous consideration for position
maintenance DV. It is therefore prudent to use the remaining fuel fraction (RFF), for the
agent concerned, to inﬂuence the resultant cost function.
11.2 AAP Allocation Decision
This Section will consider the decision instances of AAP allocation, which are required
upon initial agent dispersal from the mother-satellite and upon detected total failure of an
agent within the community, necessitating commodity redistribution to maintain an opti-
mal array. Upon formulation of relevant cost functions to be used in the decision process,11. Spacecraft Agent Decision Methods 128
themselves generated by the primitives described in the preceding Section, centralized or
distributed processes may be used to form an appropriate decision relating to the problem
encapsulated within the cost function. The cost functions relating to AAP allocation and
the associated decision process will now be presented.
11.2.1 Cost Functions
There are two discrete instances necessitating the AAP allocation, and consequently we
use two differing cost functions.
Initial Deployment Upon initial deployment of the agent system, the fuel status of each
agent will be assumed identical and the consideration of position maintenance ir-
relevant. The pertinent factor is that relating to the change in state upon initial
ejection from the mother-satellite to that relating to the respective array-point allo-
cations. Consequently we are presented with a minimal cost function for agent i,
based solely upon the position acquisition DV, as:
COST
eject
i;j = DVmove
i;j (11.2)
Redistribution Subsequent decision instances, when agents have been stationed at the op-
timal set of array points for a non-negligible amount of time, will result in a cost
function inﬂuenced by differing fuel reserves within the agent community. Con-
sequently all of the cost function primitives are pertinent to the cost function con-
struction for agent i, which is given as:
COSTredistribute
i;j = (DVmove
i;j +DVmaintain
i;j )(RFFi) 1 (11.3)
11.2.2 Centralized Planning With Distributed Action: CPDA
In the instance of a centralized implementation it is the task of a central agent (nominally
the mother-satellite) to consider the relevant cost functions associated with every possi-
ble AAP permutation. Using (11.2) or (11.3), depending upon the decision instance, it is
possible to generate a cost matrix for the set of N agents and set of D desired positions
resulting in a (N;D) matrix containing all possible instances and associated costs for N
agents to move to D positions. Within the cost matrix, shown in (11.4), each column cor-
responds to a possible array-point an agent can take, from the set Lm, and the row entries
within the column represent the associated cost for the agent to move to the position: c(i;j)
is the cost of assigning agent i to desired position j.11. Spacecraft Agent Decision Methods 129
CM =
2
6 6 6
4
c(1;1) c(1;2)  c(1;D)
c(2;1) c(2;2)  c(2;D)
. . . ... . . .
c(N;1) c(N;2) ::: c(N;D)
3
7 7 7
5
(11.4)
An optimal centralized planning mechanism seeks to assign each agent to a position such
that the total cost incurred is minimized. This is a linear assignment problem and requires
the selection of N elements of CM, such that there is exactly one element in each row
and one in each column selected and the sum of the corresponding costs is a minimum.
Such an assignment problem is a classical problem within the ﬁeld of linear programming
solvable using the ’Hungarian algorithm’, Genetic Algorithms or Simulated Annealing
[164, 165].
In a completely centralized scheme it would be the responsibility of the mother-
satellite to estimate the cost function primitives for all the AAP permutations, form and
solve the cost matrix given within (11.4) and then relay the assignments to the respective
agents; the agents themselves are responsible for autonomously achieving the array-point
assignment. This method represents the application of CPDA, as presented within Chap-
ter 4.
A more computationally efﬁcient method would utilize each agent to compute their
own cost functions relating to all possible array-point locations and relay this data-set to
the central agent, wherein the cost matrix is constructed and solved. Such an implemen-
tation still holds to the method of CPDA, since the ﬁnal assignment is chosen through
a central method utilizing complete knowledge of all agent cost functions, though here
formation of the cost matrix is assisted by the agent community: this was referred to as a
hybrid scheme within Chapter 4.
11.2.3 Distributed Planning and Action: DPA
For decentralized planning, it is the task of each agent to evaluate their own cost function
associatedwithmovingto eachpossiblearray-point, andthenuse this costfunctionwithin
the agent community to help formulate a decision. Within Chapter 4, auction processes
were presented as a mechanism for reaching agreement between self interested agents.
Applied to the interferometer scenario, each available array-point will be placed for auc-
tion and the agents only bid for their favored position: that for which the associated cost
function is minimal. If no agent makes a bid then the next available array-point is placed
for auction and the rejected position is placed for auction at a later stage when it may be
more desirable.11. Spacecraft Agent Decision Methods 130
Instigation of the auction is made by the agents themselves: any agent is able to
request an auction, though there must be a consensus within the agent community for
the auction to take place. Auction upon consensus, or rather ”unanimous agreement”,
was implemented here rather than ”collective agreement”, since the triggers necessitating
auction investigated are unambiguous. The triggers to hold an auction is based upon
current percepts relating to event triggers and these will be discussed in more detail within
Chapter 13.
An interesting problem relating to the concept of agent bidding is how to allocate
funds in a fair manner such that agents can dominate auctions for which a winning bid is
most desirable. The strategy implemented in this instance is to allocate funds according
to the difference in the cost function between the two most desirable array-point alloca-
tions remaining in the auction: these two positions correspond to the two minimal costs
developed within (11.2) or (11.3). Such a method fairly encodes the ability for an agent
to dominate an auction if the penalty for a failed bid is severe. Upon auction of an array-
point, each agent participates in a ’one-shot’ bid auction7 by placing their maximum bid
if they are interested in the array-point being auctioned. Interest in an array-point is
determined by searching for the position corresponding to the minimal cost within the
generated cost function: an agent is interested in the position associated with the minimal
cost. Note that merely being interested in, and bidding for, a speciﬁc array point does not
guarantee attainment of this position; a competing agent may have more funds available.
It is assumed that within the auction, all agents are ’honest’ regarding the formulation
of their available funds, though during the auction, the manager may or may not compete
in a fair manner. Fairness in this respect is with regards to altruistic behavior of the
auction manger. Instances of less altruistic allocation, wherein the agent auction manager
immediatelytakestheirpreferredarray-pointallocation, regardlessofthisbeingbeneﬁcial
for the community or not, may also be implemented and this shall be referred to as a
precedence auction.
Therearefourseparatealgorithmsrelatingtoauctionprotocolwhichmustbefollowed
by the agents within the community. These will now be detailed.
Main Auction Algorithm Themainauctionprotocolrelatestothecompleteauctionframe-
work and is that which each agent within the community must adhere to. The algo-
rithm is as follows:
1. Instance of AAP allocation detected by agent. Such instances may be detec-
tion of a failed agent within the community or reaching a set-point within the
7 Within a ’one-shot’ auction, each agent has a single bid attempt for each array-point and the winning
agent is that with the highest bid. The bidding process is non-incremental and thus reduces communication
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mission.
2. Agents signal to the community that an auction is desired.
3. Upon community consensus, an auction is instigated.
4. Each agent computes their own cost function relating to their current state
and the set of optimal array points, Lm. From this their available funds are
determined: this is completed using the methods presented previously.
5. A single agent is selected to act as the auction manager.
6. It is at this point where the protocols for auction manager and auction partici-
pant diverge: the protocols for each of these will be detailed separately. There
are three possibilities which enter at this juncture:
(a) The agent is an auction manager operating in an altruistic manner.
(b) The agent is an auction manager operating in a precedence manner.
(c) The agent is an auction participant.
The agents follow their respective protocols and these will be described sub-
sequently.
7. Upon completion and ﬁnalization of the auction, the agents move to their al-
located positions.
Altruistic Auction Manager Algorithm If selected to be an auction manager, operating in
an altruistic mode, the agent must adhere to the following protocol:
1. From the set of optimal array points, Lm, an auction list of available AAPs is
created and transmitted to each of the agents participating within the auction.
2. Theauctionmanagerawaitsconﬁrmationfromeachoftheparticipatingagents
that the auction list has been received.
3. The uppermost location within the AAP auction list is placed for auction.
4. If interested, the auction manager places it’s maximal bid for the current auc-
tion item.
5. The auction manager sequentially requests and receives maximal bids for the
current auction item from agents within the community.
(a) If no agents bid for the current AAP being auctioned, the particular loca-
tion is not assigned. A signal is broadcast to the agent community indi-
cating that the position was not taken and the declined AAP is placed at
the bottom of the auction list. The auction manager then returns to point
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(b) Should one or more agents bid for the current AAP being auctioned, the
winning agent is that which placed the highest bid. In the event that two
or more agents place the same bid, the winning agent is that which made
the ﬁrst bid within the auction round8.
(c) If relevant, the agents are informed of their success within the auction.
Agents who did not participate in the auction are informed that the AAP
has been taken.
(d) If successfully auctioned, the AAP is removed from the auction list.
(e) Whilst the auction list is not empty, the auction manager returns to item
3 and the process repeats until all AAPs have been allocated.
6. Upon complete allocation of all AAPs, the auction manager signals to the
community that the auction process has been completed: this is the end of
the auction manager role and it is at this point that all agents follow the same
action.
Precedence Auction Manager Algorithm If selected to be an auction manager, operating
in a precedence mode, the agent must adhere to the following protocol:
1. From the set of optimal array points, Lm, an auction list of available AAPs is
created and transmitted to each of the agents participating within the auction.
2. Theauctionmanagerawaitsconﬁrmationfromeachoftheparticipatingagents
that the auction list has been received.
3. The uppermost location within the AAP list is placed for auction.
4. The auction manager sequentially requests and receives maximal bids for the
current auction item from agents within the community.
(a) Upon the ﬁrst iteration of the auction process, the auction manager ex-
tracts it’s favored location from the AAP auction list and moves to point
4d.
(b) If no agents bid for the current AAP being auctioned, the particular loca-
tion is not assigned. A signal is broadcast to the agent community indi-
cating that the position was not taken and the declined AAP is placed at
the bottom of the auction list. The auction manager then returns to point
3.
8 Whilst it is possible to encode additional information to permit favoritism within the auction process,
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(c) Should one or more agents bid for the current AAP being auctioned, the
winning agent is that which placed the highest bid. In the event that two
or more agents place the same bid, the winning agent is that which made
the ﬁrst bid within the auction round9.
(d) If relevant, the agents are informed of their success within the auction.
Agents who did not participate in the auction are informed that the AAP
has been taken.
(e) If successfully auctioned (or taken by the auction manager), the AAP is
removed from the auction list.
(f) Whilst the auction list is not empty, the auction manager returns to item
3 and the process repeats until all AAPs have been allocated.
5. Upon complete allocation of all AAPs, the auction manager signals to the
community that the auction process has been completed: this is the end of the
auction manager’s role and it is at this point that all agents follow the same
action.
Auction Participant Algorithm If the agent is operating as a participant within the auction
process, the agent must adhere to the following protocol:
1. The agent awaits for the auction list to be broadcast by the auction manager:
this will enable comparison of the point being auctioned with it’s internal
database and associated cost function and fund list.
2. The agent acknowledges receipt of the auction list from the auction manager.
3. The agent awaits an auction update relating to which AAP is being auctioned.
4. Upon receipt of the current auction item, the agent compares the item to it’s
current cost matrix to investigate if the AAP is of interest. The agent is inter-
ested if the item being auctioned corresponds to the minimal entry within it’s
cost matrix.
5. If the AAP being auctioned is not of interest:
(a) The agent signals that it will not be participating within the auction round.
(b) The agent awaits an auction update relating to the outcome of the auction
which the agent declined to enter: if the point is not auctioned this must
be noted; if the point is auctioned successfully, the agent must modify it’s
9 Whilst it is possible to encode additional information to permit favoritism within the auction process,
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cost matrix and associated funds accordingly, such that its knowledge of
remaining AAPs is current.
(c) The agent returns to item 3.
6. If the AAP being auctioned is of interest:
(a) The agent places it’s maximal bid, as permitted by the funds allocated for
the particular AAP, and awaits a response from the auction manager.
(b) If the agent fails to win the bid, the unsuccessful agent must modify it’s
cost function and associated funds relating to removal of the auctioned
AAP: the interests of the agent have now changed and the agent returns
to item 3.
(c) If the agent wins the bid, it no longer competes in any future auctions and
exits to item 7.
7. The agent awaits an auction update relating to the completion of the auction
process.
For clarity, a ﬂow chart of agent action following the auction protocols is provided within
Figure 11.1.
A consideration here regards the ability to refer to the above auction process as dis-
tributed when, by selecting a single agent to act as an auction manager, we are reducing
the process to a formulation very similar to that described as a hybrid scheme. Indeed,
had the action manager requested all agent cost functions immediately, the allocation
problem could have been solved immediately using the previously discussed centralized
method through formulation of a cost matrix10. However, in this instance we are using
repeated agent communications and the concept of agent ’funds’, rather than direct use
of the individual cost functions, to formulate a global decision; the funds are resultant
from manipulation of the cost functions generated. Due to these reasons, reference to the
auction protocol as a distributed method, shall remain.
11.3 Mission Duration Maximization
Maximizing the mission duration requires an equal expenditure of agent resources, in this
consideration DV, such that the maximum number of agents remain operational for the
longest time possible. Since there are differing DV costs associated with differing array
point allocations, and motion between these points results in a DV depended upon origin
10 In no way would such an implementation divert from a MAS application, since it would provide an
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Fig. 11.1: Flow chart for agent auction decision method upon event detection. The methods and
metrics for event detection and auction manager nomination are not detailed.11. Spacecraft Agent Decision Methods 136
and destination, it is desired to determine the sequence of AAP allocations to maximize
DV resources across the agent system.
To reduce the complexity of the minimization problem, it will be assumed that AAP
relocation will only occur on each instance of halo orbit completion; that is, upon com-
pletion of an orbit cycle, a new stage of the centralized scheme will be entered or a new
auction will be instigated.
11.3.1 Centralized Planning With Distributed Action: CPDA
The global optimization of the relocation problem, where we are now interested in not
only the instantaneous cost of allocation, but future costs involved with subsequent AAP
alteration, may be constructed into a binary integer problem readily solvable through
commercial solvers. In the formulation of this problem, some new parameters will be
introduced:
Maintenance Cost The maintenance cost parameter is a 2D matrix, i in agents and j in
array-points, encapsulating the DVmaintain(i; j;t) costs associated with agent i to
maintain array-point j for a complete orbit and these orbits are indexed by time t.
This cost information is initially obtainable through predictive integration methods
applied to state equation (7.16) with dxj held constant over an orbit period, and
actual DV costs experienced by the agents thereafter.
Motion Cost The motion cost parameter is a 3D matrix: i in agents, j in array-points and
k in array-points. This parameter encapsulates the DVmove(i; j;k;t) costs associated
with agent i moving from array-point j to array-point k at time t. In a similar man-
ner to the construction of the maintenance cost parameter, the initial values of the
component entries may be formulated based upon predictive methods as presented
in prior Sections, and replaced with experienced costs thereafter.
Deﬁning a variable to denote the DV reserve for agent i at time t as DVr(i;t), the
objectiveistomaximizethisvariableacrossallagentssubjecttocertainconstraints, which
can be mathematically prescribed as
max å
i
DVr(i;t = n) (11.5)
subject to:
DVr(i;t +1) = DVr(i;t) DV1(i;t) DV2(i;t)
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Maximization of this is achieved through prescription and modiﬁcation of a 4 dimen-
sional binary variable: i in agents, j in positions, k in positions and t in time; which we
shall refer to as AgentSwap(i; j;k;t). Within this variable, across all AgentSwap(i; j;k;t),
the entry is unary if at time t, agent i moves from position j to position k and zero if not.
This variable is subject to the following constraints:
AgentSwap(i; j;k;t = 0) = AgentSwap(i; j;k;0) (11.6)
8(i;t)å
j;k
AgentSwap(i; j;k;t) = 1 (11.7)
8(i; j;t)å
k
AgentSwap(i; j;k;t +1) = å
k
AgentSwap(i;k; j;t) (11.8)
8(j;t)å
i;k
AgentSwap(i; j;k;t)  1 (11.9)
Item (11.6) enforces a particular starting point, item (11.7) restrains an agent to be in a
location, item (11.8) enforces the fact that an agent can only move from where it was and
item (11.9) enforces the condition that only one agent is to be stationed at an array-point
at any time instant.
Consequently we may deﬁne agent and time speciﬁc DV costs as:
8(i;t)DV1(i;t) = å
j
DVmaintain(i; j;t)å
k
AgentSwap(i; j;k;t) (11.10)
8(i;t)DV2(i;t) = å
j;k
DVmove(i; j;k)AgentSwap(i; j;k;t) (11.11)
Since we are seeking the generation of a variable indicating instances of AAP rear-
rangement indexed with time, an additional variable shall be introduced to enable a more
natural observation of the optimal resource redistribution: indicating the position, j, of
agent i at time t. This variable shall be denoted AgentPos(i; j;t) and is dependent upon
AgentSwap(i; j;k;t), since AgentPos(i; j;t) is deﬁned as:
AgentPos(i; j;t)  å
k
AgentSwap(i; j;k;t) (11.12)
Oncetheoptimalrelocationorderhasbeendeterminedthroughthecentralizedmethod,
this information is stored and upon reaching a time increment within (11.12), the agents
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11.3.2 Distributed Planning and Action: DPA
Application of a distributed method to the problem of agent system longevity, results in
a similar implementation to that of agent redistribution resulting from element failure,
presented previously. Here (11.3) is used repeatedly upon instances of orbit completion,
wherein the agents hold an auction to decide if any agents should move into different
positions during the forthcoming orbit.
It should be noted that the auction methods use cost functions to formulate a decision
whereas the central method is concerned with DV costs associated with each possible
AAP allocation and keeps track of the agent DV reserves throughout the target mission
duration.
11.4 Execution of Decisions
In as much as the formulation of a decision varies between the centralized and distributed
methods, execution of the resultant decision also varies.
Central Decisions All decision instances are themselves determined by a central agent.
Decisions may be generated through either cost functions or direct DV costs, which
may or may not be based upon information gathered from the agent community.
Irrespective of the manner information is harvested, the decision is made based
upon global knowledge and is constructed in the form of a plan, which may relate
to a single instance or a sequence of instances. The central agent prescribes the
plan directly to the concerned agents, which then complete their tasks. No other
agents may inﬂuence the resultant decision and must act in accordance to the central
decision once prescribed.
Distributed Decisions All decision instances are determined through a community con-
sensus and upon agreement of a decision instance arising, the relevant auction pro-
tocol is entered based upon ’honest’ bids and local knowledge only. Once the auc-
tion is completed, the agreed action between all agents is carried out: whilst similar
to the centralized decision method in that no agent has the option to appeal, in each
auction an agent is given a fair chance to secure their favored outcome.
11.5 Chapter Summary
This Chapter has presented agent skills for centralized and distributed decision methods,
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functions generated for varying scenarios. The centralized methods result in a globally
optimal solution by a single central agent, based upon knowledge of the complete prob-
lem which may or may not be self-generated. Distributed decision methods use auction
techniques, such that only local knowledge is used by the agent community to form a fair
decision relating to the current problem.
The following Chapter will investigate the agent skill sets developed within the last
two Chapters, which relate to agent control, as presented within Chapter 10 and agent
decision, as presented within this Chapter.12. SPACECRAFT AGENT SKILL ANALYSIS
Evaluation of the spacecraft agent skills relating to state determination has already been
addressed: this Chapter will evaluate the skill sets relating to spacecraft agent control and
decision. As with the simulation results presented for the issue of state determination,
within Chapter 9, the simulation results to be presented here serve only as an illustration
of the theoretical results derived within Chapters 10 and 11, and cannot be considered
absolute veriﬁcation of the derived controller or decision method.
For the purpose of modeling controlled spacecraft agent motion within the CRTBP,
a simulation environment was constructed within MATLAB (R2006b). The environment
was based upon the dynamics located in the vicinity of the Sun-Earth/Moon L1 point,
as were presented and tested within Chapter 6. The intention was to simulate a sampled
continuous time environment, achieved by completing all dynamic modeling using con-
tinuous time methods1, but dividing the continuous scheme into linked Sections of time
duration h. Spacecraft agent percepts were taken at the end of each sampling period and
used to obtain Kalman ﬁltered state estimates, as presented within Chapter 9. Control ac-
tion was determined through these state estimates, using the methods described in Chapter
10; itself based upon the current decision, as formulated by the methods presented within
Chapter 11. The control output between sampling instants remains constant. This infor-
mation ﬂow is depicted within Figure 12.1.
The mother-satellite, from which the agents disperse, is assumed to be controlled to
a reference orbit: the reference orbit is generated through a third order analytic Richard-
son approximation as presented within Chapter 6. Although a differentially corrected
halo orbit could have been used for the mother-satellite trajectory, since the objective is
robust control of the agents relative to the mother-satellite, it was not necessary for this
implementation.
Agent ejection from the mother-satellite is assumed to be initiated through an impul-
sive release mechanism, such as a spring, imparting a force to each agent at the same time
instant. As a consequence of non ideal release, this impulsive force gives rise to each
1 Continuous time simulation was completed using the in-built MATLAB ODE113 solver, with relative
and absolute tolerances for the solver speciﬁed to 10 13 and 10 22 respectively.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 141
Fig. 12.1: The agent perception/action cycle in which decisions are integral to outputting the ap-
propriate control action.
agent gaining a bounded translational velocity subject to a random bounded error and an
additional random, bounded angular velocity.
12.1 Control Action
This Section will evaluate the performance of the control action, as presented within
Chapter 10, and used by the agent community to obtain the desired interferometry for-
mation having been ejected from the mother-satellite.
In addition to positional acquisition and maintenance of the required optimal array
conﬁguration, an attitude change corresponding to Euler rotations of [45;10;0]> degrees
about the x, y and z axes respectively was also introduced. Note that although notation
using Euler rotations has just been used, this was primarily for reader beneﬁt: this Eu-
ler rotation was transformed into a desired quaternion and the quaternion notation was
maintained throughout the simulation.
For control, a sampling period of 0:2 seconds was used since this is a realistic time
step for active vision situations. Each agent was considered identical with a mass of 10kg
and inertial matrix of J=diag[2;1;0:7] kgm2, chosen as representative values for a nano-
satellite. Actuator outputs were restricted by force and torque constraints of 0:1N and
0:005Nm respectively2. Distance measurements, subject to gaussian white noise, were in-
2 The actuator force and torque inputs were simulated as ideal, with no internal dynamics or delays:12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 142
troduced to yield an error bound of 0:5cm. The release mechanism was assumed to impart
a translational velocity to each agent of magnitude 0:2m=s, with a random error bounded
between 0:05m=s and a random angular velocity bounded between 0:02rad=s. For the
reaching law constraint, (10.12), values of 0:01 and 0:7 were used for the the constants e
and V respectively with a cv value of 0:3 being implemented within (10.3).
Simulation output for mission initiation, which is inclusive of agent ejection, AAP ac-
quisition and early stages of AAP maintenance, is displayed within Figures 12.2 to 12.6.
Figure 12.2 shows the complete motion of the agent community upon ejection from the
mother-satellite: the path of the mother-satellite is shown in red and the paths of the in-
dividual agents in black, with the ﬁnal position at the end of the simulation denoted by
circles. Figure 12.3 indicates the maximum and minimum agent proximities during the
dispersal phase. Figure 12.4 looks at the resultant agent community conﬁguration in the
context of an interferometer array, showing the 2D aperture locations and the u,v-plane
coverage, generated at the end of the AAP acquisition phase. Figure 12.5 shows the slid-
ing surface motion, for both s1
i and s2
i : for sake of clarity the norm of the respective
sliding surfaces is given. Figure 12.7 shows the controller output during the agent distri-
bution phase for a single agent: the upper plot is that of force command and the lower plot
torque demand. As with Figure 12.5, it is the norm of both the force and torque demands
that is shown. Figure 12.6 shows the quaternion progression for a single agent upon ejec-
tion from the mother-satellite: the upper plot depicts the time evolution of the normalized
quaternion vector component and the lower plot that of the quaternion scalar component.
Figures 12.2, 12.3 and 12.4 indicate that the agent system skills permit acquisition
andsubsequentmaintenanceofthedesiredglobalformation, withoutinter-agentcollision.
Upon non-ideal release, the optimal Golay-10 array is formed, in which the minimal agent
proximity does not reduce to below that of the stowed conﬁguration (0:3 meters). One
should note that the agent proximity relates only to the distance between the center of
mass of the respective agents: physical dimensions and attitude transformations are not
taken into account.
Figures 12.5 to 12.7 relate to a single agent only but are representative of each agent
within the community. Figure 12.5 indicates the sliding surface motion, which exhibits
the desired exponential reaching rate, as speciﬁed during controller development: it is
evident that the sliding surfaces progress to zero within ﬁnite time and are subsequently
maintained. Figure 12.6 indicates the quaternion progression, which is an element of
the second sliding surface s2
i . One can see that the vector component of the quaternion
progresses to zero and that scalar component to unity: which is zero attitude error by
the requested actuator input was applied both instantly and at the desired magnitude. Saturation was only
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Fig. 12.2: Complete agent motion dispersing from centralized mother-satellite into a Golay-10
formation, h=0.2s. The red trace indicates the path of the mother-satellite and the black
traces represent the individual agent paths: the circles represent ﬁnal positions at the
end of simulation run time.
deﬁnition. Actuator usage for the agent is shown within Figure 12.7, which indicates that
upon initial dispersal and a relatively high degree of control action, the command signal
drops to a steady state value required only to combat the relative accelerations resultant
from maintenance of a non-ideal orbit. The maintained agent-system, for a signiﬁcant
portion of the halo orbit, is shown within Figure 12.8.
The time discretization period of h = 0:2 seconds was chosen as being representative
of realistic sampling times: reduction of the sampling frequency was observed to cause
a reduction in controller performance, leading to slower reaching times and eventually
discretization chatter. Sampling periods between 0:5 and 0:8 seconds allowed for the at-
tainment of a steady state control response upon formation of the array; sampling periods
greater that this were observed to result in discretization chatter. Although the chatter
was bounded within a domain of the prescribed sliding surface and hence, relating to the
stringent sliding surface requirements given within [155], we are satisfying all require-
ments for sliding motion in discrete time; such chatter relates to inefﬁcient use of control
resources and consequently reduced mission lifetime.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 144
Fig. 12.3: Time evolution of agent proximity upon dispersal considering minimum and maximum
proximities only: red line corresponds to that of the minimal distance between agents
and the blue line to the maximum distance.
Fig. 12.4: Final 2D aperture locations and resultant u,v-plane coverage for the agent community,
depicted in the left and right plots respectively: a Golay-10 formation is achieved.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 145
Fig. 12.5: Normofslidingsurfaces, s1
i (translational)ands2
i (rotational), forasingleagentduring
the initial dispersal phase and subsequent maintenance, h=0.2s.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 146
Fig. 12.6: Quaternion response during initial attitude regulation: the upper plot represents the
norm of the quaternion vector component and the lower plot that of the scalar com-
ponent.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 147
Fig. 12.7: Agent controller output during initial distribution and position acquisition/regulation
phase: the upper plot is that of force and the lower plot is that for torque. Force and
torque limitations of 0:1N and 0:005Nm were applied to each agent of mass 10kg.
Fig. 12.8: Dispersed swarm motion for a signiﬁcant fraction of the halo orbit12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 148
12.2 Decision Methods
This Section will present the decisions, and the consequences of these decisions, made
by the multi-agent system regarding AAP allocation and the desire to maximize the mis-
sion life time during simulation. Three decision instances will be investigated: initial
AAP allocation upon agent system dispersal, AAP reallocation in the instance of agent
failure and AAP reallocation in order to maximize the mission. It is assumed here that
centralized methods, based upon complete knowledge of the minimization criteria, are
capable of forming ideal decisions relating to single instances of assignment and as such
we are seeking the distributed methods to form identical, or similar, decisions. This is not
necessarily true for instances of multiple assignment, as consequent from mission maxi-
mization: here we assume that the central method is capable of forming a decision which
satisﬁes the requirements, though the solution may not be ideal in some respects. It is
here where a comparison with distributed solutions will be based upon alternative ﬁgures
of merit, such as agent community health and decision times.
Agent state data was extracted directly from the MATLAB simulation and used to
form the pertinent cost functions that were developed within Chapter 11. In all auction
instances, the auction manager was selected randomly from the set of functional agents
within the agent community.
12.2.1 AAP Allocation
The initialization of the agent system conﬁguration commences with ejection from the
mother-satellite and deciding upon the initial AAP allocation, for which both centralized
and distributed decision methods have been presented relating to the cost function given
within (11.2). The Hungarian and auction based decision processes were applied to the
agent ejection scenario, for 100 instances, wherein each agent was initiated with a fuel
fraction of unity and a state resultant from non-ideal ejection from the mother-satellite.
The results from these simulations are displayed in Table 12.2.1, where each row rep-
resents a decision method: the upper row relates to the centralized (optimal) allocation;
the central row to an altruistic agent auction, wherein each position is placed for auction;
and the bottom row to a precedence auction, wherein the agent holding the auction auto-
matically takes their favored array-point allocation prior to the remaining locations being
auctioned. The average and maximum % optimal allocation indicates the percentage of
identical placements made by the decision process under consideration, when compared
to that of the optimal method. Within each row, this parity with the optimal method is
displayed with the average assignment cost and maximum possible cost that could have12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 149
been incurred, which relates to the least optimal allocation of AAP allocations3.
Method Average
%Optimal
Allocation
Maximum
%Optimal
Allocation
Average Cost
of Assign-
ment
Maximum
Possible Cost
Centralized 100 N/A 8:069 11:409
Distributed
-altruistic
66:8 80 8:237 11:409
Distributed
-precedence
36:8 60 8:421 11:409
Tab. 12.1: Table of decision results for AAP allocation, based upon initial dispersal from the
mother-satellite, for 100 repetitions.
Whilst the quantitative data shown within Table 12.2.1 permits evaluation of items
such as the percentage of optimal allocations, it does not allow for visualization of the de-
cisionprocessesandwhatresponsethesedecisionstrigger. Figure12.9displaystheoutput
system motion as a result of both centralized and distributed decision processes: the left
image is the output system motion based upon a centralized and optimal decision; the
right image is the system motion consequent from a distributed decision process, which
in this instance was from a 50% optimal allocation match and with an optimal:distributed
allocation cost ratio of 10:158:10:391.
12.2.2 AAP Reallocation
In the presence of total agent loss within the agent system, commodity redistribution is
requiredtomaintainoptimalityoftheinterferometerarray. Asdiscussedpreviously, thisis
a similar decision process to that of system initialization, wherein allocation of new AAPs
is completed based upon the cost function given within (11.3), relating to the optimal set
of reduced array points. In an identical manner to the evaluation of initial AAP allocation,
a scenario was developed to assess the effectiveness of an auction system in comparison to
a centralized method. Within the investigated scenario, subsequent to agent ejection, the
initial AAP allocation was made by a centralized method. Upon allocation assignment,
the agents take their positions and maintain them for a complete orbit. The propulsive
requirements for both of these processes are accounted for within the respective agents’
remaining fuel fractions and we are now in the position where agents have differing fuel
3 The maximum possible total cost for each AAP allocation process was calculated using a centralized
process, wherein the objective was to maximize the total incurred cost through selective allocation.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 150
reserves. At this point, a random agent is assumed to fail, at which time a redistribution is
required based upon the remaining functional agents’ current positions, motion to viable
array points and maintenance of the array point for another complete halo orbit. This
process was repeated for 100 instances of random agent failures and a new set of AAP
allocations determined by both centralized and distributed mechanisms; the results of
these simulations are displayed in Table 12.2.2, with an exemplar graphic comparing the
resulting redistribution decisions shown within Figure 12.10.
Method Average
%Optimal
Allocation
Maximum %
Optimal Allo-
cation
Average Cost
of Assign-
ment
Maximum
Possible Cost
Centralized 100 N/A 116:759 127:716
Auction
-altruistic
66:22 100(7) 117:662 127:716
Auction
-precedence
48:67 77:78 120:032 127:716
Tab. 12.2: Table of decision results for AAP reallocation, for 100 repetitions, based upon random
agent failure after completion of a halo orbit. The altruistic auction achieves the maxi-
mum possible optimal allocation: the number of instances of this optimal allocation are
enclosed within parentheses.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 151
(a) Centralized Decision
(b) Distributed Decision
Fig. 12.9: Visualization comparison of system output by use of central (upper) and distributed
(lower) decision process for initial dispersal from the mother-satellite. The path taken
by the respective agents is indicated by the individual line traces, terminating at the
circular point.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 152
(a) Centralized Decision
(b) Distributed Decision
Fig. 12.10: Visualization comparison of system output by use of central (upper) and distributed
(lower) decision process for redistribution upon agent failure. Agent redistribution
commences at points denoted by an asterisk and completes at points denoted with a
circle; the path taken by each agent is shown by line traces connecting start and end
points.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 153
12.2.3 Mission Maximization
MissionmaximizationwasconsideredfortwoscenariosinvolvingformationoftheGolay-
10 array conﬁguration, based upon differing scales applied to the coordinate points: a
large aperture interferometer, with the optimal array point locations scaled to kilometers
and a small aperture interferometer, with the optimal array point locations scaled to me-
ters. This was done to enable investigation of both techniques to short and long term
problems.
To generate a centralized decision, the optimization problem given within Section
11.3.1 was written using AMPL: this language was selected since AMPL allows prescrip-
tion of a minimization problem in a natural format through model and data ﬁles; AMPL
can then format the prescribed problem to be passed into a variety of commercial solvers
[161, 162]. Such a methodology allows focus to be on the high level problem, rather
than complexities of data structuring required for a particular solver. In actuality, the
problem formulation given in Section 11.3.1 is precisely that implementable by AMPL,
as can be seen when comparing (11.5) through (11.12), to the AMPL .mod ﬁle given
within Appendix C. The associated AMPL data ﬁle was constructed using data extracted
from the MATLAB simulation. Once solved, the generated sequence of AAP allocations
represents the optimal solution for mission maximization.
A point of note is that the student editions of AMPL and CPLEX are limited to very
small problems involving no more than 300 variables or constraints; the problems to be
investigated here are signiﬁcantly larger than this limit4. It is possible to submit problems
online to the NEOS server in an AMPL format, with the solution being provided by
email, however these problems are restricted in process time [166]. Tomlab5 provides a
comprehensive suite of optimization products, which include AMPL and a CPLEX solver
accessible through MATLAB: it was this tool suite which was used in all optimization
runs. Interface with CPLEX was preferred because trial experimentations proved CPLEX
to be the most suitable solver, through its capability of dealing with the binary allocation
variables most effectively.
Formulation of the distributed decision process relating to mission maximization fol-
lowed an identical process to that of all previous auction techniques, based upon the cost
function given within (11.3) being solved though the presented auction methods. Position
auctions were initiated upon each complete orbit, with an auction manager being selected
4 Optimizing agent position allocations over 150 orbit instances involves 168010 variables and 35920
constraints.
5 Tomlab is a powerful optimization platform and modeling language for solving applied optimization
problems in Matlab [167]. It is capable solving problems written using AMPL and can interface a variety
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randomly from the set of functional agents: both altruistic and precedence auctions were
completed, in addition to position allocation based upon the Hungarian method, for com-
parison to the results produced by the centralized optimal method. It should be noted
that application of the Hungarian method to this problem does not represent an optimal
scheme since it is applied iteratively to the current state of the system and does not con-
sider all possible agent position allocations throughout the mission to achieve an optimal
end result; one could argue however that the application of a Hungarian method does
represent the outcome of an ideal auction process.
Sinceitwouldbeineffectualtoanalyzecorrelationsbetweenpositionallocationsupon
each decision instance, the variable to be evaluated here is the fuel level (more speciﬁcally
the DV remaining) of each agent. Of interest in particular, is both the DV variation during
the mission life and the standard deviation of all agent DV reserves; an associated point
of interest is the time taken for the decisions to be formed. A key point to note is that the
centralized method directly uses DV costs to plan an AAP positioning sequence, whereas
the auction methods use a cost function to form a decision applicable to a single instance.
Table 12.2.2 contains DV statistics resultant from centralized and distributed methods
applied to the task of mission maximization for two problems: a small scale problem, rep-
resentative of formation and maintenance of a large aperture interferometer and a larger
scale problem representative of a small aperture interferometer. Note that scale here refers
to the size and complexity of the problem, not the size of the aperture being formed. Pre-
sented within the table is the maximum standard deviation between agent DV levels, the
number of agent losses6 and the time taken for the respective method to solve the prob-
lem7.
Figures 12.11(a) and 12.11(b) are graphs of agent DV standard deviations, resultant
from centralized and distributed decision methods applied to the small and large scale
problems respectively. The blue trace represents agent DV standard deviations as a re-
sult from the centralized decision method, the red, green and black traces represent the
altruistic, precedence and Hungarian based auction mechanisms respectively.
6 An agent is assumed to be lost when it’s DV reserve reaches zero.
7 Centralized optimization processes were computed on a Windows platform using an Intel Core 2 Duo
2:66GHz processor and 4GB of RAM12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 155
Method Problem Size
(orbits)
Maximum
Standard
Deviation
Agent
Losses
Solution
Time
(minutes)
Central
15 11:33 0 6:4
162 13:21 0 2332:7
Auction (altru-
istic)
15 3:67 1 < 0:1
162 0:37 1 < 0:1
Auction
(Precedence)
15 3:67 2 < 0:1
162 0:41 1 < 0:1
Auction (Hun-
garian)
15 3:67 2 < 0:1
162 0:37 1 < 0:1
Tab. 12.3: Table of DV statistics resultant from centralized and distributed methods relating to
mission maximization.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 156
(a) Small Scale Problem: 15 orbits
(b) Large Scale Problem: 162 orbits
Fig. 12.11: Graph of agent DV standard deviations over for small and large scale problems: the
blue trace represents standard deviations resultant from a centralized decision process;
the red, green and black traces represent auction methods applied to the same scenario.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 157
(a) Agent DV ﬂow over whole mission (b) Zoomed view of end agent DV reserves
Fig. 12.12: Graph of agent DV ﬂow based on utilization of centralized decision processes for a
small scale problem.
(a) Agent DV ﬂow over whole mission (b) Zoomed view of end agent DV reserves
Fig. 12.13: Graph of agent DV ﬂow based on utilization of an altruistic auction processes for a
small scale problem.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 158
(a) Agent DV ﬂow over whole mission (b) Zoomed view of end agent DV reserves
Fig. 12.14: Graph of agent DV ﬂow based on utilization of a Hungarian auction processes during
a small scale problem.
(a) Agent DV ﬂow over whole mission (b) Zoomed view of end agent DV reserves
Fig. 12.15: Graph of agent DV ﬂow based on utilization of centralized decision processes for a
large scale problem.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 159
(a) Agent DV ﬂow over whole mission (b) Zoomed view of end agent DV reserves
Fig. 12.16: Graph of agent DV ﬂow based on utilization of an altruistic auction processes for a
large scale problem.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 160
12.3 Evaluation
Having presented the decisions and DV consequences for the agent system, the effective-
ness of centralized and distributed decision making process will now be discussed. In
relation to analysis of auction methods for agent decisions, we are comparing the results
achieved through auction methods to those formed by a central process which is assumed
to make an ideal decision. For auctions relating to initial agent deployment and redeploy-
ment, 100 repetitions with differing pre-conditions were completed, with the intention
of forming a comprehensive data set with which one could compare decision methods
fairly. For the auctions relating to mission maximization, auction processes were applied
to the long term mission and initiated upon each passage of original halo orbit inception:
the resultant decisions and consequences were formatted to allow direct comparison to
the centralized method; though here rather than looking at correlations between position
allocations, the resultant agent DV reserves and decision times are points of interest.
12.3.1 Array Formation
Ininstancesofarrayformation, includinginitialdispersalandredistribution, itisclearthat
the distributed decision process implemented by auction is not capable of reliably forming
an optimal decision in regards to minimizing a cost function across the agent community.
Such a result highlights the nature of self-interested agents residing within a community:
the ’greedy’ agents are only concerned with minimization of their own expenses and this
short-sighted nature results in a non-optimal result, even though a subset of the agents
may result in an optimal placement.
Whilst not capable of reliably forming optimal decisions, as achieved by the central-
ized method, it is evident that the distributed auction method implemented can in some
instances result in optimal assignment, as was observed for 7% of auction instances en-
actedforredistribution. Althoughnotrepeatedlyoptimal, theauctionmethodiscapableof
making sensible decisions in all occasions: the penalty incurred through any non-optimal
allocations is marginal, and the output response is certainly reasonable in that each agent
follows a simple path, with minimum deviation from their dynamic state upon ejection
from the mother-satellite.
It is not overly surprising that an altruistic auction is closer to optimal than that pro-
duced by a ’precedence’ auction, since the precedence mechanism represents an addi-
tional action of greed within the agent community. However, in the auction enactments
held, auction managers were randomly selected rather than being resultant from some
form of higher level reasoning: whilst an agent will receive a payoff in the form of re-
duced DV expenditure for acting as an auction manager, this is at the expense of increased12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 161
communication and data processing, which will reduce the agent’s ability to function in
other areas.
Despite the promising results given by the auction methods implemented here, we are
faced with the conclusion that to guarantee an optimal result for a small scale assignment
problem, one should ultimately implement a centralized process. However, such cen-
tralized processes are computationally expensive, since central computation of all AAP
permutations are required. Within Chapter 4 the use of a hybrid auction was introduced
as a means of taking advantage of properties availed by both centralized and distributed
processes: here we wish to take advantage of the guaranteed optimality of a centralized
scheme with the computational efﬁciency of a distributed scheme. Such implementation
of a hybrid scheme would ﬁt within the investigated framework, with each agent being
responsible for computing their own cost functions and relaying them to a central agent
which then solves the assignment problem; a reliably optimal result is achieved with min-
imal computational overhead. The empirical evidence of this is observed within Figure
12.17, which illustrates the explosion in computation (time) requirements when perform-
ing a centralized decision compared to the same computation being carried out across the
agent community8. The computational time depicted is that for complete solution using
centralized or hybrid methods and is inclusive of cost matrix generation, for each agent
within the community, and solution using the Hungarian method. It is clearly evident that
the hybrid method offers superior performance in terms of computation times.
8 All computation results are based on a Windows platform using an Intel Core 2 Duo 2:66GHz processor
and 4GB of RAM12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 162
Fig. 12.17: Computational times to complete array point assignment using both centralized and
hybrid processes: time is inclusive of cost matrix generation and solution through the
Hungarian method.12. Spacecraft Agent Skill Analysis 163
12.3.2 Mission Maximization
In comparing an optimal method to auction methods for the purposes of maximizing agent
community utility throughout the mission lifetime, it is evident that the auction methods
are unable to produce the same level of optimality as a centralized method: alike the
instance of agent position allocation, the greed of certain agents results in non-optimal
point allocation and the shortsighted nature of the mechanism precludes self-sacriﬁce to
permit a more desirable end result. Consequently, by implementing auction methods we
result in agents exhausting their DV reserves; this does not happen in the same example
mission being coordinated via centralized decision processes. However, whilst these traits
do preclude certain aspects of optimality with regards to DV reserve maximization, other
advantageous aspects as a result of an auction process are observed, which are not present
within the optimal scheme.
By analysis of the graphs depicting standard deviation of agent fuel reserves as a
consequence of AAP position allocations throughout the mission life, shown in Figures
12.11(a) and 12.11(b), we can observe a key aspect of an optimal method: the optimal
method is concerned with the end result and not how this result is achieved. It is clear
that the optimal method allows convergence to a very low standard deviation of agent DV
reserves at the targeted mission end point; however mid-mission standard deviations are
signiﬁcantly greater and this is observed most clearly within 12.11(b). Comparing this to
the auction methods, we can see that the standard deviations remain low throughout the
mission duration; substantially lower than those for the optimal locations at the mission
midpoint. Here we are observing the short-sighted and selﬁsh nature of agent auctions
providing the possibility of greater ﬂexibility within the mission should an agent fail.
In the instance of an agent failing mid-mission whilst implementing the centralized and
optimal sequence of agent positioning, the large disparity in agent DV reserves presents
thepossibilityoflosinganagentwithhighDV reservesandthiswoulddetrimentallyaffect
the remaining mission. Regardless of losing an agent with high utility, any agent loss
wouldbeinconjunctionwiththeneedtodetermineanewoptimalagentpositionsequence
for the remaining mission which, as is evident within Table 12.2.3, is computationally
expensive: the centralized optimization process, relating to the investigated large scale
problem, resulted in 12;488;169 function evaluations with 396 iterations. Contrasting
this to agent failure within a mission implementing auction methods, all agents retain a
similar utility, and so there is no signiﬁcance to loss of any agent other than degradation
of u,v-plane coverage.
Considering agent losses observed through the implementation of auction based de-
cisions, in all instances agent loss was suffered on the ﬁnal orbit only: this was true for
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DV reserves, for both the small and large scale problems, are shown within Figures 12.12
to 12.16. Perhaps the most notable point here is that within the small scale problem, the
altruistic agent auction process outperforms the Hungarian method: although this infor-
mation is presented within Table 12.2.3, it is visibly evident within Figure 12.13(b). This
is contrary to what one might expect, since the Hungarian method would naturally assign
the most optimal position allocation upon each auction instance: however it can be seen
here that iterative optimal placements do not necessarily result in achieving an optimal
end result. Such differences in performance relating to the large scale problem were not
witnessed: each auction mechanism failed to extend the complete agent community life
to that achieved via the centralized method, resulting with loss of a single agent upon
termination of the ﬁnal orbit.
Observing the DV standard deviations resultant from implementing auction based de-
cision methods, we can observe that there is maintenance of low DV standard deviations;
perhaps the most interesting point of note is that within Figure 12.11(a) it is seen that
the altruistic and Hungarian auctions result in virtually identical traces, indicating a near
equivalence in their output decisions. The precedence auction, although retaining similar
standard deviation magnitudes to the other auction mechanisms, exhibits a higher level
of ﬂuctuation in the trace: this can be attributed to the greed inherent with the method
resulting in less optimal decisions being made.
One could ask questions pertaining to the validity of comparing auction methods with
the presented optimal scheme, since one could foresee a centralized method being used
to specify the action of maintaining equal DV reserves throughout the mission9. How-
ever both the centralized and distributed decision mechanism were intended to maximize
system life and whilst it is true that the central (and hence optimal) method is superior
in this instance, it has been observed that an emergent trait of implementing an auction
method, in any form, is the maintenance of system ﬂexibility in addition to increasing the
system life beyond that possible with ﬁxed agent positions. A non-trivial consideration
relating to the advantages of an auction scheme is the time taken in forming a decision: it
is clear that instances of auction methods require very little computation whilst an optimal
solution is potentially prohibitive in terms of computation requirements.
12.4 Chapter Summary
This Chapter has examined the agent skill sets of control and decision making using both
centralized and distributed methods.
9 In fact this latter consideration has been achieved through application of the Hungarian method to the
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The control method has been observed to provide the desired characteristics for the
interferometryproblem, permittingaccuratepositionregulationandcollisionavoidancein
the simulated scenarios of agent dispersal and reconﬁguration, enabling the attainment of
the desired interferometer conﬁguration within the dynamics of the restricted three body
problem. Here reference to ’accurate’ is implicitly related to the accuracy of the ﬁltering
techniques implemented and analyzed within Chapter 9, which in turn are directly related
to the accuracy of the devices being emulated.
We have observed that although not capable of forming optimal solutions, auction
methods are capable of forming realistic and sensible decisions. Optimal centralized
methods are concerned with the end result and not how this result was achieved: when
considering single instances of AAP allocation this is indeed an advantage, however in
a much larger scale problem this is seen to lead to disadvantages in both computation
requirements and disparity of utility within the community. It is the opinion of this au-
thor that implementation of an optimal scheme for large scale problems comes at a price
which is perhaps too high: agent auctions are not only computationally simplistic but
offer advantages in large scale scenarios by maintenance of uniform agent utility through-
out the mission duration, which in turn introduces an element of mission ﬂexibility and
superior performance in instances of agent failure. It has also been shown that a hybrid
auction is capable of reliably forming optimal solutions in single instances of AAP assign-
ment, without the computational overhead exhibited by a centralized scheme completing
the same process: such evidence is clearly indicating that centralized decision methods
applied to large groups are inefﬁcient.
Considering the individual auction types implemented, it is clear that hybrid auctions
for single decision instances represent optimality in terms of both result and computa-
tional efﬁciency; however such methods do not outperform other auction types in larger
scale problems. It has been observed that an altruistic auction method can, in some in-
stances, outperform the theoretically superior Hungarian method. The precedence auc-
tion, whilst impacting selection choice, represents a opportunity for agents to beneﬁt
through completing the position allocation computation: though here each agent was se-
lected randomly, it was seen that the additional instance of agent greed was not overly
detrimental to the community health10. All auction methods provide a rich infrastructure
of collective actions regarding decision, planning and action wherein each agent shares
responsibility for the success of the total mission. Such beneﬁts are observed within any
instance of computation and also with maintenance of near uniform agent community
member utility (in this instance a near equivalence of DV resources) within the simulated
10 It is noted and accepted that had a single agent acted as auction manager throughout the mission dura-
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mission.
So far this thesis has considered separated spacecraft interferometry in the context of
a multi-agent system. Consideration has primarily been on key skills such as the ability
to make and execute decisions relating to the desire of attaining a speciﬁc system con-
ﬁguration, all of which hinge on the extraction of relevant state information. Although
signiﬁcant, these issues constitute a very small proportion of the issues relating to the so-
lution of PSSI in the MAS context. The following Chapter will present additional MAS
issues, which although applicable to any MAS, will be formulated in the context of the
exemplar PSSI mission.13. CONSIDERATIONS FOR A MAS PSSI SYSTEM
Having presented and analyzed the agent skills sets envisaged for the PSSI application
within Chapters 9 to 12, additional considerations pertinent to multi-agent system oper-
ation and design will now be presented. This Chapter will consider issues such as the
system classiﬁcation and resulting agent cycle, in addition to generalized design consid-
erations for MAS which have become evident during the course of the work undertaken
within this thesis.
13.1 PSSI System Classiﬁcation
The agent system classiﬁcation for the PSSI system may be readily formulated into that
of a BDI1 model. As detailed within Chapter 2, numerous BDI programming languages
exist: although all these languages cling to the BDI concept, there is no strict agreement
between notions or deﬁnitions within the respective languages relating to what constitutes
a desire, belief or intention. Such discrepancies result in difﬁcultly in applying differing
programming languages to solve a particular problem. Due to this an agent infrastructure
layer (AIL) is being developed by Liverpool University which aims to act as an interme-
diary layer by providing a common semantic basis for BDI languages [168].
AIL uses ﬁrst order literals, which are propositional variables2 for the representation
of beliefs, goals and actions. The AIL belief base is composed of a set of belief formulae
into which a Prolog3 reasoning engine is incorporated: a formula is believed if it is a for-
mula within the set. Desires (or equivalently goals) within BDI languages are somewhat
vague in that the semantics and terminology is generally quite subtle: within [169], four
separate types are referenced relating to achieve, perform, maintain and query. Within
AIL the notion of a deed stack is used to prescribe a sequence of tasks required to attain
1 BDI: Beliefs, Desires and Intentions model, as presented within Chapter 2.
2 A propositional variable, also called a sentential variable or sentential letter, is a variable which can
either be true or false.
3 Prolog is a declarative logic programming language expressed in terms of relations. Execution is
triggered by running queries over these relations, wherein the Prolog engine attempts to ﬁnd a resolution
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a particular goal. Such formulation permits differentiation between high level goals and
methods to achieve such goals, whilst still allowing outstanding goals to be identiﬁed and
committed to. As with all agent programming language development, an action is some-
thing performed by an agent within the environment they inhabit and it is these actions
which modify the agent’s belief base. An action can be viewed as the execution of a plan:
indeed within all BDI languages plans are a fundamental aspect. Within AIL, the termi-
nology of plan is applied to methods for the solution of a particular problem, as speciﬁed
by the agent designer, and the deed stack represents the set of pending actions by the agent
to attain a goal. It should be noted that within AIL, goals encompass the notions of desire
and intent; actions explicitly relate to agent output.
Of consideration now is how to formulate the PSSI system such that it may ﬁt into
an existing agent architecture for possible implementation. For the sake of clarity in
presentation, component BDI’s will not be reduced to literals but will be presented in the
format of high level abstract concepts.
Individual Agent Beliefs The agent belief base is constructed based upon agent percepts,
ultimately transformed into literals used to construct the belief formulae. The ab-
stract concepts required to formulate these belief formulae may be composed of the
following entities:
1. Current complete agent state, as presented within Chapter 9. Internally this
requires knowledge of the current agent tasked with the NLS data fusion used
within the translational Kalman ﬁlter.
2. Desired state, relating to (if relevant) allocated array position and orientation.
3. Agent (own) health4.
4. Agent community health.
5. Existence of an optimal array relating to the current number of agents within
the community.
6. Ability to achieve a desire. This belief is achievable through formal logic
reasoning based upon current beliefs, in particular an event list in conjunction
with a skill set (or plan set) which may be able to bring about a certain change.
This is provided for within AIL through the Prolog reasoning engine.
Within the agent belief base exists a special form of belief, which in a similar man-
ner to AgentSpeak, we shall refer to as events and these relate to triggering beliefs.
4 Here health status corresponds to individual agent health and consequently the ability for an agent to
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A triggering belief is a signiﬁcant percept permitting the possible achievement of a
desire and exists as a precondition used within the Prolog reasoning. For the PSSI
scenario, an event list will contain:
1. End of agent hibernation. This represents a somewhat trivial event at which
point the agent is activated.
2. Agent ejected from transport vessel (the mother-satellite).
3. Agent failure within the community (fellow agent, total loss).
4. Partial systems failure of agent resulting in degraded performance.
5. Catastrophic systems failure resulting in loss of agent functionality.
Individual Agent Goals The set of agent goals, which in the AIL format encompass both
desires and intentions, relate to the required agent actions for the optimal perfor-
mance of a PSSI array and these may or may not be conﬂicting5. The set includes:
1. Maintain components of belief base.
2. Keep agent community informed of current health status.
3. Be located in and maintain an array position, with the correct state.
4. Maximizethemissionperformance. Thisdesirehasafurthersubsetconsisting
of minimization of own fuel consumption and maintaining an optimal array
corresponding to the number of ’healthy’ agents within the community.
5. Harvest data for the purposes of interferometry.
As is evident each desire has a related set of pre-conditions which must be satis-
ﬁed prior to the ability of the goal to be attained: this relates directly to triggering
events and the deed stack within AIL. The agent deed stack, composed of pending
intentions, is constructed based upon the pre-speciﬁed plans as formulated by the
agent designer: these plans have been termed skills within this thesis. Within BDI
languages, plans are triggered according to the agent’s belief base and are of the
form (trigger;guard;body) wherein trigger relates to a triggering event, guard is
the set of literals required to be valid for the plan to be applicable and body is that
to be placed onto the current deed stack.
5 An instance of conﬂicting actions in this scenario relates to the desires of an agent to minimize fuel
expenditure yet attain an array location, which intrinsically requires the expenditure of propellant reserves.13. Considerations for a MAS PSSI System 170
Individual Agent Actions Actions relate directly to the agent output and within the PSSI
scenario this corresponds to the execution of agent skills. It is these actions which
will inﬂuence the agent percepts, leading to the ability of an agent to determine if
a particular goal has been achieved or not and the possible requirements to switch
goals being pursued.
Within [169] an informal representation of the AIL reasoning cycle is given and repli-
cated within Figure 13.1. The cycle commences at node A and progresses to node F, upon
which time the cycle repeats. Initially an intention, denoted by i and with it’s associated
deed stack, is selected and we are transferred to node B. In a similar fashion to the PRS
architecture presented in Chapter 2 a set of applicable plans, denoted by P, are generated
based upon the agent’s belief base and plan library (skill set) where the process transfers
to node C. At this point a single plan, p, is selected and the associated deed stack for this
single plan is concatenated with the current deed stack, bringing the process to node D.
The upper-most deed is handled in the appropriate manner which leads to the (possible)
creation of new intentions and eventual action (node E). Perception occurs between nodes
E and F, and these percepts are used to update the current belief base and posting of new
events: the reasoning cycle repeats.
Fig. 13.1: An informal representation of the AIL reasoning cycle.13. Considerations for a MAS PSSI System 171
13.1.1 Analogies to Hybrid Control Theory
One cannot help but draw a parallel between the triggered plan mechanism within BDI
languages, mentionedwithintheprecedingSectionanddenotedby(trigger;guard;body),
with that of hybrid system control implementation. Indeed, hybrid control systems also
share the formal veriﬁcation properties of BDI languages in that it possible to investigate
reachability of certain states [170, 171].
A hybrid system is a system of interacting continuous and discrete components: these
components interact at event or trigger times, when the continuous state reaches certain
prescribed sets in the continuous state space. A hybrid dynamical system is an indexed
collection of dynamical systems with a map to switch between these systems given that
the current state satisﬁes certain conditions, prescribed by its membership in a speciﬁed
subset of the state space. One could envisage control operation ﬂow in such an environ-
ment being prescribed by (guard;body), wherein the guard is used to enable the control
body dependant upon location within the state space.
Whilst there are similarities within both BDI agent implementation and hybrid sys-
tems control, one should not forget the key difference and that which relates back to our
separation of software agents and software objects within Chapter 2: ’Objects do it for
free; agents do it because they want to’. In a similar fashion, agents will perform reach-
ability analysis as part of a desire to attain a speciﬁed objective and actions are triggered
through the perception of opportunity. In contrast, by their deﬁnition, hybrid control sys-
tems are automatons: carrying out a sequence of operations as speciﬁed within their data
structure. Whilst some may view such anthropomorphisms as needless, it is nevertheless
the mantra to which the multi-agent community abides.
13.2 Consistency Within Skill Development
The need for consistency is prevalent throughout agent system development: in addition
to the inherent need of consistency within agent communications, the development of AIL
was forced through the need to provide a common interface for BDI agent programming
languages and hence readily avail the developer with a suite of tools at their disposal. The
application of AIL is certainly of merit and goes a long way in solving the development
phase which an MAS programmer will face. Another, potentially more tricky situation,
arises within the provision of skill sets to an agent. At present, skills sets (or plans),
are developed on a per-platform basis, using whichever language the particular developer
is comfortable with, to provide a one-off solution which is implementable only within
their particular solution. The skill sets developed and presented within Chapters 9, 10
and 11 are prime examples of this: MATLAB was used throughout as the programming13. Considerations for a MAS PSSI System 172
and simulation language; the routines as they stand are not directly implementable in any
other package. By necessity, all knowledge pertinent to these routines was written in a
(hopefully) clear and concise fashion such that any reader would be able to replicate the
methods should they desire. This has been the basis of human knowledge catalogue and
transfer since the advent of written communication.
It is clear that there exists an immense collection of human knowledge which is both
contained and potentially lost within research papers. Let us consider the typical life cycle
of a journal paper whose contents are to be used to provide an agent with a particular skill:
a researcher performs some form of work which results in a theoretical publication; the
paper is shelved for later reference by a future reader, for which the subject matter might
beofinterest; aninterestedreaderlocatesthepaper, extractsthebasicprinciplescontained
and replicates these within their own code; this code is then transferred to an agent for
implementation in a problem for which the skill, replicated by the reader, may help to
solve.
This process is certainly typical of an early stage research process, but let us consider
the key ﬂaw within this method: time is wasted by the reader in replicating existing
code produced by the original author, who is the specialist regarding the documented
techniques6. One might form certain questions regarding this:
1. What if the code was directly available for use?
2. What if the code was directly available for use in the required language?
3. What if an agent could access this code directly and subsequently use it?
4. What if an agent could read a published journal paper and immediately utilize the
knowledge contained within?
5. What if a human or agent could read the published paper and immediately utilize
the knowledge contained within?
Itisbecomingincreasinglycommonthatcoderelatingtoparticularresearchﬁeldsismade
freely available online by the author: hence our ﬁrst question is theoretically answered
but immediately presents the second question. In a fortunate scenario (for the reader),
the code is written in the language which is to be implemented; otherwise the reader
is again faced with the need to either interface differing languages or translate the code
into that required for the intended application. The ﬁnal three questions are similar and
6 The replicated code may well contain bugs, which at best will delay progress and at worse will result
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build upon the concept of an agent being able to read a paper for itself and immediately
be able to implement the knowledge contained therein. Regardless of the requirements
to achieve this, such a possibility is certainly advantageous and completely eliminates the
keyproblemhighlightedpreviouslyrelatingtowastingvaluableresearchtimeinrepeating
existing work. In concept, utilization of the knowledge contained within a journal paper
would be as simple as a user invoking particular routines within a program, executing in a
single native language; much alike a MATLAB toolbox. This is a possibility through the
use of system English (sEnglish).
sEnglish is a natural language programming method which, having speciﬁed the in-
ternal ontology and written related commands in a user speciﬁed natural language, and
compiles the structured sentences into MATLAB code for implementation. In addition,
sEnglish can produce a pdf document detailing the ontology (conceptual structures) used
within the coding and the processes completed by the code, as speciﬁed by the natural
language program written by the user. The output is a latex and HTML PDF document
which a human may read to understand the implementation of a particular piece of code:
the document is essentially the code and as such this document (in electronic format) may
be read by an agent and directly implemented. Consequently we are presented with the
possibility of publishing knowledge for both humans and machines, where humans or ma-
chines may be able to read the same document and implement the knowledge contained.
Through the use of sEnglish, a database of agent skills could be created and made
publicly available to both humans and agents: one can foresee that initially a human
would search for a paper relevant to the requirements of an agent, later to be replaced by
an agent searching for a relevant paper to a current problem faced.
Generic examples of sEnglish papers are available online at [172] and the skill of
predicting controlled agent motion in a 6DoF environment, through a continuous time
sliding mode control regime7 and written by this author, within [173].
The beneﬁts of formulating a standardized set of skills for direct use by the agent
community would not be too dissimilar from the beneﬁts experience by the computer vi-
sion community through the OpenCV library8 and the agent community through existing
standards as provided by FIPA9. Such libraries of pooled and documented knowledge, to
7 It was this skill which was used within agent cost function development, as presented within Chapter
11 and implemented within Chapter 12.
8 The Open Computer Vision (OpenCV) community provides an open source library of documented C
and C++ routines mainly aimed at real time computer vision tasks; help is provided through a Wiki based
community [174].
9 The Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) is a non-proﬁt IEEE Computer Society standards
organization that promotes agent-based technology and the inter-operability of its standards with other
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which access is immediate, permit rapid development and implementation; which is the
key to successful research.
13.3 Chapter Summary
This Chapter was intended to convey the huge breadth of considerations when designing
and implementing a multi-agent system and in doing so has highlighted that perhaps the
greatest consideration is the need for consistency and standards; FIPA is an organization
dedicated solely to the formulation of standards within agent systems, though universal
adoption of these standards within industry is not evident. AIL presents an agent formula-
tion methodology enabling the implementation of various agent programming languages.
Whilst the possibility of sEnglish to provide a standard method of formulating knowledge
accessible to both humans and agents cannot be highlighted enough, perhaps its great-
est strength is the ontological development that allows for direct integration within a true
agent system.14. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
This thesis has presented an analysis of physically separated spacecraft interferometry in
the context of a multi-agent system stationed in a libration point orbit. The main focus
has been on the development of key agent skills, including state estimation, guidance,
control and decision methods to attain the desired system output. Within the consideration
of decision methods, a comparison between centralized and distributed decisions was
made. Whilst effort was primarily placed in the development of these skills, additional
considerations pertinent to the system development, such as the resultant agent cycle,
were also discussed.
The discrete time control method integrated Kalman ﬁltering with sliding mode con-
trol, using potential function guidance to achieve velocity and attitude tracking. In the
presented scenario, interest was placed on autonomous controlled motion upon ejection
from a mother satellite to enable the agents to be controlled accurately to speciﬁc loca-
tions and orientations in order to form an interferometer array and reconﬁguration of the
array to compensate for failed agents or to maximize the mission duration. Although
seemingly a niche application, the methods are equally valid applied to any other vehic-
ular agent system such as UAVs or AUVs when consideration is based upon inter-agent
regulation.
Informulatingandcomparingdecisionmethodswehaveseenthatwhilstcentralmeth-
ods are superior for achieving a globally optimal result, in cases of large scale problems,
central methods result in loss of agent system versatility and resilience in the presence of
agent failure. The auction methods presented, whilst not capable of performing optimal
decisions, invariably make sensible decisions and act to maintain system versatility with
minimal computational overhead: permitting superior results in non ideal world scenar-
ios. It is the choice of a system designer as to whether such a trade off is beneﬁcial for a
mission, and in some instances perhaps centralized methods are advantageous; however
in the opinion of this author, the beneﬁts of auction methods far outweigh any advantages
in optimality availed by centralized methods. Indeed, the auction methods implemented
highlight clearly the advantages sought by multi-agent system developers in terms of ver-
satility and minimal loss of utility in the presence of component failure; this increase in
versatility is also combined with greater autonomy within the system.14. Conclusions & Future Work 176
The ﬁnal topic considered within this thesis fell upon the somewhat obvious need
for consistency within multi-agent system development. Although this is a rather ob-
vious statement and numerous organizations exist with the sole intention of promoting
standards1, there are serious disparities within methodologies stemming largely from in-
stitutional backgrounds, resulting in favored programming languages or indeed the agent
system theory being implemented. We are also faced with a wealth of knowledge directly
applicable to numerous multi-agent systems being lost within literature, a problem which
could potentially be overcome through adopting standards within publication such that
papers are machine readable.
14.1 Future Work
In terms of integrating agent skill sets to complete the intended mission scenario, within
simulation we have seemingly achieved a working model: each agent initializes and runs
their respective Kalman ﬁlters to obtain state information, this information is used within
the control that is applied according to system decisions and the resultant guidance for
each agent. Instances of controlled motion for agent ejection and reconﬁguration have
been simulated and proven effective, permitting sensor bounded accuracy in position
tracking and inter-agent collision avoidance. Resultant decisions are seamlessly executed,
though it should be noted that due to the time restrictions involved with optimization of
mission duration via a centralized scheme, these decisions were made off-line and intro-
duced to the simulation environment; decisions made via auction methods were imple-
mented online during simulation.
The work presented within this thesis is not without its limitations and there is a large
scope for improvement and expansion of the areas investigated. These two areas shall
now be considered.
System Improvement Whilst a seemingly complete simulation model, there are neverthe-
less limitations present as a consequence of running all experimentation within sim-
ulation: all agent processes were completed in a single MATLAB instance. Whilst
this is not necessarily problematic with regards to the simulation dynamics2, we
are faced with the fact that all agent communications were also completed within
1 A prime example here is the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [175].
2 Within the simulation environment of the RTBP, numerous modeling simpliﬁcations are made, as de-
tailed within Chapter 6, to produce an elegant and workable solution: the real dynamics of the halo orbit
do not exhibit such restrictions. Although a pertinent consideration, such discrepancies applied to an agent
system is unlikely to cause any divergence from the modeled behavior, since the entire system would be
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the MATLAB environment. It was assumed that these communications were in-
stant and complete, which in a real scenario is a large assumption: real systems are
subject to communication lag, noise, bit loss and the possibility of communication
drop-out. None of these communication issues were introduced into the interferom-
etry scenario and this represents an immediate position where the results presented
within this thesis could be made more concrete.
Limitations within simulation may be avoided through the implementation of both
control and communication routines, on hardware, in a ground based environment.
Very few environments suitable for these purposes exist, though the author has been
involved with development and construction of a 5DOF testing facility at the Uni-
versity of Southampton, depicted in Figure 14.1, which is the subject of continued
work. Whilst it was not the intention of this thesis to cover ground based hardware-
in-the-loop testing, it is noted that such testing methods greatly extend any theoret-
ical and computationally simulated results.
Fig. 14.1: Ground based 5DOF testing facility for guidance, navigation, control and communica-
tion routines, based at the University of Southampton.
Indeed, aside from the introduction of additional system constraints to the simu-
lation or perhaps implementation within hardware, there are also methods imple-
mented which, should the work be repeated, would be completed differently. The14. Conclusions & Future Work 178
guidance method used is based upon potential ﬁelds, which although having a sub-
stantial history in the ﬁeld of autonomous vehicles, is hindered by lack of veriﬁa-
bility. Although proven effective in the scenarios considered within this thesis, we
are still faced with the fact that the potential function methods implemented within
the controller prevent us for proving that the agents will reach their intended lo-
cations and not be stationed at local minima. Such problems could be overcome
using a more powerful, distributed agent planning mechanism: the aim here would
not be to form a centralized plan for the agents to execute, but for each agent to
plan their own route and modify this route should they detect the possibility of a
collision3. Positioning information for each agent is based upon a coordinate frame
attached to a central agent, and the Kalman ﬁlter methods for both location and
translational velocity state estimation are given within this frame using centralized
computation. An advance in this would be removal of the centralized method, such
that the agents are tasked with maintaining a lattice formation, which would require
maintenance of distances from nominated agents. Such rigidity and persistence of
directed graphs has been investigated within [176], though the far more complex
issue of moving 3D formations subject to errors within position measurement has
not been treated.
System Expansion Therearetwomainextensionstotheinvestigatedsubject, whichsadly
were not touched upon due to time restrictions. The ﬁrst of these relate to the rea-
soning behind election of an auction manager: in all auction scenarios the auc-
tion manager was selected at random. Whilst such a method was entirely valid for
the purposes of investigating auction based decisions, a more complete scenario
would have included some form of electoral process such that an auction man-
ager is actively sought (or conversely the position of auction manager is actively
sought). Whilst it could be anticipated that this would call upon the introduction
of a more realistic simulation of agent communications and methods to determine
current workloads with potential payoff, such conjecture is perhaps best omitted.
Anadditionalextensionrelatestothetaskofextendingthemissiondurationthrough
phased array point assignment. Within the presented work, array point reassign-
ment was decided upon each orbit completion; such sparse decision instances could
certainly be improved upon. Implementing a centralized process, it is entirely pos-
sible to divide the decision instances into fractions of an orbit and solve this using
the presented binary integer solution, though this will be at the expense of huge
3 This would entail some form of forward prediction mechanism and a library of contingency plans,
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computation requirements. Extension of the presented auction methods, applied to
ad-hoc phased array point assignment, wherein the agents themselves are respon-
sible for selecting instances at which time they should form decisions, would be
of great interest. This would involve the introduction of increased rule sets to the
agents such as to modify their behaviors; whilst it is trivial to place conjecture on
how this would operate, a prime concern would be that of preventing cyclic motion
within the agent system.
14.2 Summary
It is hoped that the content of this thesis has conveyed the applicability of multi-agent sys-
tems to real engineering problems and how such methods can not only solve the problem,
but offer additional beneﬁts unobtainable from more traditional, centralized solutions.
Whilst the formation of a discrete controller is one aspect of this thesis which the au-
thor hopes was of interest with regards to development and the obvious applicability in
other agent vehicle areas, it is also hoped that the discourse of centralized, decentralized
and hybrid decision making was equally of interest. The multi-agent system community
champions the use of decentralized methods over their centralized counterpart: usually
without any formal proof. Within this thesis it has been shown that centralized methods
do have their place and indeed outperform the decentralized counterpart on every occa-
sion; however certain applications of centrality should certainly be limited. For instances
of discrete decision making, which in the presented scenario included initial dispersal and
instances of reconﬁguration due to failed agents, it is more efﬁcient to use a centralized
method: the communications involved are no more than that required by pure auction
methods and a guaranteed optimal result will be achieved. Whilst it is equally possible
to implement a pure auction using any of the developed mechanisms at minimal cost to
the global result, in doing so there is no real beneﬁt observed, except enforcing a purely
decentralized decision process. Instances of larger scale centralized solutions have been
shown to be, although unarguably superior in terms of optimality, detrimental to system
versatility. In seeking an optimal end result, centralized methods are ignorant of the in-
terim eventualities; the converse is true for auction methods. Implementation of auction
methods, in the instances investigated here, are unlikely to produce an optimal result as
this is a statistical improbability. However, auction methods will avail the system commu-
nity with far more mid-term beneﬁts: in the scenario presented, these beneﬁts manifested
themselves in terms of increased tolerance to agent failure and minimization of computa-
tional overheads. It could be argued that, in the presented scenario, a centralized process14. Conclusions & Future Work 180
would have an entire orbit period to complete the necessary optimization4 and so such
time constraints are not an issue. However, not only is the optimization resource consum-
ing, which would impact upon other system functionality, but these auction mechanisms
are not restricted to application within an interferometer scenario. Looking back into
the presented space based multi-agent systems within Chapter 2, for which all cost func-
tions and control requirements are valid, we are presented with numerous scenarios where
timeliness of decisions is an over-riding factor and critical so as not to miss opportunis-
tic events5. Perhaps the most pertinent example here is the conceptual APIES or ANTS
program, presented within Chapter 2, wherein timely decisions must be made regarding
asteroid belt exploration.
This thesis has presented solutions to key aspects of the spacecraft interferometry
problem: those of state determination, discrete time control control and forming appro-
priate decisions to envisaged scenarios; decision mechanisms were generated and inves-
tigated using both centralized and distributed methods. Within the investigation of cen-
tralized and distributed decision methods it was observed that applications of multi-agent
system principles, those of distribution, offer advantages over more traditional centralized
methods. These advantages manifested themselves in the ability to maximize utility of the
array with minimal computational overhead; vindicating many of the claims made by the
multi-agent systems community regarding beneﬁts of applying distributed techniques to
complex systems.
4 For the ISEE-3 mission orbit replicated, this would correspond to 177 days.
5 Issues of collision avoidance are removed from timeliness considerations since such requirements are
central to the guidance mechanism and this runs separately to any form of high level system decisions.BIBLIOGRAPHY
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APPENDICESAppendix A
INTERFEROMETER APERTURE POINT LOCATIONS
A.1 Golay Arrays
Table A.1 provides the threefold symmetric Golay array subaperture coordinates, in non-
dimensional form, as extracted from [69]. Table A.1 lists the orthogonal Golay array
subaperture points, in non-dimensional form, as inferred from [71] and [61].
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Golay-3 (0;0) (1;0) (0;1)
Golay-4 ( 2; 3) ( 1; 1) ( 1; 2)
(0; 2)
Golay-5 ( 2; 3) ( 3; 1) ( 1; 2)
(0; 2) ( 1; 1)
Golay-6 ( 2; 3) ( 3; 1) ( 1; 2)
(0; 2) ( 1;1) ( 1; 1)
Golay-7 ( 2; 3) ( 3; 1) ( 1; 2)
(2; 4) ( 1;1) ( 1; 1)
(0; 2)
Golay-8 (2;1) ( 3; 1) ( 1; 2)
(2; 4) ( 1;1) ( 1; 1)
(0; 2) ( 2; 3)
Golay-9 (2;1) ( 3; 1) ( 1; 2)
(2; 4) (0;4) ( 1; 1)
(0; 2) ( 2; 3) ( 1;1)
Golay-10 (2;1) ( 3; 1) ( 1; 2)
(2; 4) (0;4) ( 1; 1)
(0; 2) (5; 3) ( 1;1)
( 2; 3)
Tab. A.2: Table of non-dimensional orthogonal Golay array subaperature points.Appendix B
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL RELATING TO THE THREE BODY
PROBLEM
B.1 Second Partial Derivatives of the Three-Body Problem
The following are generalized expressions for the second partial derivatives of U, the
pseudo-potential for the CRTBP, used within (6.11) of Chapter 6. Each derivative is
denoted asUjk = ¶U
¶j¶k, where j;k 2 (x;y;z).
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m =
M2
M1+M2
= (1 r)
r1 =
q
(X0 r)2 Y2
0
r2 =
q
(X0+1 r)2+Y2
0
B.2 Constants For Richardson Approximation
Thissection details alltheconstantsrequired forusewithinthe Richardsonapproximation
to an analytical halo orbit about one of the collinear liberation points presented within
Chapter 6. The details of all the below equations were taken from [120] and contained
within this thesis for completion only.
Note that whenever the double sign appears, the upper sign applies to the L1 point and
the lower to the L2 point. D corresponds to the primary mass inter-distance and ri is the
distance between liberation point i and the closest primary.
For L1 or L2:
d =  
ri
D
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AMPL FILES
This section contains the AMPL model and data ﬁles used within the optimization of
agent positioning throughout the mission lifetime. If access to a full version of AMPL
with CPLEX is available, the problem can be read in and solved within the AMPL shell
environment using the following commands:
>>model AgentMotion.mod;
>>data AgentMotion.dat;
>>options solver cplex;
>>solve;
If access to a full version of AMPL with CPLEX is not available, it is suggested that
a trial version of Tomlab be used to interface the AMPL ﬁles using MATLAB. Within the
AMPL shell environment, the following commands are required:
>>model AgentMotion.mod;
>>data AgentMotion.dat;
>>write gAgentMotion;
This will generate a data construct ﬁle named AgentMotion.nl which is to be used
by the Tomlab program in forming a solution. Ensure that the model, data and construct
ﬁles are within the working directory of MATLAB and use the following commands:
>>Problem=amplAssign(’AgentMotion’,1,1);
>>Solution=tomRun(’cplex’,Problem,1);
TheresultantsolutionﬁlecanthenbeinterfacedusingtheAMPLshellenvironmentusing:
>>model AgentMotion.mod;
>>data AgentMotion.dat;
>>solution AgentMotion.sol;
Whereupon all AMPL commands for display and data format may be used.Appendix C. AMPL ﬁles 205
C.1 AMPL Model File
#Model file for agent motion
#Maximize the resultant fuel reserves at the end of all completed ’orbits’
#
####################
#SET DATA:
set Agents;
set Positions;
####################
#PARAMETER DATA:
#
#Number of orbits to complete
param n integer >0;
#initial agent fuel
param InitialFuel{j in Agents};
#minimum fuel allowance
param MinFuel{j in Agents};
#Maintenance cost for position per orbit
param COST1{j in Agents,k in Positions}>0;
#Position swap costs
param COST2{k in Positions,P in Positions}>=0;
#Initial Positions (inferred by null swap)
param Swap0{j in Agents, k in Positions, P in Positions, t in 0..n}
binary;
#
####################
#VARIABLES:
#
#Agent fuel status
var AgentFuel{j in Agents, t in 0..(n+1)} >=0;
#Agent pos switching(s)
var AgentSwap{j in Agents,k in Positions, P in Positions, t in 0..(n+1)}
binary;
#Cost of motion at time t
var TotalCost{j in Agents, t in 0..n};
#Agent positions at time t
var AgentPos{j in Agents, k in Positions, t in 0..n};
#
####################
#TASK: maximze agent reserves at end of all ’orbits’
#
maximize FinalFuel: sum{j in Agents}AgentFuel[j,(n+1)];
#
####################
#CONDITIONS:
#
#-Initial Fuel
subject to InitalFuel {j in Agents}:
AgentFuel[j,0]=InitialFuel[j];
#-initial pos allocation (inferred through null swap)
subject to StartPos {j in Agents, k in Positions, P in Positions}:
AgentSwap[j,k,P,0]=Swap0[j,k,P,0];
#-Fuel depletion and limits
subject to FuelLimit{j in Agents, t in 0..(n+1)}:
AgentFuel[j,t]>=MinFuel[j];Appendix C. AMPL ﬁles 206
subject to FuelDepletion {j in Agents, t in 0..n}:
AgentFuel[j,(t+1)]=AgentFuel[j,t]- TotalCost[j,t];
subject to MotionCost{j in Agents, t in 0..n}:
TotalCost[j,t]=
sum{k in Positions,P in Positions}COST2[k,P]*AgentSwap[j,k,P,t]
+sum{k in Positions}COST1[j,k]*sum{P in Positions}AgentSwap[j,k,P,t];
#AgentSwap conditions:
# -Must go or stay somewhere
subject to Restrict1{j in Agents, t in 0..n}:
sum{k in Positions, P in Positions}AgentSwap[j,k,P,t]=1;
# -Can only come from where they were
subject to Restrict2{j in Agents,k in Positions, t in 0..n}:
sum{P in Positions}AgentSwap[j,k,P,(t+1)]
=sum{P in Positions}AgentSwap[j,P,k,t];
# -can’t have more than one in the position
subject to Restrict3{k in Positions,t in 0..n}:
sum{j in Agents,P in Positions}AgentSwap[j,k,P,t]<=1;
#keep track of agent positions
subject to KeepTrack{j in Agents,k in Positions, t in 0..n}:
AgentPos[j,k,t]=sum{P in Positions}AgentSwap[j,k,P,t];
C.2 AMPL Data File (Small Scale Problem)
set Agents:= A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 ;
set Positions:=P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 ;
#BASIC PARAMETERS
param n:=12;
#COMPLEX PARAMETERS
param: InitialFuel MinFuel :=
A0 94.1614 1
A1 91.3578 1
A2 93.147 1
A3 85.2528 1
A4 96.8808 1
A5 96.8808 1
A6 97.4628 1
A7 92.3692 1
A8 94.9257 1
A9 96.1846 1;
#Costs associated with agents being stationed at a position
param COST1 (tr):
A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 :=
P0 5.8386 5.8386 5.8386 5.8386 5.8386 5.8386 5.8386 5.8386 5.8386 5.8386
P1 8.6422 8.6422 8.6422 8.6422 8.6422 8.6422 8.6422 8.6422 8.6422 8.6422
P2 6.8530 6.8530 6.8530 6.8530 6.8530 6.8530 6.8530 6.8530 6.8530 6.8530
P3 14.7472 14.7472 14.7472 14.7472 14.7472 14.7472 14.7472 14.7472 14.7472 14.7472
P4 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192
P5 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192 3.1192
P6 2.5372 2.5372 2.5372 2.5372 2.5372 2.5372 2.5372 2.5372 2.5372 2.5372
P7 7.6308 7.6308 7.6308 7.6308 7.6308 7.6308 7.6308 7.6308 7.6308 7.6308
P8 5.0743 5.0743 5.0743 5.0743 5.0743 5.0743 5.0743 5.0743 5.0743 5.0743
P9 3.8154 3.8154 3.8154 3.8154 3.8154 3.8154 3.8154 3.8154 3.8154 3.8154;Appendix C. AMPL ﬁles 207
#Costs associated with agents swapping position
param COST2 (tr):
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 1.957 2.085 1.8603 1.1346 1.3742 1.3742 1.7969 1.3742 1.6045
P1 1.957 0 0.8701 2.7911 1.0965 0.7753 1.2013 2.125 2.125 0.8701
P2 2.085 0.8701 0 2.3987 1.5263 0.8701 0.8701 1.5263 2.5208 0.5586
P3 1.8603 2.7911 2.3987 0 2.5694 2.2426 1.8398 1.2013 2.9971 2.1411
P4 1.1346 1.0965 1.5263 2.5694 0 0.7753 1.2013 2.125 1.2013 1.1346
P5 1.3742 0.7753 0.8701 2.2426 0.7753 0 0.5586 1.6045 1.8398 0.395
P6 1.3742 1.2013 0.8701 1.8398 1.2013 0.5586 0 1.0965 2.1044 0.395
P7 1.7969 2.125 1.5263 1.2013 2.125 1.6045 1.0965 0 2.7911 1.3742
P8 1.3742 2.125 2.5208 2.9971 1.2013 1.8398 2.1044 2.7911 0 2.1411
P9 1.6045 0.8701 0.5586 2.1411 1.1346 0.395 0.395 1.3742 2.1411 0;
#initial position allocations for agents, inferred through null swap
param Swap0:=
[A0,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A1,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A2,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
[A3,*,*,0]:
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P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A4,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A5,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A6,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A7,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A8,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A9,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
C.3 AMPL Data File (Large Scale Problem)
set Agents:= A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 ;
set Positions:=P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 ;
#BASIC PARAMETERS
param n:=155;
#COMPLEX PARAMETERS
param: InitialFuel MinFuel :=
A0 99.4161 0
A1 99.1358 0
A2 99.3147 0
A3 98.5253 0
A4 99.6881 0
A5 99.6881 0
A6 99.7463 0
A7 99.2369 0
A8 99.4926 0
A9 99.6185 0;
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param COST1 (tr):
A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 :=
P0 0.58386 0.58386 0.58386 0.58386 0.58386 0.58386 0.58386 0.58386 0.58386 0.58386
P1 0.86422 0.86422 0.86422 0.86422 0.86422 0.86422 0.86422 0.86422 0.86422 0.86422
P2 0.68530 0.68530 0.68530 0.68530 0.68530 0.68530 0.68530 0.68530 0.68530 0.68530
P3 1.47472 1.47472 1.47472 1.47472 1.47472 1.47472 1.47472 1.47472 1.47472 1.47472
P4 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192
P5 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192 0.31192
P6 0.25372 0.25372 0.25372 0.25372 0.25372 0.25372 0.25372 0.25372 0.25372 0.25372
P7 0.76308 0.76308 0.76308 0.76308 0.76308 0.76308 0.76308 0.76308 0.76308 0.76308
P8 0.50743 0.50743 0.50743 0.50743 0.50743 0.50743 0.50743 0.50743 0.50743 0.50743
P9 0.38154 0.38154 0.38154 0.38154 0.38154 0.38154 0.38154 0.38154 0.38154 0.38154;
#Costs associated with agents swapping position
param COST2 (tr):
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0.1957 0.2085 0.1860 0.1135 0.1374 0.1374 0.1797 0.1374 0.1605
P1 0.1957 0 0.0870 0.2791 0.1096 0.0775 0.1201 0.2125 0.2125 0.0870
P2 0.2085 0.0870 0 0.2399 0.1526 0.0870 0.0870 0.1526 0.2521 0.0559
P3 0.1860 0.2791 0.2399 0 0.2569 0.2243 0.1840 0.1201 0.2997 0.2141
P4 0.1135 0.1096 0.1526 0.2569 0 0.0775 0.1201 0.2125 0.1201 0.1135
P5 0.1374 0.0775 0.0870 0.2243 0.0775 0 0.0559 0.1605 0.1840 0.0395
P6 0.1374 0.1201 0.0870 0.1840 0.1201 0.0559 0 0.1096 0.2104 0.0395
P7 0.1797 0.2125 0.1526 0.1201 0.2125 0.1605 0.1096 0 0.2791 0.1374
P8 0.1374 0.2125 0.2521 0.2997 0.1201 0.1840 0.2104 0.2791 0 0.2141
P9 0.1605 0.0870 0.0559 0.2141 0.1135 0.0395 0.0395 0.1374 0.2141 0;
#initial position allocations for agents, inferred through null swap
param Swap0:=
[A0,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A1,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A2,*,*,0]:
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P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
[A3,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A4,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A5,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A6,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A7,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A8,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[A9,*,*,0]:
P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 :=
P0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;Appendix D
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C O N T E N T S
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2. Main Usage
Determine control response
3. Component Sentances
Form joint sliding surfaces
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Saturate control output
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Retrieve from memory
Perform continuous time regulatory smc
4. Trivia
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This paper is a PDF version of a document that can be read by agents that have the ability to
interpret sEnglish sentences. Paragraphs in italics, such as this, are informal English inserted by
the human author. All non-italics text, including titles of sections are interpreted by agents.
D.1 Conceptual structures used in this paper
Thissectionﬁrstoutlinesthemainconceptsandobjectsused, thenthebasicdataobjectconstraints
and ﬁnally the attributes of concepts and objects that make up the substance of their meaning.
D.1.1 The main concept and their relationships
The main concepts are : attitude error, desired attitude, desired position, desired state, position
error, spacecraft forces, spacecraft movements . These do not have any sup classes, they represent
root concepts.
The concepts that are subclasses of larger complex classes
An global memory is a special case of cell array and vector.
The special cases of the most signiﬁcant concept classes
Special cases of cell array are global memory and memory item.
Special cases of state are position, omega, quaternion, quaternion error and velocity.
Attributes of an actuator limits
An ’actuator limits’ has the following properties: its ’upper bounds’ that is a number array and its
’lower bounds’ that is a number array.
Attributes of an angular velocity
An ’angular velocity’ has the following properties: its ’dimension’ that can be one of a f’rad/s’g.
Attributes of an angular velocity error
An ’angular velocity error’ has the following properties: its ’dimension’ that can be one of a
f’rad/s’g.
Attributes of an attitude error
An’attitudeerror’hasthefollowingproperties: its’dimension’thatcanbeoneofaf’eulerangles’,
’quaternion’g, its ’values’ that is a vector and its ’reference frame’ that is a text.Appendix D. sEnglish Paper on Continuous Time Sliding Mode Control 218
Attributes of a cell array
A ’cell array’ has the following properties:
Attributes of a control force
A ’control force’ has the following properties: its ’dimension’ that can be one of a f’nm’,’mn’g.
Attributes of a control torque
A ’control torque’ has the following properties: its ’dimension’ that can be one of a f’nm’,’mnm’g.
Attributes of a current state
A ’current state’ has the following properties:
Attributes of a desired attitude
A ’desired attitude’ has the following properties: its ’dimension’ that can be one of a f’euler
angles’, ’quaternion’g, its ’values’ that is a vector and its ’reference frame’ that is a text.
Attributes of a desired position
A’desiredposition’hasthefollowingproperties: its’dimension’thatcanbeoneofaf’km’,’m’,’mm’g,
its ’values’ that is a vector and its ’reference frame’ that is a text.
Attributes of a desired state
A ’desired state’ has the following properties: its ’dimensions’ that is a set of char, its ’values’ that
is a vector, its ’reference frame’ that is a text and its ’time horizon’ that is a number array.
Attributes of a dynamical force
A ’dynamical force’ has the following properties: its ’dimension’ that can be one of a f’n’,’mn’g.
Attributes of a global memory
A ’global memory’ has the following properties:
Attributes of a guidance direction
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Attributes of a guidance kinematics
A ’guidance kinematics’ has the following properties:
Attributes of a guidance omega gradient
A ’guidance omega gradient’ has the following properties:
Attributes of a guidance reference
A ’guidance reference’ has the following properties:
Attributes of an inertia matrix
An ’inertia matrix’ has the following properties: its ’dimension’ that can be one of a f’kgm 2’g.
Attributes of a joint sliding surface
A ’joint sliding surface’ has the following properties:
Attributes of a position error
A’positionerror’hasthefollowingproperties: its’dimension’thatcanbeoneofaf’km’,’m’,’mm’g,
its ’values’ that is a vector and its ’reference frame’ that is a text.
Attributes of a potential gains
A ’potential gains’ has the following properties:
Attributes of an smoothed sign function
An ’smoothed sign function’ has the following properties:
Attributes of an spacecraft forces
An ’spacecraft forces’ has the following properties: its ’time axis’ that is a number array and its
’forces’ that is a set of vectors.
Attributes of an spacecraft movements
An ’spacecraft movements’ has the following properties: its ’time axis’ that is a number array, its
’rotations’ that is a set of quaternions and its ’translations’ that is a set of vectors.Appendix D. sEnglish Paper on Continuous Time Sliding Mode Control 220
Attributes of an state
An ’state’ has the following properties:
Attributes of an state derivative
An ’state derivative’ has the following properties:
Attributes of an state error
An ’state error’ has the following properties:
Attributes of a surface weights
A ’surface weights’ has the following properties:
Attributes of a translational velocity
A’translationalvelocity’hasthefollowingproperties: its’dimension’thatcanbeoneofaf’km/s’,’m/s’g.
Attributes of a translational velocity error
A ’translational velocity error’ has the following properties: its ’dimension’ that can be one of a
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D.2 Main Usage
D.2.1 Determine control response
Sentences to use:
Determine control torque Tout and control force Fout based upon desired state Xdes and global
memory M .
Available things are: Xdes( desired state) , M( global memory) .
Details of the meaning:
Obtain current state Xnow from sensors observing state X . Determine state error Xe between
state Xnow and desired state Xdes . Retrieve ’PotentialGains’ memory item Pg from global mem-
ory M . Determine guidance kinematics G by potential functions using state error Xe and potential
gains Pg . Retrieve ’SurfaceWeights’ memory item Sw from global memory M . Build joint slid-
ing surface S using current state Xnow , surface weights Sw and guidance kinematics G . Retrieve
’SurfaceLimit’ memory item Sl from global memory M . Form modiﬁed joint sliding surface S2
by saturatating joint sliding surface S according to surface limit Sl . Retrieve ’Mass’ memory item
SAm from global memory M . Retrieve ’InertiaMatrix’ memory item SAj from global memory M
. Determine control torque T and control force F using joint sliding surface S2 , surface weights
Sw , spacecraft agent mass SAm , spacecraft agent inertia matrix SAj and current state Xnow
. Retrieve ’ActuatorLimits’ memory item Ubounds from global memory M . Formulate output
control torque Tout and control force Fout by saturating control torque T and control force F with
actuator limits Ubounds .
Resulting things are: Tout(control torque) , Fout(control force) .Appendix D. sEnglish Paper on Continuous Time Sliding Mode Control 222
D.3 Component Sentances
D.3.1 Form joint sliding surfaces
Sentences to use:
Build joint sliding surface S using current state Xnow , surface weights Sw and guidance
kinematics G .
Available things are: Xnow( current state) , Sw( surface weights) , G( guidance kinematics) .
Details of the meaning:
Resulting things are: S(joint sliding surface) .
D.3.2 Determine unbounded control
Sentences to use:
Determine control torque T and control force F using joint sliding surface S2 , surface weights
Sw , spacecraft agent mass SAm , spacecraft agent inertia matrix SAj and current state Xnow .
Available things are: S2( joint sliding surface) , SAm( spacecraft agent mass) , SAj( inertia
matrix) , Xnow( current state) , Sw( surface weights) .
Details of the meaning:
Resulting things are: T(control torque) , F(control force) .
D.3.3 Potential function guidance
Sentences to use:
Determine guidance kinematics G by potential functions using state error Xe and potential
gains Pg .
Available things are: Xe( state error) , Pg( potential gains) .
Details of the meaning:
Resulting things are: G(guidance kinematics) .
D.3.4 Quaternion error
Sentences to use:
Determine quaternion error Qe between quaternion Qnow and quaternion Qdes .
Available things are: Qnow( quaternion) , Qdes( quaternion) .Appendix D. sEnglish Paper on Continuous Time Sliding Mode Control 223
Details of the meaning:
Resulting things are: Qe(quaternion error) .
D.3.5 Determine state error
Sentences to use:
Determine state error Xe between state Xnow and desired state Xdes .
Available things are: Xnow( state) , Xdes( desired state) .
Details of the meaning:
Deﬁne quaternion Qnow as ”Xnow(7:10)” . Deﬁne quaternion Qdes as ”Xdes(7:10)” . Deter-
mine quaternion error Qe between quaternion Qnow and quaternion Qdes . Execute ”Xe=Xnow-
Xdes;Xe(7:10)=Qe;” .
Resulting things are: Xe(state error) .
D.3.6 Saturate surface
Sentences to use:
Form modiﬁed joint sliding surface S2 by saturatating joint sliding surface S according to
surface limit Sl .
Available things are: S( joint sliding surface) , Sl( surface limit) .
Details of the meaning:
Resulting things are: S2(joint sliding surface) .
D.3.7 Saturate control output
Sentences to use:
Formulate output control torque Tout and control force Fout by saturating control torque T
and control force F with actuator limits Ubounds .
Available things are: T( control torque) , F( control force) , Ubounds( actuator limits) .
Details of the meaning:
Resulting things are: Tout(control torque) , Fout(control force) .
D.3.8 Return ideal state
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Obtain current state Xnow from sensors observing current state X .
Available things are: X( current state) .
Details of the meaning:
Execute ”Xnow=X” .
Resulting things are: Xnow(current state) .
D.3.9 Deﬁne agent memory
Sentences to use:
Retrieve global memory M .
Details of the meaning:
M . SurfaceWeights = [0.1;0.1] ;M . SurfaceLimit = [0.1] ;M .
Resulting things are: M(global memory) .
D.3.10 Retrieve from memory
Sentences to use:
Retrieve ’name’ memory item OUT from global memory M .
Available things are: U ( quote) , M( global memory) .
Details of the meaning:
Execute ”N=ﬁeldnames(M);” . Execute code ”index=ﬁnd(ismember(N,U )==1);” . Execute
”OUT=M.(Nindex);” .
Resulting things are: OUT(memory item) .
D.3.11 Perform continuous time regulatory smc
Sentences to use:
Use ’CTSMC’ to obtain control torque Tout and control force Fout for spacecraft agent SPA1
and desired state Xdes .
Available things are: U ( quote) , Xdes( desired state) , SPA1( spacecraft agent) .
Details of the meaning:
Retrieve global memory M . If U is ’CTSMC’ , then do the following . Determine control
torque Tout and control force Fout based upon desired state Xdes and global memory M . Finish
conditional actions .
Resulting things are: Tout(control torque) , Fout(control force) .Appendix D. sEnglish Paper on Continuous Time Sliding Mode Control 225
D.4 Trivia
D.4.1 Truth value of strings equal
Sentences to use:
Quote Q is ’quote’ .
Available things are: Q( quote) , U ( quote) .
Details of the meaning:
Execute code ”B=strcmp(Q,U );” .
Resulting things are: B(relation Boolean) .Appendix D. sEnglish Paper on Continuous Time Sliding Mode Control 226
D.4.2 The special data types of numerical arrays, cell arrays and text with constraints
’code’ which is text .
’control type’ which is text .
’equation’ which is text .
’image’ which is text .
’input’ which is an array of numbers .
’matlab code’ which is text .
’matrix’ which is an array of numbers .
’memory item’ which is an array of numbers .
’number’ which is an array of numbers .
’omega’ which is an array of numbers .
’physical object’ which is text .
’physical quantity’ which is an array of numbers .
’position’ which is an array of numbers .
’quaternion’ which is an array of numbers .
’quaternion error’ which is an array of numbers .
’quote’ which is text .
’scalar’ which is an array of numbers .
’sign threshold’ which is an array of numbers .
’size’ which is an array of numbers .
’spacecraft agent’ which is text .
’spacecraft agent mass’ which is an array of numbers .
’surface limit’ which is an array of numbers .
’time period’ which is an array of numbers .
’unit matrix’ which is an array of numbers .
’vector’ which is an array of numbers .
’velocity’ which is an array of numbers .Appendix D. sEnglish Paper on Continuous Time Sliding Mode Control 227
D.4.3 Primitives: M-functions of hardware handling, signal processing and modelling
D.4.4 Ontology source text used
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% ID: AGENT ONTOLOGY FOR SPACECRAFT AGENT(S)
% Author : N K Lincoln
%
% School of Engineering Sciences
% University of Southampton (UK)
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%general defintions
>time period: physical quantity
>unit matrix : matrix
>matrix: double
>vector : double
>scalar : double
>physical object : char
>physical quantity: double
>size:double
>input: double
>cell array: vector
%The spacecraft agent itself:
>spacecraft agent : physical object
@agent name: char
@coordinate frames : set of char
@total mass : double
@inertial matrix: matrix
@output limitations: vector
@knowledge: cell array
>spacecraft agent mass: double
@dimension : {’kg’, ’ton’}
>inertia matrix: matrix
@dimension : {’kgmˆ{-2}’}
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@upper bounds: double
@lower bounds: double
%with knowledge
>global memory: cell array
>>memory item: matrix
%What it can do:
>spacecraft movements
@time axis : double
@rotations : set of quaternions
@translations : set of vectors
>spacecraft forces
@time axis:double
@forces: set of vectors
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Attributes of a spacecraft agent:
>desired state
@dimensions: set of char
@values : vector
@reference frame : char
@time horizon: double
>desired attitude
@dimension : {’Euler angles’, ’quaternion’}
@values : vector
@reference frame : char
>desired position
@dimension : {’km’,’m’,’mm’}
@values : vector
@reference frame : char
>attitude error
@dimension : {’Euler angles’, ’quaternion’}
@values : vector
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>position error
@dimension : {’km’,’m’,’mm’}
@values : vector
@reference frame : char
>state : vector
>>position: vector
>>velocity: vector
>>quaternion: vector
>>quaternion error: vector
>>omega: vector
>state derivative: vector
>state error: vector
>current state: vector
>translational velocity : vector
@dimension: {’km/s’,’m/s’}
>translational velocity error : vector
@dimension: {’km/s’,’m/s’}
>angular velocity : vector
@dimension: {’rad/s’}
>angular velocity error : vector
@dimension: {’rad/s’}
%guidance inputs
>guidance kinematics: vector
>guidance omega gradient: vector
>guidance direction: vector
>guidance reference : vector
%control specific items
>surface weights : vector
>surface limit: double
>joint sliding surface: vector
>smoothed sign function: vector
>potential gains: vector
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@CTSMC:char
@DTSMC: char
@regualtory:char
@model predictive: char
%spacecraft outputs
>dynamical force : matrix
@dimension: {’N’,’mN’}
>sign threshold : scalar
>control torque : vector
@dimension: {’Nm’,’mNm’}
>control force : vector
@dimension: {’Nm’,’mN’}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%